
Architect Employs POZZOLITH... To Improve Control of Concrete Quality...

POZZOLITH...the key to-
- lowest possible unit water content*
- close control of entrained air...
- placing consistency...
- rate of hardening...
- reduced costs

* For a given set of materials and water-cement ratio, unit water content (water required per cubic yard of concrete) is the most important basic factor affecting the quality of concrete. A.C.I., Committee 613, 1944 Report, Page 655. Bureau of Reclamation’s current Concrete Manual, Page 130.

Industrial and commercial buildings of all types... schools and hospitals... are among the outstanding structures built since 1932 in which Pozzolith has enabled engineering to better control concrete quality.

Architects and engineers employ Pozzolith with confidence because:

1. proved performance... 100 million cubic yards of concrete produced with Pozzolith for all types of jobs.
2. applied know-how... over 70 skilled Master Builders’ field technical men for product-use consultation.
3. available everywhere... 1000 ready-mix and job-site plants now producing concrete with Pozzolith.

Ask us to demonstrate the advantages of Pozzolith for your project.
Photos reveal superiority of Goodyear All-Vinyl

Free of large pits and voids—Goodyear's smoother, more dense surface needs no additional protective finish

White objects are tiny grains of salt indicating degree of magnification. Shadow lines from salt crystals show same lighting conditions prevailed in all three photographs.

Here are actual photographs of the wearing surfaces of Goodyear All-Vinyl and two other vinyl-type floorings—magnified 14 times.

Goodyear's vastly superior, naturally lustrous surface has unrivaled smoothness and density. As a result, no wax finish is required—maintenance of Goodyear All-Vinyl costs but a fraction of what is normally required for the upkeep of conventional flooring materials.

The beauty of the sparkling range of 38 "Decorator Colors"—the long life, the freedom from care—make the selection of Goodyear All-Vinyl an enduring testimonial to the good judgment of the architect who writes Goodyear into the specs.


The Quality Is Remembered
Long After The Price Is Forgotten

Goodyear All-Vinyl

Available in Tiles and full 45"-wide rolls—in both standard and Heavy-Duty Homogeneous gauges for walls, floors and counter tops.
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The new Pryne tilting hood is functionally designed for installation in new or existing cabinetry. Simplicity of installation reduces time and labor costs. 5 year service guarantee assures longer-lasting, trouble-free performance.

For modern beauty and design—specify Pryne!

- Exclusive! A flick of the fingers and the hood tilts for easy cleaning or removal!
- Exclusive! Angled corners allow cabinet doors to open wide on either side!
- Exclusive! No inside projections to catch dirt, dust, grease.
- Available in White Deluxe Enamel, Stainless Steel and Glazed Coppertone finishes.
- 3 standard models for installation with new or existing cabinets:
  - #500—with space-saving self-contained Blo-fan and Pry-lite
  - #400—requires only 4" of space for light and fan housing
  - #300—low-cost builders special with Aerofan and Pry-lite
- 4 standard lengths; others available on special order.
According to latest estimates from U. S. Dep'pts. of Commerce and Labor, construction spending will top last year's record by wider margin than previously expected. Gains in virtually all types of construction indicate annual rate of $41.8 billions—11% above 1954. Increases of 30% in commercial outlays, 21% in private home building, 8% in industrial, and 4% in public construction are predicted.

Resolution protesting alterations to historic East façade of U. S. Capitol Building (WASHINGTON PERSPECTIVE July 1955 P/A) was unanimously approved at AIA Convention last month. Services of committee of distinguished architects—to aid Congress in finding adequate restaurant space—are also offered in resolution.

Original documents of White Pine Series of Architectural Monographs have been presented to AIA Library in Washington, D. C., by the Weyerhaeuser Timber Foundation. Known as George F. Lindsay Collection of Early American Documents, the drawings and photos were edited by Russell F. Whitehead and published in part in "Pencil Points."

"ARCHITECTURE—U.S.A.," Ralph Myer's film report on contemporary architecture in America, now is available through AIA. Collection of 140 slides, with sound, may be presented before service groups, schools, and similar organizations.

Hugh Stubbins, Jr., has been selected by AIA President's Committee to design U. S. exhibit in Berlin Building Exhibition, to be held from July through September, 1957.

Producers' Council is again sponsoring Caravan of Quality Building Products. Completely new exhibit of building materials will begin touring 36 major marketing areas next month.

Five leading architectural firms have been commissioned to design classrooms for SCHOOLROOM PROGRESS U.S.A., a traveling exhibit sponsored by The Henry Ford Museum and The Encyclopedia Americana to stimulate interest in better educational facilities. Display of latest in modern-classroom design and schoolrooms of past century will tour 250 cities in two railroad cars. Architects selected were: Perkins & Will, Curtis & Davis, John Lyon Reid & Partners, John Carl Warnecke, and Smith, Powell & Morgridge.

Honorary Doctor of Arts degree was awarded to R. Buckminster Fuller at University of Michigan. . . . University of Wisconsin gave honorary Doctor of Fine Arts to Frank Lloyd Wright. . . . Honorary Doctor of Laws degree was presented to Robert Moses at Pratt Institute.

New York Chapter, AIA, is accepting applications for 1956 Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship—$2400 grant for advanced study in specialized field of architecture. Contact chapter office at 115 E. 40 St., New York 16, before November 15. . . . Several Fulbright awards for 1956-57 academic year will remain open until October 1, 1955. Lecturers in architectural design are needed in Copenhagen, Aachen, and Baghdad; opportunities for architectural research are available in Finland and Greece.
My friendship with Marshall Shaffer began in Chicago in the fall of 1933 when we met at a Hull House dinner for Sir Raymond Unwin. Shaffer was convalescing from tuberculosis of the eyes and was living at Hull House as a resident. Work on Neutra's Rush City had aroused his interest in planning and housing, and launched him in a sea of social-welfare speculation. I was fresh from Washington and the first six months of the New Deal, so we had much in common. There was never any question in my mind that his determination to become an architect originated in an idealistic desire to use that profession as a means toward greater service to humanity. (He had been educated and had practiced for several years as a mining engineer.) Shaffer was never a great designer, but had an unshakable conviction about the purposes of architecture, leadership and organizing ability, an understanding of shock appeal, a strong sense of method and a willingness to undertake arduous studies, and a pronounced bent toward practical things.

These qualities were not especially desired in the architectural offices of the 1930s. The unconventional career Shaffer followed in the next few years led him to Washington, where he applied Neurath's "little men" to a WPA statistical drafting project, and did some mysterious work for Dave Williams' housing programs; and to Pratt Institute as architectural instructor, displaying unique teaching abilities. Before he joined the U. S. Public Health Service in 1939, almost by accident and certainly not as the result of formal selection, his architectural experience had been extremely limited. Dr. Mountain at USPHS did not expect him to design hospitals.

That gifted official saw ahead a vast Federally aided hospital building program, on the model of the Federal highway program, and appreciated Shaffer as a man with a belief in such a program and a capacity to promote it; and later on he recognized his abilities to formulate its architectural standards and criteria and to direct its architectural program. What deceptions and rationalizations he practiced to justify this appointment I can only imagine, but there is no question that Mountain knew what he wanted and what he was getting—an unconventional but dedicated man.

So it happened that when the hospital demands of congested war production areas had to be met by some form of Federal action, USPHS was ready with the basic data that could be readily converted to design and construction standards. Before he started on the Hill-Burton program, which became his monument, Shaffer sharpened his tools on the wartime hospital building program. And when the war ended USPHS was ready with its program enacted by Congress in 1946. The Hill-Burton legislation (P.L. 725) was a milestone in Federal aid programs, and a whole decade later only the National Science Foundation act deserves to be compared with it. Federal aid proposals in school building, the arts, and other fields have been modelled on it.

The law authorized surveys of hospital needs and the preparation of state building programs, described administrative procedures, and set program standards. The authority under which Shaffer operated was contained in two sentences authorizing the formulation of standards and requiring approval of plans and specifications. The assurance of architectural standards was provided chiefly by the Federal Hospital Council and equivalent state councils which, in effect, have reviewed and approved the program's regulations.

These observations on Marshall Shaffer's career are not prompted by any desire to document or eulogize the man who at his death was the most significant architect in the Federal service. They are the result of a somber reflection on our incapacity to secure any continuity from one such creative individual to another. It is not to deprecate Shaffer's assistants or his successors to imply that they are unable to carry on as he did. They know it better than anyone else. But they know, too, that within the structure of government, with its continuing responsibilities, little attention is paid to building architectural careers of the special nature government work requires. Good architects drift from their pigeonholes, where there seems so little chance to advance and to develop one's abilities; or they tend to dry up, to lose their perspective, or to succumb to that dry dot of bureaucracy—timidity. We are failing to secure and keep in office the very men who are needed if the talent of private architects is to come to fruition in government work. Not efficient bureaucratic rubber stamping, or merely keeping out of the way of private architects, but executive and creative abilities of the first order are needed to sustain architectural programs from year to year at the political level. And we have not found the way to get them.
Rolling Steel Doors

Manually, Mechanically, or Electrically Operated

No matter what your door requirements might be—loading dock opening, truck opening, railroad opening, fire wall opening, or craneway opening—you will be better served by good, permanent, rolling steel doors. For real protection, long life, and convenient, time-saving operation, a power operated rolling steel door has no equal. No other type of door can match its compactness in operation... the vertical roll-up action of the door curtain occupies no usable space either inside or outside the opening—and there are no overhead tracks or other obstructions to interfere with material stacking or crane handling adjacent to door openings. Rolling steel doors sustain less damage, require less maintenance... their all-metal construction assures a lifetime of trouble-free service and provides maximum protection against intrusion and fire. When you select a rolling steel door, it will pay you to check specifications carefully... you will find extra-value features in Mahon Rolling Steel Doors—for instance, the galvanized steel material, from which the interlocking curtain slats are rolled, is BONDERIZED and DIP-COATED with synthetic enamel which is baked on at 350° F. prior to roll-forming. You will find other Mahon features in both design and materials that add up to a greater over-all dollar value. See Sweet's Files for complete information, or write for Mahon Catalog G-55.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY

Detroit 34, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois • Representatives In all Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Automatic Closing Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters; Insulated Metal Walls and Wall Panels; Steel Deck for Roofs and Partitions; Permanent Floor Forms, and Electrified Cel-Beam Floor Systems.

Four Mahon Power Operated Rolling Steel Doors installed in a loading dock with mechanical floor levelers in each opening. A total of thirty-nine, Mahon Rolling Steel Doors were installed in various types of openings in this new Sutherland Paper Co. Plant, Kalamazoo, Mich. Allier-Davis Co., Designers and Gen. Contrs.

MAHON

ROLLING STEEL DOORS, SHUTTERS AND GRAILLES TO MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT
Mills Movable Walls keep office layouts permanently efficient with **Space Control**

The El Paso Natural Gas Company promotes efficiency and morale in its new headquarters building by providing its employees with pleasant, business-like surroundings and well-designed offices. **Space Control**, assuring permanent efficiency of office layouts, has been achieved through the use of more than two miles of Mills Movable Walls to form these modern business interiors. Whenever changes in space requirements occur these walls can be rearranged to fit new layouts quickly, easily and at very low cost—usually overnight or during a week end. Fully insulated and soundproofed, Mills Walls are unexcelled in architectural design and structural stability—and they require no maintenance whatever, except occasional washing to keep them looking always their efficient best.

THE MILLS COMPANY, 929 Wayside Road, Cleveland 10, Ohio
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Make this Test
for Heat Flow
in Buildings

Try this experiment. Take a piece of multiple accordion aluminum. (We'll send you some free samples.) Hold it very close to your cheek without touching. You'll be surprised! Notice how, in seconds, your cheek feels a glow of warmth. Why? Because the heat rays which are leaving your face (although without temperature), are being thrown back again at a 97% rate by this amazing insulation. Reflected to your cheek, the rays are now re-absorbed at a 90% rate and turned into heat.

THE BIG THIEF

The same thing happens in building spaces. This simple experiment illustrates an extremely important principle of heat flow. The greatest thief of fuel, of heat, and of comfort in buildings in winter, and of comfort and electricity for air-cooling in summer, is the flow of heat by Radiation.

Put multiple sheets of prefabricated accordion aluminum insulation inside wall and roof spaces, and you bar the path of this thief. For multiple accordion aluminum throws back, with 97% reflectivity, the heat rays that strike its surfaces. It also retards, most effectively, the flow of heat by Convection, Conduction, and Vapor Flow.

The tough aluminum sheets in multiple aluminum are almost completely impervious to water vapor, and are long and continuous. Infiltration under flat, stapled flanges is slight.

Where multiple aluminum is used, fortuitous vapor and water (for instance rain) which intrude into wall and similar spaces, will gradually flow out as vapor through exterior walls and roofs as pressure develops within, because vapor flows from areas of greater to less density. The vapor cannot back up through the continuous, almost completely impervious aluminum, so it flows out because exterior walls and roofs have substantial permeability compared to aluminum, far greater than the required 5 to 1 ratio.

For maximum uniform depth protection against heat loss and condensation formation, use edge-to-edge multiple aluminum,* each sheet of which automatically stretches from joist to joist.

How thermal losses can be reduced by successive sheets of metal and air layers is described in the booklet, "Insulating Effect of Successive Air Spaces Bounded by Bright Metallic Surfaces" published by the American Society of Heating and Air-Conditioning Engineers. This report is well worth reading. Obtain it free—Send the coupon.

COST OF EDGE-TO-EDGE INFRA
Multiple Aluminum Insulation
installed in new construction between wood joists, material and labor
Type 6-PS about 10¢ sq. ft. Type 4-PS about 8¢ sq. ft.

Infra Insulation Inc., 525 Bway., N.Y.C. Dept. P. 8
Please send □ ASHAE booklet, "Insulating Effect."

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
prestressed lift-slab hospital

Litchfield County Hospital in Winsted, Connecticut, to adjoin and eventually replace the present 50-year old structure, will be the first hospital designed by Sherwood, Mills & Smith, Stamford, Connecticut Architects. It will also be the first multistory prestressed lift-slab structure in this area. The new five-story building, housing operating, emergency, pediatric, obstetric, and general nursing facilities, will be joined to the existing hospital by a glass-enclosed corridor. During a second construction stage the old hospital will be rebuilt to provide out-patient departments and administrative facilities. The first new structure, indicated on the plan above, will consist of four-way cantilever floor slabs, combined with light screen walls on all four sides. Rendering of south-west façade (above) indicates use of brick-faced cavity wall at basement level. Upper stories employ metal spandrel panels and fixed or operating glass panels. The penthouse is faced with metal siding. This new method of erection should result in a saving of approximately $50,000 over conventional construction. Marchant & Minges of West Hartford, Connecticut, are the Engineers.

Rendering: Vincent Furno
Ramapo High School, also designed by Sherwood, Mills & Smith, will serve the towns of Oakland, Franklin Lakes, and Wyckoff, New Jersey. Fine views, proximity to an existing residential street, and the need for a large outdoor playground determined the placement of the building on the high northern part of the site. The floor levels of this one-story school closely follow the contours of the site—the only basement is on the east side where the land falls away sharply.

"Heart" of the school is the student commons and the library. Grouped around this core are the classrooms for languages, business education, social studies, science, home making, industrial arts, and music. Gymnasium and auditorium, each with a seating capacity of 750, are located so that they may also be used by the community without interfering with the school program. Garden courts have been introduced to separate the many activities, to provide an alternate passage between most elements of the plan, and to permit spacious outdoor extensions for large gatherings. The structural frame, based on a 6' 8" module, will be of rectangular hollow steel beams, girders, and columns, forming continuous steel bents. Wherever possible, glazed partitions are used for a sense of openness. Partner-in-charge of this project is Thorne Sherwood; job captain, Gray Taylor; site consultant, Bryan Lynch; educational consultant, Dr. Walter Cocking. Mechanical Engineers are Muzzillo & Tizian; Structural Engineers, Fraioli, Blum & Yesselman.
A WAYLITE SURFACE

needs no acoustical treatment

In addition, it has high thermal insulative qualities... offers many decorative possibilities... it is low in cost... fire-safe

A large number of schools are being built these days of Waylite concrete masonry units.

The fact that the exposed surface of Waylite is one of the most efficient acoustical treatments known is in part responsible. Rooms that are comfortable to the ear are equally important in churches, auditoriums, offices, and many other structures.

Exposed Waylite is not only comfortable to the ear, but it is pleasing to the eye. The unit patterns shown give some idea of the varied decorative effects that can be easily achieved. The natural surface of Waylite units is attractive in color and texture. Units may be painted—or pigmented during manufacture.

Waylite concrete masonry units are structurally adequate and give a combination of four important factors: (1) high thermal insulative qualities; (2) excellent acoustical values; (3) a wide range of decorative possibilities; (4) low in cost—and fire-safe.

You will find 24 pages of engineering data on Waylite in Sweet's Catalog. Additional information is available on request. Address the Waylite Company, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois or Box 30, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
The first award for churches under construction or definitely commissioned, was recently given to Grace Lutheran Church, Teaneck, New Jersey, by the Church Architectural Guild of America. Paul Schweikher, New Haven, Connecticut Architect (also chairman of the Department of Architecture, Yale), and his Associates Earl P. Carlin and Roy Harrover submitted this design. To create a separate cloistered environment within walls, and an atmosphere not unlike that found in medieval monasteries, all of the functions of this church have been provided for within a large rectangular enclosure. The elements—a main sanctuary, a smaller chapel, a school with gymnasium and cafeteria—are divided from each other by interior courtyards. These openings not only segregate various activities, and provide pleasant vistas, again reminiscent of early church traditions; they also permit construction of 52,000 sq ft building complex in stages. Since each unit is complete in itself, the usual truncated appearance of partly finished work, during the course of construction, is averted. For the structural frame the architects have chosen exposed concrete, combined with curtain walls of masonry, glass, or metal panels. Cylindrical intersecting vaults over the main sanctuary will also be of concrete. The estimated cost of the project is approximately $1 million.
St. John's Hospital, Springfield, Missouri
Maguolo & Quick, Architects, St. Louis

Marble...

used in profusion... at little cost

Writes Architect G. J. Maguolo: "It seems quite surprising, in view of the profuse use of marble throughout, that the entire marble installation in St. John's Hospital was but 1.4% of the total construction cost of this building. That, however, is not the entire story, for aside from the beauty and durability of the material there is an all-important factor — marble's minimum annual maintenance — a point which all of our clients have been quick to understand and appreciate."

For more complete data on the basic economy of marble write:

Marble Institute of America, Inc.

108 Forster Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York
The smartest new style in tile is sure to please your most discriminating clients!

Throughout the country, decorators, homeowners and builders are cheering the smart new style of MATICO Confetti Tile Flooring. Available in 10 beautiful colors, Confetti goes perfectly with any decor or style of architecture... is reinforced with polystyrene plastic for greater durability and resiliency. Confetti costs no more than regular asphalt tile... yet offers all the outstanding advantages that have made asphalt tile desirable for so many installations. Be sure to consider Confetti for your next project... you can specify it for use on, above or below grade.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Calif. • Newburgh, N. Y.

Mfrs. of: Confetti • Aristoflex • Parquetry • Maticork • Asphalt Tile • Cork Tile • Plastic Wall Tile
Dear Editor: Please refer to page 137 of March 1955 P/A. Several elements of the details seem less satisfactory than they might be.

1. Sloping cuts of the cantilevered members look well, and have been used much lately. The principal objection is that the bottom edge of the web is in compression and is very inefficient. Particularly the notch at the sash is very disruptive, as it invites serious concentration of stress even with light loading. A straight cut with a lightly but continuously welded flange would be much more effective.

2. The jump in the top flange is troublesome to make and interrupts the bedding of the deck as well.

3. The spacing of bends is not indicated, but for any distance the 6112.5 (least r = .72) would not be as strong as a 6B12 (least r = .90). A wood strut might look better and would shrink and swell with the deck.

4. The roof curb is very low and would invite leaks.

5. Streaking of the soffit of the up-sweeping overhang seems inevitable without a deep drip-edge at the fascia. A three-foot overhang is certainly a minor matter, but greater extensions are inviting.

Engineers are a serious nuisance to architects, I know. RALPH E. BRADDON
Cleveland, Ohio

Dear Editor: The following is our answer to the statements made by Braddon:

1. The objection raised to the sloping cut on the cantilevered members is perfectly true, however, since the stress at the bottom (compression) edge of the resultant "T" is only 9.35 KSI when the full depth of section is taken into account and also because the stress in the "T" is not in excess of 20 KSI when calculated in accordance with AISC Specifications (Section 18, Paragraph c), the additional expense of welding a sloping bottom flange on the beam to produce a theoretically more efficient section is not justified. The sloping cuts on the cantilevered beams were not made for the purpose of obtaining the implied cliché; they were so cut to maintain a maximum head room in the corridors while keeping the total height of the building to a minimum, thus resulting in a more economical job.

2. The "jump" in the top flange of the beam, although somewhat troublesome to make, was necessitated by the continuous stock windows. It was more economical to "jump" the beam than to place special windows fitted to each side of the beam or to place a metal closer at each beam.

3. In California all school buildings are designed for seismic loads and this strut is designed to act in a series of portals to resist the longitudinal seismic loads. It is utterly fantastic to think of making a moment connection with a wood beam. (Incidentally, the connection shown was not the same as built.) The reason a 6112.5 was chosen was that the Kaiser Steel Mill in California rolls this beam and it is cheaper and more readily available than a 6B12 imported from the east, so the local steel fabricators informed us.

4. The writer in making this criticism does not realize that this building has been in use about 3½ years without any leaks and that the average rainfall for this area is about 8 or 9 inches. (There is no snow condition to worry about.)

5. Again there is not any streaking of the soffit in 3½ years. The writer’s attention is invited to the fact that this is an economical job and the roof was extended out only far enough to shade the skylight sash from the sun.

This office does not regard engineers as a “serious nuisance to architects,” as we know that a complete synthesis is not possible for a working whole without the engineers’ knowledge and ability. Designing a building is not a separate series of acts but an integration of related thinking and feeling. Architecture cannot be broken up into separate entities for design, but design must be a synthesis of related matter. Braddon should keep in mind . . . a broader view.

ROBERT C. KAESTNER
Visalia, Calif.

Letters to the Schoolmaster

Dear Carl Feiss: As a teacher, I have thoroughly enjoyed Out of School for years past. As a student, I have found much of instruction for myself there.

Now I take pen in hand (purely allegorical, since the typewriter is my only means of written communication other than engineering lettering) to comment on the first paragraphs of your column in February 1955 P/A.

The Supreme Court decision and your comments thereon are dear to my heart. As an engineer, I have been a misfit among my contemporaries, for I firmly believe that things are subordinate to people. The function of a machine, a road, or building is to serve people—and to serve people, that design must be of pleasing appearance to those who see it and not exacting upon the physique of those who would use it. The design of any thing must be sited to people in all respects, including the esthetic. This I have attempted to impart to my students, for development of personality and talent must be development of the whole man. The architect or engineer who is able to design only for function, without regard for esthetic appeal, is reflected by the city with a beautiful modern business district surrounded by slovenly tenements.

Some would say that this viewpoint is more that of the architect than of the engineer. But I find architects to be as faulty as engineers—too many ascribing beauty to that which is merely “different.”

Returning to the Supreme Court, the thesis of the decision was most admirablely expounded about two years ago in a sermon by the Rev. Robert C. Howe of First Methodist Church, Pittsburgh, Pa. Com-
menting upon the rehabilitation of the Golden Triangle, he said, “The places where men sleep, eat, and spend their leisure time are of as great importance as the places where they work.”

THOBURN F. PETERSON
Assist. Professor, Engineering Drawing
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, N. Dak.

Dear Carl Feiss: It has come as a great surprise to me that with the extensive educational facilities devoted to architecture in this country, there seems to be almost no part of these aimed toward the further education of the practicing architect. I have written to several universities on this matter and with the exception of one (the University of Florida), there has not been forthcoming the slightest spark of interest or encouragement.

From your articles in P/A it would appear that you are the authority on this subject. I should like to put my problem before you in the hope that you may have a suggestion to offer.

My background is as follows: limited higher education consisting of two years of junior college, a year of painting and two years of evening school in architecture; extensive experience since 1940 in leading offices in New York and Florida; registered by examination in Florida in 1952 and certified by NCARB this year. Moderately successful practice in my own office since 1952 consisting of residences, development houses, stores, apartments, a chapel, a clinic, a restaurant.

Strangely, the thing that is separating me from architecture is the practice thereof. Daily association with businessmen who consider the architect as a trade to be bargained with and directed, monthly meetings with architects who advise that modern architecture “can’t last”—these do more to harm than experience with clients, contracts, and materials does good. I require intimate association with trading of ideas with men striving toward an esthetic ideal. Perhaps I need to trade some of my practical experience for the bright impossibilities of the undergraduates. Mostly I require the guidance of men unquestionably my superior in vision and technique.

The course I seek should cover a month in the summer or fall of each year. It should be without credit, marks, attendance records, or formality. It should consist of design problems related to normal practice, given at a rate of at least three per week, plus lectures or demonstrations pertaining to esthetic concepts and presentation techniques. Criticism should be given in group seminars and should concern itself equally with planning, architectural beauty, and presentation. In short this course should help to improve the everyday architecture of the average practitioner and give him a tool to sell this better architecture to his average client.

It may be that, having found such a curriculum, I shall be unable to attend due to pressure of work or, if the present picture persists, infirmity of age. However, it would be comforting to know that the responsibilities of practice will not condemn me to eternal mediocrity.

EDMOND A. PACHNER
Palm Beach, Fla.
Scorching utensils, acids, rough abrasions, anything that mars ordinary hard surfaces has no effect on Pomona Tile's "Space-Rite" Perma-glaze deck tile. Fused by an exclusive Pomona process, Perma-glaze has flint-like hardness. That is why this steaming kettle and potent lemon juice acid prove harmless to its lifetime jewel-like surface. Note the smart, new 6" by 4 ¼" size tile in Pomona's textured Sun Yellow Perma-glaze. To guarantee complete client satisfaction, specify Pomona "Space-Rite" tile.

Write for free catalog with actual tile samples of full line of colors.

POMONA TILE MANUFACTURING CO.
629 N. La Brea, Los Angeles 36, Calif. • York 1177
Seattle • San Francisco • Pomona • Long Beach • Arkansas City, Kan. • Houston • St. Louis
Phoenix • Salt Lake City • N. Hollywood • N. Kansas City, Mo. • Chicago • Denver • Dallas
NEW RURAL SCHOOL IN PENNSYLVANIA
OFFERS MANY SPECIAL FACILITIES

Parkland Union Junior-Senior High School in Lehigh County, north of Allentown, Pa., is a new 2,905,600 cu ft steel and brick building with remarkably complete facilities. Built to serve nearly 1400 students from the surrounding rural communities, the school is situated on a plot of 88 acres.

Besides classrooms, library, gymnasium, pool, auditorium and cafeteria there are many special facilities. These include a complete print shop and photographic darkroom; a ceramics workroom; band and chorus practice rooms and a soundproof instrument-practice room; wood, metal and agricultural work and classrooms; a complete "family life" center, and fully equipped medical and dental examination rooms.

Here, as in so many of today's new schools, the planners wanted spacious and up-to-date facilities, housed in a structure of strength and durability. For this reason the school building was framed with structural steel, with Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists spanning rooms and hallways to provide rigid, non-warping construction, without the need for interior supporting columns.

In addition, the use of Bethlehem Joists also facilitated the installation of ducts and recessed lighting, because wires and conduits could be run right through the open webs. And in combination with the brick and concrete exterior of the building, Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists provide maximum fire-safety.
In the first annual Civic Pride Luncheon, sponsored by Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry and Chicago Chapter, AIA, held in Chicago on April 12, Alexander Hamilton monument in Lincoln Park (Architects Marx, Flint & Schonne) and 18 buildings were cited as outstanding architectural contributions to a new Chicago. Honor Awards went to: St. Patrick's High School (Architects Belli & Belli); Veterans Administration Research Hospital (Architects Schmidt, Garden & Erikson); Village Market (Architects Mittelbuscher & Tourtelot); Sawyer Biscuit Co. factory and Lake Meadows Apartments (Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill); American Bar Center (Architects Holabird & Root & Burgee).

Honor awards for superior craftsmanship in the building trades allied to architecture went to: Woodwork Corp. of America; Hartmann-Sanders; Rippel Architectural Metals; Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio; American Terra Cotta Corp.

**Elections**

Harvard Graduate School of Design Association, recently formed to act as liaison between Harvard and its graduates in Architecture, City Planning, and Landscape Architecture, announces election of the following officers: President, Robert A. Little, Cleveland; Vice-Presidents, Garret Eckbo, Los Angeles, Robert Geddes, Philadelphia; Secretary, James L. Harris, Cambridge; Treasurer, Joseph P. Richardson, Boston; Alumni Director, Charles W. Eliot, Cambridge.

Lewis G. Adams has been elected to a second term as President of the Architectural League of New York. Vice-Presidents elected are: Lumen M. Winter, Painting; Mosssaye Marans, Sculpture; Wolcott E. Andrews, Landscape Architecture; Harold Bartos, Design and Craftsmanship; John G. Skidmore, Engineering; and Walker O. Cain, Architecture. Ferdinand Eiseman was elected Secretary; Henry C. Eipel, Treasurer.

**Awards**

Richard Vrooman, Assistant Professor of Architecture, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, was awarded First Prize in a recent competition to select an architect to design and supervise construction of a nondenominational chapel on the campus of that college.

At the first annual Civic Pride Luncheon, sponsored by Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry and Chicago Chapter, AIA, held in Chicago on April 12, Alexander Hamilton monument in Lincoln Park (Architects Marx, Flint & Schonne) and 18 buildings were cited as outstanding architectural contributions to a new Chicago. Honor Awards went to: St. Patrick's High School (Architects Belli & Belli); Veterans Administration Research Hospital (Architects Schmidt, Garden & Erikson); Village Market (Architects Mittelbuscher & Tourtelot); Sawyer Biscuit Co. factory and Lake Meadows Apartments (Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill); American Bar Center (Architects Holabird & Root & Burgee).

Honor awards for superior craftsmanship in the building trades allied to architecture went to: Woodwork Corp. of America; Hartmann-Sanders; Rippel Architectural Metals; Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio; American Terra Cotta Corp.

**New Course Set Up**

Columbia University School of Architecture has set up a graduate program leading to the degree Master of Science in Architecture. The course, which will be conducted by the faculties of the school and University, and 22 professional consultants, requires one year of residence and is open to graduates holding degrees of Bachelor of Architecture or equivalent. Applications should be made as early as possible.

(Continued on page 20)
new partnerships

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, RALPH T. WALKER, PERRY COKE SMITH, and BENJAMIN LANE SMITH, upon retirement of MAX H. FOLEY, announce the formation of a partnership under the name of VOORHEES, WALKER, SMITH & SMITH (as successor to firm of VOORHEES, WALKER, FOLEY & SMITH). The new firm also announces the association of MAURICE GALIUMI; JOSEPH L. HAUTMAN, HARRY TAYLOR GHERARDI, CHARLES L. MACCHI, CHARLES HAINES, CARLTON P. ROBERTS, and FRANK J. ROOROA as Junior Partners; and JAMES J. BUCKRIDGE, Controller.

FREDERICK E. EMMONS, ARTHUR B. GALLION, DOUGLAS HONOLD, A. QUINCY JONES, MAYNARD LyNDON, JOHN REX, and RAPHAEL S. SORIANO have formed the firm of PROJECT ARCHITECTS, Suite 1007, 3460 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

business notices

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturers of automatic temperature control systems, announces opening of new branch offices at Akron, Ohio; Mobile, Ala.; New Haven, Conn.; Sacramento, Calif.; Springfield, Mass.; Tampa, Fla.; Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; and Youngstown, Ohio.

Formation of THE ALLIED MASONRY COUNCIL was announced March 30. The Council supporters include STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, BUILDING STONE INSTITUTE, INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE, MASON CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, and BRICKLAYERS, MASONs and PLASTERERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF AMERICA, AFL.

P/A congratulates

W. C. JONES, manager of Heat Transfer Section, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, newly elected President of the HEATING AND COOLING COIL MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION; and L. A. CHILDS, assistant to the president of AEROFIN CORPORATION, newly elected Vice-President of the Association.

R. C. MAHON and WALTER F. SHEETZ, recently elected Chairman and President respectively of R. C. MAHON COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

GEORGE C. SMITH, recently appointed architectural representative for THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, greater New York area.

R. F. BARKER, recently appointed General Manager of Planning, glass manufacturing division, PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. A. MATHESON, Jr., newly appointed Vice-President for Sales and Director, MAMMOTH FURNACE COMPANY, St. Paul, Minn.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

For LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closer Shown on Opposite Page

The LCN Series 200 Closer's Main Points:
1. Efficient, full rack-and-pinion, two-speed control of the door
2. Mechanism entirely concealed; arm disappears into door stop on closing
3. Hydraulic back-check prevents door's being thrown open violently to damage walls, furniture, door, hinges, etc.
4. Hold-open (optional) set at any one of following points: 85°, 90°, 100° or 110°
5. Easy to regulate without removing any part
6. Used with either wood or metal doors and frames.

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Complete Catalog on Request—No Obligation or See Sweet's 1955, Sec. 176/L
MODERN DOOR CONTROL BY LCN - CLOSERS CONCEALED IN HEAD FRAME

25 ADELAIDE WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO
LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Construction Details on Opposite Page
Mississippi Wire Glass Helps Protect Buildings Against Tragic, Costly Fires

When fire utterly gutted this building, it was unable to spread to the neighboring structure because Mississippi Wire glass windows, in metal frames, efficiently prevented windblown sparks and searing heat from reaching the interior. For though cracked by heat or smashed by a blow, wire glass tends to remain in the opening... continues to offer utmost protection at minimum cost.

And these same properties enable Mississippi Wire Glass (Approved Fire Retardant No. 32) to help bottle up fires and prevent them from roaring into a costly tragedy like that above.

Mississippi Wire Glass has saved many lives and millions of dollars' worth of property from fiery destruction. It is recommended for installation in windows, skylights, partitions, doors and in all other vulnerable locations where fire or breakage protection with daylighting is desired.

Fence out fire. Specify Mississippi Wire Glass... the original wire glass upon which the Underwriter's Standard was based... the standard today by which all others are judged. Available in hexagonal or Misco wire mesh in types for clear vision or diffusion, wherever quality glass is sold.

Send today for free literature. Address Dept. 8.

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY
88 ANGELICA ST. SAINT LOUIS 7, MO.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRE GLASS
Specify PLASTER ON METAL LATH for LASTING QUALITY GENUINE ECONOMY

PRACTICALLY IMPERVIOUS TO THE FORCES OF DESTRUCTION - RESISTS FIRE, SOUND, SHOCK AND EXPLOSION

OFFERS FREEDOM OF DESIGN, SAVING OF SPACE AND EXCEPTIONAL STRENGTH

THE FOLLOWING PAGES DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION TO THE UNMATCHED ADVANTAGES OF METAL LATH CONSTRUCTION

METAL LATH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
ENGINEERS BUILDING • CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Alabama studless partitions

cut costs three ways

Full scale laboratory tests have proved the quality construction of metal lath and plaster 2” solid partitions. Experience has proved they offer these economic advantages:

1. Reduced material and lower erection costs because studs are eliminated.

2. The 2” thickness saves one square foot of usable floor area every four running feet of partition, when compared with conventional-thickness partitions. . . provides more rental area and brings greater investment return.

3. The reinforced 2” studless partition is highly crack resistant, withstands temperature and structural stresses, keeps maintenance costs low. Decorating is easier and therefore less expensive.

In addition Alabama Studless Partitions effectively protect against fire for one hour, resist the transmission of sound and stand up exceptionally well against impact.

Write for complete information

AlABAMA
METAL LATH COMPANY
P. O. Box 992 • Birmingham, Alabama

Specify Plaster on Metal Lath
Bostwick Casings harmonize with any interior design.

The simple beauty of Bostwick Casings harmonize with all types of interior decoration. They assure a neat, good-looking installation on doors, windows and other openings . . . actually make rooms look larger.

Bostwick Casings are uniform and straight, permit perfect corner miters. The formed, pre-punched nailing flange insures tight fit against the frame of openings. They are easily decorated and cannot crack, splinter, chip, warp or burn.

Write for samples and literature.

THE BOSTWICK STEEL LATH CO.
101 HEATON AVENUE, NILES, OHIO

Write for samples and literature.
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SUSPENDED CEILING UNDER CONCRETE JOISTS — In the foreground, Ceco Steel Furring Channels are shown beneath Ceco-Meyer Concrete Joist Construction, ready for application of metal lath for a fire-safe ceiling. In the background, Ceco Diamond Mesh Lath has been tied to channels, forming the plaster base for a fire-safe suspended ceiling and wall.

FURRED CEILING ON STEEL JOISTS — Here you see how Diamond Mesh Metal Lath is tied to furring members attached to Open-Web Steel Joists. Notice also that Rib Lath has been used for centering above the joists.

SUSPENDED CEILING WITH MACHINE-APPLIED PLASTER — Scratch coat as well as brown coat can be successfully applied to Ceco Metal Lath, as demonstrated by this plasterer at the San Mateo County Community Hospital, San Mateo, California (Architects: Stone and Huilloy; General Contractor: Robert E. McKee Company; Lathing Contractor: Jack Dymond Lathing Company; Plastering Contractor: E. E. Parker, Inc.).

World's finest firesafe ceilings proved by test of time
Modern CECO Metal Lath and plaster provide high fire resistance...yet can be easily shaped to any design

Flames naturally rush upward in a burning building. The most effective...least expensive...way to fireproof is to place a fire-safe membrane between the floor structure and the fire below. This is best done by providing a suspended, furred or contact ceiling made of plaster on CECO Metal Lath.

Write CECO for fire ratings of various types of material and construction. Specifications for lathing and furring also are available on request.

Specify CECO Lathing Products for your next fireproofing requirement. CECO manufactures a full line of quality Metal Lath and Accessories, warehoused coast to coast. See your CECO dealer for fast service—or write us.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities

General Offices: 5601 W. 26th St., Chicago 50, Ill.

Suspended Ceiling — Diamond Mesh Lath is tied to channels with tie wire to form a non-combustible plaster base for a suspended ceiling. With plaster applied, this creates an insulating membrane between the floor structure and any possible fire below...eliminates need for encasing each individual structural member...provides fireproofing to satisfy codes.

Contact Ceiling on Wood Joists — CECO Diamond Mesh Lath provides ideal plaster base for high-rated insulating membrane bringing comfortable measure of fire-safety to residences. Erector attaches lath directly to joists, secures laps with tie wire.
Machine applied, lightweight-aggregate plaster may now be used in almost any type of building, bringing costs of the finest interior surfacing well within those of lesser materials.

Membrane fireproofing of beams and girders is machine applied. Modern plastering machines move lightweight-aggregate plaster up to a distance of 75 feet for fast, uniform application.

**New Methods**

**Cut Costs in Fireproofing Cellular Steel Floors**

Detail shows membrane fireproofing with Milcor lath suspended from Milcor CELLUFLOR.
Machine-application of plaster to metal lath marks dramatic progress in membrane fireproofing

In recent years the use of cellular steel floors has established a new concept of electrical flexibility, as well as erection and maintenance economies in modern buildings.

Now the increasing use and acceptance of the plastering machine is proving to be another revolutionary development in the industry. The application by machine of scratch, brown and finish coats of plaster to metal lath is thoroughly practical. Savings in time and cost are substantial.

Membrane fireproofing of cellular steel floors by machine application of plaster over metal lath affords the advantages of practical fire protection in combination with important cost-reducing factors. Together these developments make one of the building industry's most interesting stories.

Write for Catalogs on Milcor Metal Lath Products and Milcor Celluflor, also for Bulletins on Membrane Fireproofing and Machine Application of Plaster.
Gold Bond "Z" Ceiling Runners are easily attached with concrete stub nails or raw drives. Steel channel studs fit into runners and the vertical web compensates for variation in ceiling height automatically.

Gold Bond Metal Base Clips are nailed to floor every 12 or 16 inches. Sections of Gold Bond Metal Base are quickly snapped on both sides of base clips, and the framework is ready for lathing.

Big, easy-to-handle 27" wide sheets of Gold Bond Diamond Mesh Lath are fastened to studs with tie-wire. Maximum sound insulation and floor-line partition strength are assured by filling base with a plaster grout.

Save money from 2" solid metal

Four separate parts, easily combined, form the basic framework for the 2-inch solid partition assembly: A) Gold Bond "Z" Ceiling Runner; B) Gold Bond Channel Studs; C) Gold Bond Metal Base; D) Gold Bond Metal Base Clip.

Specify Plaster on Metal Lath for
Gold Bond 2" Solid Metal Lath and Plaster Partition System

Gold Bond 2-inch Solid Metal Lath and Plaster Partition System with channel studs occupies a minimum amount of floor and building space. The four metal units making up this economical system form a durable, space-saving, non-bearing partition for use in interior wall construction.

Gold Bond Hollow Wall System

Gold Bond Hollow Wall System is the companion to the Gold Bond 2" Solid Partition. It uses the same basic component parts as the 2-inch System but is a double wall rather than a single wall with no connections between partition faces. It is excellent for party walls where reduction of noise transmission is required. Installation and concealment of utilities is greatly simplified. The Hollow Wall System has a one-hour fire rating and a 48.1 decibel sound-insulating rating.

"start to finish" with Gold Bond® lath, plaster, and channel partitions

IN CONSTRUCTION — No other durable construction with comparable fire and sound resistance can be built as inexpensively as a solid partition.

IN SPACE — Architects of buildings costing $12 per sq. ft. save $3 on floor space for every lineal foot of 2-inch solid partition compared to wood studs or masonry partitions.

IN WEIGHT — Metal Lath solid partitions with sanded plaster weigh less than 18 pounds per square ft. This low weight can save over 100 pounds per lineal foot of 10-ft. high partition compared with cinder blocks.

IN MAINTENANCE — Metal Lath reinforces the partition to make it highly shockproof. Impacts are absorbed with minimum chances of cracking plaster. Smooth plaster surfaces are easy to clean and redecorate whenever necessary.

IN ADDITION — the Gold Bond 2" Solid Metal Lath, Plaster and Channel Stud Partitions form an effective sound barrier with a sound transmission loss rating of 39.4 decibels. The combination of steel and gypsum plaster has a one-hour fire rating.

For complete information on Gold Bond Metal Lath and Plaster, write to:

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK
Penn Metal Company manufactures a complete line of metal lath and accessories in addition to LIGHTSTEEL sections.

**Here is a low-cost, easy-to-erect partition with load-bearing studs**

This "packaged" load-bearing partition consists of Penmetal LIGHTSTEEL structural studs, fastened at top and bottom to LIGHTSTEEL track and braced with LIGHTSTEEL bridging. With metal lath wire-tied to both sides of the studs, and then plastered, it provides a light-weight, fire-safe construction that cuts the transmission of sound by as much as 46 decibels.

Specify Plaster on Metal Lath for...
Wall panels are easy to handle and erect. Photo also shows the use of LIGHTSTEEL joists.

The sections are fabricated from structural grade steel by cold forming and are designed specifically for strength, light weight and low cost. They offer all the benefits of conventional steel sections, yet you do not pay for extra load-carrying capacity you do not need.

You save on erection, too. Sections are designed to fit together for ease of assembly and welding in the shop or at the job site. Because of their light weight, complete wall panels can be readily trucked to the job site and erected in short time. Still further economies can be effected by using openings in the studs for the installation of wiring and piping.

An additional feature of this partition is the exclusive Penmetal No. 330 clip which firmly attaches metal base to the studs. Flush with the plaster surface, the base is in keeping with modern trends toward simple lines and straight surfaces.

Write for answers to any questions you may have about this "packaged" partition.

PENN METAL COMPANY, INC.

Write for address of nearest dealer.

New

Penmetal Expansion Joint *
FOR ACOUSTICAL PLASTER CEILINGS AND EXTERIOR STUCCO

This unique expansion joint takes up the stresses due to expansion and contraction of plaster or stucco. Also provides a work stop, essential in acoustical plastering. Saves time and labor, too, being a one piece joint and ground.

Write for address of nearest dealer.

*Patent Applied For
The Metal Lath Accessories illustrated above are among the more than 40 different items for better plastering in Truscon's complete line. They are easy to erect, easy to form, easy to work over, and assure the finest quality of finished work because of their precision manufacture.

Truscon metal lath accessories assure finest plastered interiors

Specify Plaster on Metal Lath for
Truscon Rib Laths offer maximum centering advantages

Metal Lath Centering with Truscon Rib Laths offer an economical method which provides both reinforcing for the concrete and a rigid form which does not need to be stretched taut. The Rib Lath is quickly placed and tied or clipped to the supporting steel joists. After concrete has hardened, the slab and steel joists are bonded together in a rigid floor system.

Truscon 3/4" Ribplex, used as a centering for the top slab, will not exert a lateral pull on the top chords or flanges of the steel joists. Consequently, there is no need for costly temporary bracing. 3/4" Ribplex centering eliminates any danger of twisted or weakened joists.

Truscon 3/4" Self-Sentering Lath comes in sheets 29" wide, widest of any material made for a similar purpose. The decreased number of laps results in substantial savings in erection labor.

Loading Table for 3/4" Ribplex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness of Slab Above Mesh</th>
<th>Weight of Concrete (Lbs. per Sq. Ft.)</th>
<th>Weight of Lath (Lbs. per Sq. Yd.)</th>
<th>Safe Superimposed Loads (Lbs. per Sq. Ft.)</th>
<th>Span in Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loading Tables for 3/4" Self-Sentering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness of Slab Above Mesh</th>
<th>Weight of Slab Per Sq. Ft. (Lbs.)</th>
<th>Weight of Lath Per Sq. Ft. (Lbs.)</th>
<th>Max. Span for Centering Wet Concrete</th>
<th>Safe Superimposed Loads (Lbs. per Sq. Ft.)</th>
<th>Span in Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>4½&quot;</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For complete information on Truscon Metal Lath Centering, write to

TRUSCON STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL
1070 ALBERT STREET YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO

Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

Lasting Quality and Genuine Economy
to lower costs...to simplify installation of services...specify this

fireproof, fast-erecting hollow partition system

using TRUSSTEEL* studs and U. S. G. metal lath

fireproof—one to 2½ hour rating, depending on type of metal lath and plaster used.
goes up fast—TRUSSTEEL Studs require little, if any, cutting or fitting on the job. Attachment shoe allows quick adjustment (up to 4 in.) for varying ceiling heights. Metal lath is easily attached with wire ties.
economical—TRUSSTEEL Studs cost no more than wood yet permit easier concealment of conduits, ducts, plumbing and other services; ample strength without bulk for savings on structural steel.
lightweight—finished partition weighs as little as 11½ lbs. per sq. ft. permitting installation most anywhere without additional structural framing.
resists sound transmission—sound ratings from 40.5 db. to 54.7 db. depending on lath attachment.
strong—equal in strength, after plastering, to any comparable non-bearing steel stud partition.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DETAILS:
See Sweet’s, section 11; contact your U. S. G. Architects’ Service Representative or Sales Representative; or write Dept. PA-5, 300 W. Adams St., Chicago 6.
Fire Safety—
Number One Concern
of
Every Architect

In spite of organized effort against it, the nation's annual fire toll continues its appalling increase. Ten years ago losses averaged a million dollars a day. Last year they averaged more than two and a half million dollars a day.

The architects and builders of America hold the key to eventually winning the fight with this ruthless destroyer of life and property.

Plaster on Metal Lath—
Number One Fire Protection

The built-in fire protection of metal lath and plaster has been demonstrated again and again during the past half-century. Repeated tests have established authoritative fire resistance ratings for plaster on metal lath. Countless fire tragedies have been prevented in existing buildings because architects have specified plaster on metal lath.

Send for Metal Lath Technical Binder

Complete technical data on fireproofing, partitions, ceilings and other types of metal lath and plaster construction is available from the Metal Lath Manufacturers Association. Products or systems of each of the member companies, whose advertisements are on preceding pages, are not confined to those listed in their individual advertisements. See Sweet's Files, Architectural, for general specification data and for manufacturers' catalogs.

METAL LATH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Engineers Building * Cleveland 14, Ohio
"WHAT A WEALTH OF COLOR AND SERVICE
CERAMIC TILE GIVES...INSIDE AND OUT."

Architect Walter Gropius and his TAC colleagues captured the beauty and practical nature of ceramic tile in this forward looking home entrance and patio. Making the most of their material, they compel ceramic tile to contribute the maximum in design and service.

This project shows graphically the wide range of colors, surface textures and unit sizes available in ceramic tile. Note the heavy duty floor tiles on the patio...the matte finish glazed tiles on the exterior sidewall...and the small floor units surfacing the decorative pool. They all resist water, wear and weather.

Ceramic tile surfaces can help you put your clients miles ahead on maintenance, too. Tile floors, walls and counter tops never need strenuous cleaning, waxing, painting or replacement.

When you plan your next residential, commercial or institutional project, remember you can save your client future maintenance expense. In addition, you can give the distinction of custom installations by the imaginative use of standard ceramic tiles.
You can save $100 on every door!

Multiply the number of door openings in your next building by $100, and this quick arithmetic will give you the total savings you can realize with Fenestra* Door-Frame-Hardware units. These big savings are possible because of a new concept in the building and installing of doors.

Pre-fitted doors, frames and hardware specifically made for each other are built by Fenestra on a production-line basis. So you enjoy mass production costs—not custom job costs. By the same token, when these complete units arrive on the job, there's no need for planning, ordering and assembling special elements. The doors are installed in minutes because the complete units need no cutting, fitting, mortising or tapping. Yet your savings don't end there. Maintenance costs are practically eliminated because Fenestra Hollow Metal Doors can't warp, swell, stick or splinter. They always open easily, smoothly. They close quietly because inside surfaces are covered with sound-deadening material.

You'll find a door for every purpose in the Fenestra line: Entrance Doors, Flush or Regular Interior Doors with glass or metal panels. Doors with the Underwriters' B Label. For photos and details call your Fenestra Representative, listed in the yellow pages of your phone book. Or write the Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. PA-8, 3409 Griffin St., Detroit 11, Michigan.

* B. Ufenestra

Architectural, Residential and Industrial Windows • Metal Building Panels • Electrifloor* • Roof Deck • Hollow Metal Swing and Slide Doors
Duriron® vs. Corrosion is 'NO CONTEST' at Howard!

Duriron Acid Proof Drain Pipe will probably outlast the new Science Building at Howard College. At least, this has been the history of Duriron installations. The reason is that Duriron’s extremely high resistance to corrosion is present through the entire thickness of the pipe wall. Installed by ordinary plumbing methods, the first cost is the last cost. For the life of the building, insist on Duriron. Available from stock in principal cities.

The Science Building
Howard College
Birmingham, Alabama

Architects:
VanKeuren, Davis & Co.

The Duriron Company, Inc.
Dayton, Ohio
These Pittsburgh Architectural Representatives invite you to visit their exhibit on the Producers' Council Caravan

Again this year, the Producers' Council Caravan of quality building products brings you a collection of displays of the most significant building product developments of our time. Pittsburgh's display is certain to hold your interest. For here are included some of the Glass Products manufactured by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company which are finding increasing preference among architects, builders, and home owners all over the country. You will find this display very interesting and informative on the new spandrel glazing construction. Descriptive literature will be available to you for permanent reference.

For any detailed information you may require, we suggest that you get in touch with your nearest Pittsburgh Architectural Representative. He will be on hand to offer every assistance.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 5330, 632 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Design it better with Pittsburgh Glass
A. D. Lamont, Richmond, Va.


W. D. P. McDowell, Atlanta, Ga.

G. L. Reier, Jacksonville, Fla.

J. M. O'Grady, Tampa, Fla.

Robert Busch, Miami, Fla.

W. S. Buchanan, Nashville, Tenn.

D. D. Kinney, Memphis, Tenn.

P. H. Landon, Salt Lake City, Utah

John W. Huston, Omaha, Nebr.

N. H. Jordan, Birmingham, Ala.

Warren Landolt, New Orleans, La.

G. F. Muller, Detroit, Mich.

B. M. Powers, Minneapolis, Minn.

C. J. Robinson, Des Moines, Iowa

Herbert E. Parsons, Jr., St. Louis, Mo.

Glen Jones, Kansas City, Mo.

A. D. Gordon, High Point, N. C.

I. Saye, Tulsa, Okla.

G. M. Richardson, Dallas, Texas

G. M. Richardson, Fort Worth, Texas

M. E. Pike, Wichita, Texas

Fred Harbardt, Houston, Texas

P. G. Daniels, Denver, Colo.

Ralph Lane, Los Angeles, Calif.

T. Paine, Portland, Oregon

A. R. Beuterious, San Francisco, Calif.

T. H. Burmeister, Los Angeles, Calif.
Lupton Windows—and Walls—help speed construction

Now there are two ways to speed school building—quickly installed Lupton Metal Windows, as in this new school—and the new Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall System. Architect designed, prefabricated curtain-wall units are engineered, made and installed by Lupton on the building's framework. Now, a single or multi-story building can be enclosed in days, not weeks... with decided savings in time and labor. Backed by Lupton skill—gained through fifty years experience in manufacturing metal windows. An illustrated brochure shows and tells the complete story—it's yours for the asking.

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office and Plant: 700 E. Godfrey Avenue, Phila., 24, Pa.
New York Office: 51 S. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Office: 672 S. Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 57, Calif.
Stockton Office and Warehouse: 1441 Fremont Street, Stockton, Calif.
Sales Offices and Representatives in other principal cities

Lupton METAL WINDOWS AND CURTAIN-WALLS
We discipline copper.

We put it through the roaring heat of our own smelter... the high-amp stillness of electrolytic refining tanks... the irresistible pressures of piercing mills and extrusion presses... the long reaches of our drawbenches... through coiling, annealing, straightening and testing equipment.

We work our will on copper—through every chemical change, every physical gyration known or needed—to deliver it perfect and enduring, yet submissive... as Lewin-Mathes seamless tube, pipe and fittings.

Like the ancient coppersmith, our pride of product is that of the integrated specialist. And the Lewin-Mathes nation-wide supply facilities serving you, we believe, are second to none.
JOHNSON CONTROL at NORTHLAND Insures

Expert opinion rates Detroit's remarkable Northland Center as not only the largest of all shopping centers, but as the most nearly perfect in providing total comfort and convenience for its patrons.

The comfort control problems involved here are particularly interesting. The year 'round air conditioning system involves 72 air handling units in the six buildings. For economy, a central plant supplies all steam and chilled water.

The number and sizes of the individual stores are important considerations. The 90 tenant stores range upwards in area from a few hundred to tens of thousands of square feet. Comfort requirements also differ by types of stores—nearly every kind of retailing operation is represented at Northland!

Occupancy levels change throughout the day. An average of 45,000 people shop here daily. Peak traffic reaches 68,000. Other variables include outdoor temperatures, wind, exposure and large glass areas.

To solve these and similar comfort control problems correctly, Northland Center depends on a comprehensive system of Johnson Automatic Temperature Control. Johnson engineers designed an up-to-the-minute control system that provides ideal temperatures in every sales area in every store at Northland. It insures tenant satisfaction and caters to customer comfort. And, equally important, the superior economy features of Johnson Control make it possible to accomplish all this at the lowest possible operating cost.

Next time you have a temperature control problem, give yourself the benefits of this kind of modern temperature control engineering skill. Whether it's a shopping center, store, office building, school, hotel, hospital or factory, a nearby Johnson engineer is ready with the best answer. JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

Appealing displays and assured comfort tempt customers to Hudson's Basement Store. More than 300 Johnson Thermostats at key locations in Hudson's and the 90 other stores respond to the slightest demand for more or less heating or cooling.

Conditioned air for small tenant shops is supplied by multi-zone air handling units. A single unit may handle 2, 4, 6 or 8 shops. Each shop has individual temperature control. Entrance heaters are also controlled.

Larger tenant spaces have separate air handling units and controls. Solving the great variety of control requirements at Northland is an excellent example of the flexibility of Johnson Control.

NORTHLAND HIGHLIGHTS. World's largest shopping center. Includes The J. L. Hudson Co. Department Store (over 470,000 sq. ft.) and 90 shops in 5 other tenant buildings (over 525,000 sq. ft.). Hudson store is the largest built in over 25 years. Center is completely air conditioned, with 3,600 ton central refrigeration plant and 900 hp central steam plant. Store frontage totals 1½ miles. In Hudson's alone, there are nearly 10 miles of heating, ventilating and air conditioning ducts.

Ideal Temperatures for 45,000 Shoppers a Day!

READ HOW THIS JOHNSON-ENGINEERED CONTROL SYSTEM PROVIDES MADE-TO-ORDER WEATHER FOR EACH OF 90 STORES . . . HELPS LARGEST SHOPPING CENTER GET THE ECONOMIES OF CENTRAL STEAM AND REFRIGERATION PLANTS

Panel mounted controls for twin air handling units in the Hudson store. On each unit a Johnson Submaster Thermostat controls a Steam Valve on the reheat coil to regulate final discharge temperature of conditioned air. Correct discharge temperature is determined by strategically located Room Thermostats that average sales area temperatures and pilot a Pressure Regulator which resets the Submaster Thermostat.

Multi-zone air conditioning unit serves a group of small tenant shops. Johnson Room Thermostats in individual shops regulate mixing dampers through T-800 Low Limit Thermostats on panel at right. At left, T-901 Submaster Thermostat varies the hot duct temperature in accordance with outdoor temperature. Another Thermostat controls the cold duct by operating a V-95 Water Valve on the chilled water supply.

On adjoining units, powerful Johnson Damper Operators regulate Dampers on minimum and maximum outdoor air and return air as determined by Dew-point Thermostats. Another Thermostat on the unit at right acts as a Safety Thermostat on the Steam Valve. Hudson store is served by 18 large built-up units, 14 of which are installed in pairs as shown.
Good idea from Insulite Roof

Insulite Roof Deck goes on fast and combines three jobs in a single operation. It's roof deck, roof insulation and finished ceiling all in one. It reduces costs $80 to $300 per thousand square feet of surface.

Yet this money-saving product is just as at home in this luxurious HOUSE & GARDEN'S 1955 House of Ideas as it is in an economy 3-bedroom rambler.

In any home, Roof Deck's white pre-finished underside adds a definite touch of quality. The big, two-foot wide units contribute to that free, open look and complement the design aims of exposed beam ceiling construction. Here's how Roof Deck can help you build better for less on your exposed beam ceiling jobs...

1 It's a roof deck. Cuts application time as much as 45%. Only one material to handle. New Insulite Roof Deck eliminates need for separate roof boards, insulation, lath and plaster and ceiling finishing. Roof Deck can save 12 man-hours per 1,000 sq. ft. of surface compared with 2"x6" D&M roof sheathing.

2 It's insulation with vapor barrier. No need for other insulation. Two-inch Roof Deck, for example, is comparable to 2" wood deck plus 1" fiberboard insulation and meets heat loss requirements for roof and ceiling construction. Exclusive built-in vapor barrier protects against condensation within the unit.

3 It's a finished ceiling. The underside of Roof Deck is factory-finished in white. Lay Roof Deck over pre-finished beams—and ceiling is done. No need to plaster, paint, stain or wax. Available in 2'x8' units, 1 1/2", 2" or 3" thick with or without exclusive vapor barrier.

Send for complete information now. Actual on-the-job pictures and construction details show how to use new Insulite Roof Deck to build better for less. Write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minn.

INSULITE DIVISION, Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

Send for complete information now. Actual on-the-job pictures and construction details show how to use new Insulite Roof Deck to build better for less. Write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Unlimited designs made possible with attractive new metal accessories

More and more architects who seek versatility and low cost in building materials are specifying Cemesto Panels. Because here are Structural Insulating Panels that build attractive curtain walls when used alone...or blend harmoniously with other wall materials such as brick, stone, wood, glass, and metals.

**MANY BENEFITS**

Each Cemesto Panel is a complete self-containing curtain wall unit with high insulation value, exceptional structural strength, and pleasing finish. The hard, smooth, stone-gray surfaces afford excellent light reflection and add new beauty. Panels can be worked with ordinary tools on the job, or pre-cut at the mill for faster application. Quickly attached to steel framing with metal accessories, or to wood framing with nails or screws.

**DOUBLE-PURPOSE ACCESSORIES**

New extruded aluminum accessories aid Cemesto Panels in lending beauty to curtain walls. They have built-in Neoprene gaskets for weather tightness. Exterior face of these battens has a regular—or satin-finished—surface which harmonizes with gray Cemesto Panels.

To the architect, Cemesto Panels bring a remarkably versatile building material that can be used for curtain walls, roof decks, partitions. Write today for New File 5500...52-page simplified data book on design and application details of Cemesto Structural Insulating Panels. The Celotex Corporation, Dept. PA-85, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

*Cemesto Panels* are strong, rigid, permanent insulating structural units! Their core is Celotex cane fiber insulating board effectively protected against dry rot and termite attack by the exclusive Ferox® Process. Non-combustible cement-asbestos facings are bonded to both sides of this insulating core by a moisture-proof adhesive. Cemesto Panels resist fire, weather, and wear, need no painting or maintenance.
On Beauty •.. SHORT On Price!

LONG

NOW Mengel has done it again with Gold Coast Cherry — the newest addition to our extensive line. In a few short months, Mengel Doors in rotary-cut Gold Coast Cherry have bounded to sensational popularity!

The price? Strictly competitive! And when you consider the economies of finishing, doors of Gold Coast Cherry are actual money-savers: One finish-coat on their smooth, close-textured surfaces is better than two coats on many other woods.

Traditional Mengel quality and Guarantee — greater beauty — low cost! Don't take our word for it. Order an inspection lot from your distributor, and see for yourself how beautiful rotary-cut Gold Coast Cherry is!

Door Department, THE MENGEL CO., Louisville 1, Ky.
World's Largest Manufacturer of Hardwood Products
(Mengel Permanized Furniture, Doors, Kitchen Cabinets, Wall Closets)
Texture One-Eleven is dependable DFPA industry quality grade trade-marked Exterior fir plywood (EXT-DFPA®), made with waterproof glue. Specify it by name because only Texture One-Eleven gives you all these features:

- Shiplap edges neatly conceal vertical joints.
- Deep, clean-cut grooves, interesting surface texture. 5/32" panel thickness permits full 1/2"-deep grooves backed by 3/8"-thick panel.
- Grooves either 2" or 4" o.c. Panels available in several stock sizes.
- EXT-DFPA® on panel means waterproof glue.

For full color idea folder and other data, write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington.
Introduced only last year, Texture One-Eleven has already stirred the imagination of countless architects and builders. Here are a few of the ways it's being used—for accent or feature... outdoors or in... for residential or commercial buildings.

**ACCENT** flat plywood, masonry and other materials with Texture One-Eleven. Fits new panelized exterior treatments.

**ACCENT** your homes with Texture One-Eleven patio fences and outdoor storage units. Adds sales appeal at little extra cost.

**ACCENT** carport walls, add extra bracing strength with Texture One-Eleven. Pane weather well, made with waterproof glue

**ACCENT** residential or commercial interiors with Texture One-Eleven. Deep parallel grooves create striking shadowline pattern.

**ACCENT** lines created by bold grooves add high style to strength, durability and economy of Exterior fir plywood.

**ACCENT** on savings. Builders report panel slash application time and labor costs. Can be applied without sheathing.

See your lumber dealer. He stocks Texture One-Eleven or can get it for you...
Looking Out
through Parallel-O-Plate you see every detail distinctly.

Looking In
through Parallel-O-Plate you hardly know the glass is there.

Looking At
merchandise through Parallel-O-Plate you see it as it is.
Shoppers see better through new Parallel-O-Plate glass

You are looking at the most distortion-free plate glass ever made in America—Libbey-Owens-Ford twin-ground Parallel-O-Plate Glass!

It makes quite a difference to the shoppers here at Lamson’s great new suburban department store in Toledo, because they see things in the windows and display cases more clearly and distinctly than ever before.

It makes quite a difference to the store owners, too, because the perfection of the glass carries out the whole atmosphere of fine merchandise and service. Parallel-O-Plate makes a difference wherever it’s used—in homes and fine buildings as well as in stores. Considering all of the things, every day, that you see through glass, freedom from distortion is vitally important.

In most localities, Parallel-O-Plate Glass costs no more than ordinary plate glass! Call your local Libbey-Owens-Ford Distributor or Dealer—he can give you estimates, take care of installation, provide all kinds of service. You’ll find his name listed under “Glass” in phone books.

P.S. You can get mirrors made of Parallel-O-Plate from your department store.

L.O.F Parallel-O-Plate Glass
finest plate glass made in America...only by

LIBBEY · OWENS · FORD a Great Name in Glass

TOLEDO 3, OHIO
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One sure way to make people dissatisfied

Show them a **BRIGGS**

---

*In Beautyware Sea Green: B300 Marquette Tub, B6420 Prince Closet, Twin B3500 HS Lowell Lavatories*

—And TWO bathrooms of Briggs Beautyware

will really help to clinch the sale!

**BRIGGS MANUFACTURING CO.** 300 Buhl Building, Detroit 26, Michigan
with their old homes ——

BEAUTYWARE bathroom

The bathroom (like the kitchen) has become one of the most important "show places" in the home. Also, it is often in the bathroom that an old home shows its age most.

That means that bathroom fixture design and styling are of greater importance today than ever before. A colorful, modern bathroom with new Briggs Beautyware dramatizes the disadvantages of the old home —- adds many powerful extra reasons for getting out of the old place, and into the new one.

The outstanding features listed below are making Briggs Beautyware the first choice of more and more value-minded builders, architects and plumbers — more and more quality-conscious home owners and buyers.

---

**Newest Sea-tone Colors**
The fresh, bright, unfading shades of Briggs fixtures add beauty and distinction to any bathroom—make decoration easy, impressive and tasteful.

**Trouble-Free Fittings**
All Briggs fittings are specially designed, precision manufactured and thoroughly tested to assure a long life of enjoyable and dependable service.

**Hi-Style Vitreous China**
Vitreous china Beautyware is made from carefully selected clays—scientifically worked, glazed and fired to produce ceramics of highest quality.

**Glass-Hard Surfaces**
All Briggs fixtures—porcelain enameled steel or vitreous china—have glass-hard surfaces which are stain-proof and fade-proof—and so easy to clean.

**Time-Saving Installation**
Beautyware offers builders and plumbers many exclusively designed features which facilitate installation and speed up home building schedules.

**Rugged Construction**
Beautyware fixtures—from rugged bathtubs of reinforced steel to sturdy fittings of quality brass—give a lifetime of satisfaction and service.

**Safety-First Design**
The exclusive safety bottom of Briggs bathtubs is a great safety feature. In addition are safety hand-grip, wide rim seat and leak-proof wall flange.

**Superior Value**
Beautyware quality is also economical — putting finest color fixtures and an extra bath or lavatory within reach of more people than ever before.

---

Compare features with any other fixtures
Do glass blocks give a "COOPED-UP" feeling?

Some people are more sensitive to claustrophobia than others. To these folks, a solid panel of glass blocks seems to be a barrier between them and the outside. We'll agree that even the abundant daylight transmitted doesn't quite relieve the situation for these sensitive people. But even for them there is no reason to think that glass blocks give a "cooped-up" feeling. When people want to see out there are three easy solutions:

First, and most popular, you can install clear-glazed vision strips below the glass blocks as shown in the photograph.

Second, you can install glass block ventilator units. Special tinted glass is available for these units (and for vision strips) so that their brightness will match that of the glass block panel.

Third, install some PC Vue Blocks in the block panel. They are made from clear glass, visibility is good, and there are no openings to maintain.

Your PC representative will help you pick the best system.

PC Glass Blocks

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. • In Canada: 57 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario

ALSO SKYTROL® AND FOAMGLAS®
In the face of rising building costs it is important that every possible economy be made, without sacrificing quality, or disturbing the safety factor. Securitee 1½ System, for the erection of acoustical tile, is the outstanding mechanical suspension system on the market. It fulfills each requirement with complete satisfaction and offers, in addition, the best possible base for troffer type lights.

Specify and insist on Securitee Systems.

Please send me, without obligation, your complete line of new brochures.

Name: ____________________________
Company: __________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________________________ Zone: ______ State: ____________

*Securitee Systems
W. J. HAERTEL & CO.
832 W. Eastman St., Chicago 22, Ill.
Design fundamentals of the
ALL-AIR HIGH VELOCITY
distribution system

By F. J. Kurth  Vice President of Engineering
Anemostat Corporation of America

A national survey reveals that today, more than ever, engineers are studying, learning and using high velocity-high temperature differential air distribution. Here is a brief discussion of the advantages of the all-air high velocity system over conventional and mixed cycle (air and water) systems.

1. No Coils — No Clogging — No Odor — There are no coils in the all-air high velocity units. Damp coils collect lint and emit dank odors, and the coils must be cleaned periodically.

2. No Individual Fans — Filters — or Electric Motors — The all-air units operate entirely with air which is processed in the main equipment rooms. The 100% induction units utilize the kinetic energy of the high velocity air to mix primary air with the room air.

3. No Conflict of Trades — The all-air units are installed by the sheet metal trades only.

4. More Effective Use of Outside Air in Spring and Fall — More primary air is delivered to the all-air units than to induction coil units. This allows the engineers to operate in the Spring and Fall on outside air and thereby save refrigeration.

All-air high velocity units offer scientific air diffusion. Each high velocity unit is provided with an aspirating or high induction type air diffuser which is scientifically designed to diffuse air without drafts. Each unit can be pressure balanced by an easy-to-operate balancing device and a calibrated orifice. In fact, the Anemostat all-air high velocity system can be balanced more accurately than other systems and in less than half the time required to balance a low velocity system.

High velocity units require practically no maintenance after installation. They have valves of the non-corrosive, die-cast, "rocket-socket" type, which are patented by the Anemostat Corporation of America. All units can be adapted for the following variations:

1. Single duct for zone control or individual thermostatic or manual remote control.
2. Dual duct for thermostatic control or any other type of control.
3. Single or dual duct units with the diffuser fastened to the unit, or remote from the attenuating unit.
4. Under-the-window, sidewall or ceiling type installations.
5. Can be provided with standard aspirating diffusers or 100% induction type diffusers.
6. Induction type units handle temperature differentials up to 33° below ambient.

Selection Manual Contains Data on High Velocity Units

You add extra-value to the whole home with hot and cold water lines of Chase copper tube. More years of trouble-free service, more efficient water flow with little or no increase in cost!

That's because Chase copper tube resists corrosion—can't clog with rust! Diameter for diameter, this copper tube passes higher water volume than lines of rustable metal! Its smoother inside surface cuts friction to a minimum, assuring fast and efficient discharge of fixtures.

Chase copper tube is easier to handle. Can be quickly cut to the required length with ordinary tools. Rugged, leakproof solder joints are made without time-consuming threading. Long lengths are available; require fewer joints.

Specify Chase copper water tube for hot and cold water lines. Add extra quality at little or no extra cost!
There is almost no end to the attractive patterns you can create from the wide variety of extruded and rolled mouldings in the Pittco® Store Front Metal line. Profiles have been designed to obtain a high degree of architectural symmetry. You can combine these mouldings into many pleasing patterns, a few of which are illustrated here. See your Pittco representative, or Store Front Detail Book for more detailed information.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
In Canada: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited
Now every room and office can be comfortable

Iron Fireman SelecTemp heating

has a thermostat in every room

The ultimate in heating comfort—a thermostat in every room—is both simple and practical with the Iron Fireman SelecTemp heating system. Occupants of each room or office can select any temperature desired, at any time. Rooms stay at the selected temperatures. Each room unit automatically compensates for heat gains and losses caused by changes in outdoor temperature, cold winds and warmth from the sun—increasing or decreasing heat output.

SELECTEMP HIGHLIGHTS

THERMOSTAT IN EVERY ROOM. Temperatures can be varied in every room to fit the “activity plan” and personal preference of the occupants.

MODULATED HEAT. Air circulation is continuous. Both temperature and volume of air are automatically modulated, as required to offset heat loss from room.

FILTERED, CIRCULATED AIR. Individual room air circulation prevents transmission of odors or bacteria from other rooms. Air is cleaned by a spun glass filter in each room unit. Filtered outside air can be introduced if desired.

BOILER LOCATION. Boiler can be placed in any desired location, with proper distribution of heat to every room. Year-around domestic hot water coils available.

LOW POWER COST. No electricity required to operate circulating fans. Nonelectric thermostats.

LOW INITIAL COST. Easily installed in either new or old construction. Small soft copper tubing (¾ inch I.D.) carries steam to individual room heater units. Return lines are ½ inch. Substantial savings in installation costs.

LOW FUEL COST. Temperature easily reduced in unused rooms. Also eliminates overheating.

AUTOMATICALLY BALANCED. No special adjustments of dampers, valves or orifices required to balance heating system. Each unit continuously regulates heat needed for each room. Automatically compensates for external heat sources such as fireplace or solar heat, without affecting temperatures of other rooms.

ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

Regardless of the type or size of structure; office building, hotel or apartment house, school, hospital, or house, SelecTemp heating can be economically and efficiently installed. Flexible copper tubing, smaller than your little finger, carries low pressure steam to each room unit.

In addition to individualized heating comfort SelecTemp brings substantial operating savings. The fuel waste resulting from overheating (symptom: occupants open the windows), and the unnecessary heating of unused space, is eliminated. A fan in each room unit, operated by a steam turbine, continuously circulates filtered warm air. No electricity is used for fans or thermostats.

ASK FOR FULL INFORMATION

Before choosing a heating system for any building or residence, whether new construction or being modernized, it will pay you to get the facts about the Iron Fireman SelecTemp—a completely new concept in heating practice. Just mail the coupon or write.

Iron Fireman®

Send for free booklet

Send literature on Iron Fireman SelecTemp heating.

Name

Address

City State

Iron Fireman Manufacturing Co.

2058 West 106th Street, Cleveland 11, Ohio

In Canada, write to 80 Ward St., Toronto, Ontario.
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For HIGH STYLE or HIGH WINDS...
you can't beat a FIRE-CHEX ROOF

Look at the distinctive shadow lines, the "character," the rich color of a Carey Fire-Chex roof—and you see instantly why Fire-Chex are the crowning touch in high fashion. For homes, schools, apartments and commercial buildings, many leading architects specify Fire-Chex for enduring beauty without equal!

And it's beauty that's backed by husky ruggedness! After the hurricanes that ripped through the East last year, not a single Fire-Chex roof was found to be damaged! Many conventional roofs were ruined! What's more, Fire-Chex are the only shingles of any kind rated Class A* by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.—the highest fire-safety rating possible!

Specify Fire-Chex from a wide range of exclusive shadow blends and rich solid colors to give your buildings the utmost in protection against fire and the elements. Ask your Carey representative for samples, application data and illustrated literature.

---

FREE FOLDER! Mail coupon today for free copy of folder showing Fire-Chex Shingles and other fine Carey products in full color! Or see A.I.A. File No. 12.

---

A* Without asbestos underlayment.
Captivate commercial clients

Why not join the many architects who have taken the Craftwall way to satisfy commercial and institutional clients? You'll agree that here is a wide and stimulating design opportunity — ready for the spark of your imagination.

Choose from nine handsome woods — Walnut, Birch, Oak, Knotty Pine, Cherry, Mahogany, Blonde Limba, Maple and Elm. Create with your choice of four distinctive styles. Economize with large, lightweight panels that hold down installation costs. Factory craft-finish ends on-the-job mess... packs a bonus of many more years of beauty — remarkable durability and easy maintenance.

Ask your Roddiscraft representative for samples... or send in the coupon below.

Craftwall design suggestions... No. 4 of a series
John G. Flad & Associates specified Craftwall prefinished hardwood plywood paneling in their design for a businessmen's club at Madison, Wisconsin. Their choice: Walnut Style 100. Results: Handsome, client-pleasing interiors.
Barcol® OVERdoors

close tighter, yet open easier!

Barcol CAM ACTION OVERdoors close tighter because door rolls easily down with 3/8" clearance and then is pushed forward by cam levers and held firmly and evenly against door stops. No wedging... no dragging... no scraping.

Barcol CAM ACTION OVERdoors open easier, at a turn of the latch handle, because extra Cam Springs at bottom pull entire door ¼" back from stops—overhead springs then lift friction-free door upward. Friction zone (see below) is reduced to a minimum, allowing wood to swell in damp weather without sticking, binding, or wedging.

THE IMPROVED OVERHEAD DOOR . . . CAM ACTION'S THE REASON!

BARCOL Model 50 OVERdoor

CLOSING: Door first closes free of stops; then cam levers press door against stops.

OPENING: Cam levers immediately free entire door from stops; friction zone is less than 1 inch.

No dragging or wedging to close weather-tight and rattle-proof. No stooping, no pulling through long friction zone to open.

ORDINARY DOOR

Only Barber-Colman OVERdoors give you all three—
CAM ACTION releases immediately for easy opening even when door swells—yet closes weather-tight and rattle-proof even when door shrinks.

WEATHER-KING PANELS—guaranteed for life not to weatherecheck, split, crack, or delaminate.

INDIVIDUALIZED DESIGN—new Doornaments make standard doors into custom designs at only fractional extra cost. For free design service, call your Barber-Colman distributor (under "Doors" in phone book). or write:

Barber-Colman Company

Dept. NS8, Rockford, Illinois

WARDROBEdoors • Automatic Controls • Industrial Instruments
Air Distribution Products • Aircraft Controls • Small Motors • Molded Products • Metal Cutting Tools • Machine Tools • Textile Machinery
Cupples aluminum windows specified
because owner insisted on the best

From its Grecian marble lobby to its Cupples projected and double hung windows, every detail of this magnificent building bespeaks enduring quality.

This is another example of the wide acceptance of Cupples Aluminum Windows where sound design and precision fabrication are of first consideration. And architects and builders have found that Cupples Windows can be specified without increase in construction estimates.

With the most complete line of commercial windows of any manufacturer, Cupples offers a wide variety of types to meet every requirement. Cupples is also a leader in curtain wall construction and a manufacturer of aluminum doors, architectural aluminum extrusions, alumi-acoustic grid systems for suspended ceilings and special ornamental products. Our catalogs are in Sweet's.

MEETINC RAIL SECTION OF CUPPLES PROJECTED WINDOWS USED IN MEADOWS BUILDING
The heaviest, strongest projected window manufactured. Developed for monumental structures, this window is double weatherstripped for maximum weather-tightness. Welded tubular rails with integral glazing beads insure strength and rigidity. Variations can be glazed with Thermopane or Twindow.

MEADOWS BUILDING, Dallas, Texas
First of a proposed group of buildings in the "Oil Center"
J. N. MacCommon, Architect
Cordin Bros., Contractor

Cupples PRODUCTS CORPORATION
2660 South Hanley Road • St. Louis 17, Missouri
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Hope's Steel Windows help the architect to deal successfully with the problems of fenestration in compact spaces. In these apartments 950 Hope's Windows provide the benefit of full daylight from each window opening.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE’S WINDOWS
In this Outstanding Apartment Building
Assures Comfort, Dependability, Lowest Maintenance Cost

Temperature of hot water supply to convectors in this modern building is controlled by a Powers MASTROL System.

How It Operates—A Powers Master Thermostat with its sensitive bulb in a special housing for sun-wind effect and outdoor temperature is located on outside wall of zone being controlled. It operates in conjunction with 4 Room Thermostats on the 4th, 9th, 14th and 19th floors of each zone through Averaging Relays to establish the control point for Series 100 Sub-Master Controllers. A manually operated switch on the main control panel is provided to raise or lower the control point when desired.

A program clock automatically reverts the controls to night operation during which period the outdoor Master Thermostat readjusts Series 100 Sub-Master Controller to a lower control point than used during day operation. Other types of Powers controls regulate various fans supplying heating and ventilating to other spaces in the building.

Experience gained by Powers in all types of prominent buildings will be helpful to you. When problems of temperature and humidity arise, contact our nearest office.

THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY, Skokie, Ill.
ADVANCE FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS USED IN TWO FORD PLANTS

Views of the two new Ford Plants, one in the Engineering and Research Center, Dearborn, Mich. (upper picture) and the new aircraft wing plant at Claycomo, Missouri, show the use of fluorescent lighting installations. Both installations use ADVANCE "Certified" fluorescent lamp ballasts, specified by the fixture manufacturers responsible for the lighting efficiency. Why not take a tip from successful contractors and use dependable ADVANCE Ballasts too.

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED BY THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PRODUCTION OF FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS

Cable Address "ADTRANS"
2950 N. WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
new weatherstripped
WARE
aluminum
AWNING WINDOW

Combines famous Ware quality with important new features—at modest cost!

Smooth, Sturdy CENTER SILL operator

Compound operator sealed in grease—completely enclosed—affords smooth, effortless operation.

Gear ratio prevents strain or stripping and increases power. Concealed in sill at factory. No on-the-job installation!

Entire operator and power bar nylon bushed—entirely self-lubricating—permanent.

Assures balanced power activating both window jambs simultaneously—prevents torque lag which causes ventilator distortion and puts unbalanced strain on linkage.

Torsion resistant tubular sill. ¾” solid extruded aluminum power bar.

Weatherstripped by premium vinyl locked in extruded channel unexposed to weather.

Wide overlap of weathering members. Minimum outside at jambs 5/16”.

All ventilators have equal height and drop for easy cleaning.

Heavy reinforced sill.

Snap-on glazing bead available.

No special locking devices to cause distortion of ventilators and put undue strain on operator.

All windows chemically cleaned, etched and lacquered per FHA requirements.

Engineered for simple, speedy installation. Designed for a great diversity of applications.

Write today for complete details
Address Dept. PA-8

Aluminum WARE Windows

Ware Laboratories, Inc., 3700 N.W. 25th St., Miami, Florida
So beautifully quiet—so quietly beautiful—

GOLD SEAL RUBBER TILE

When every detail must signify quality . . . yet heavy foot traffic demands resilience . . . that's the time to specify Gold Seal Rubber Tile. It's truly in a class by itself!

Resilient! Gold Seal Rubber Tile is luxuriously quiet and comfortable under foot . . . cuts fatigue problems in schools, hospitals, homes . . . distracting noises are cut to a minimum.

Clearer Colors! It's a designer's delight. New, fresher colors—mauve, coral and lavender—give a luxury-look . . . stimulate impressive design combinations. Fine marbleization (19 patterns) hides dirt and scuff marks. Plain black and plain white tiles invite special decorator treatments.

Durable! Won't crack, chip or shatter. Does not require excessive maintenance—cuts upkeep and replacement costs.

Does a better job of resisting indentation from heavy furniture.

Guaranteed! You and your clients are assured of finest quality by the Gold Seal guarantee—"satisfaction or your money back."

Specifications: Standard Gauge (.080") for use in residential areas. Heavy Gauge (.125") for use in commercial and institutional areas. Size and patterns (both gauges): 9" x 9" tiles, 19 marbleized patterns plus 2 plain patterns.

Installations: Suspended wood and concrete. On-grade concrete (with Gold Seal "Three-Twenty") adhesive. Flexible, easy to handle and cut, for minimum installation costs.

For more information write: Architects' Service Dept.


For home or business...

you get the finest choice of all in...

INLAID LINOLEUM • RANCHTILE® LINOLEUM • VINYLFLOR • VINYLTOP • LINOLEUM, VINYL, VINYLBEST, RUBBER, CORK AND ASPHALT TILES • CONOLEUM® AND CONGOWALL® ENAMEL-SURFACE FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS

GOLD SEAL®
FLOORS AND WALLS
CONOLEUM-NAIRN INC.
Pauly, N. J.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., July 8, 1955—The model and detailed plans of this City's great new Transportation Center, for which Vincent G. Kling (left of photo below) is the Architect, and McCloskey & Co., the builder-entrepreneur, were revealed here this morning.

Part of the vast new Penn Center that is emerging on the former site of the Broad Street Station and railroad viaduct, running west from Philly's monumental, old City Hall, the Transportation Center (Cited in P/A's most recent Awards Program) will occupy an entire block, just across Pennsylvania Boulevard from the new Sheraton Hotel (see page 86).

Kling explained the high points of the
(Turn to page 74, column 3)
Dearborn, Mich., July 1, 1955—Visitors to the Detroit area this week could see a notable instance of the office-building-in-the-country concept nearing realization as the mass of the main office building of the Ford Motor Company's vast, decentralized administrative center here approached its finished appearance. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill are the Architects for the center; Jaros, Baum & Bolles, the Consulting Engineers; and Bryant & Detwiler, General Contractor.

To provide complete flexibility within the air-conditioned building, exterior columns project beyond the curtain wall (spandrels of dark-green, insulated, porcelain enamel panels), and inner columns occur within the building's central service core. Thus, work space is entirely uninterrupted. A combination of moving stairs (up to the seventh floor) and elevators was specially developed for efficient handling of peak traffic loads as well as normal circulation.

When all units are completed on the rural site, 3000 persons will work here.

CO-OP FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS

KING OF PRUSSIA, PA., July 15, 1955—An unusual, if not unique, business building is scheduled for construction in this Philadelphia suburb—a Graphic Arts Co-operative Center, designed by Hugh Stubbins Associates. Planned to house advertising agencies, branch offices of publications, and related graphic-art services, it is situated near homes of many who would work here. It is expected that a developer will build the building and sell the space within so that each occupant would become part owner.

To be completely air conditioned, the building is to have a nonfireproof steel frame and floors of cellular steel. Exterior surfacing consists of alternate glass and insulated panels.

Transportation Center

(Continued from page 75)
scheme. Across the east end of the site is an 18-story office building, about a third of which will be occupied by the Pennsylvania Railroad offices. At the west end is a 3-story parking garage, with the Greyhound Lines bus terminal at basement (concourse) level. Buses will gain access to the terminal by a ramp starting at 19th Street. The ramp will also be used by trucks for delivery to or pickup from the various rental areas. The garage will be operated by the Sheraton Hotel and joined to it by underground passage. Connecting the vertical and horizontal elements is a one-story unit organized around a landscaped courtyard (at concourse level).
Corbu's Second "Unité d'Habitation" Dedicated

NANTES-REZÉ, FRANCE, July 2, 1955—In the presence of Roger Duchet, France's Minister of Reconstruction, Le Corbusier's Dwelling Unit of Optimum Size #2 (free translation of Unité d'habitation de grandeur conforme #2) was formally dedicated today at this busy inland port on the River Loire.

Less complex and smaller in every respect than the initial one at Marseilles, the Nantes-Rezé building also differs in that it includes no commercial elements. Like Marseilles, however, the 294 apartments (most of which have both east and west exposures) are duplex units, and the 18-level building sits up off the ground on pilotis. Tenants are from the lower middle income group. The all-concrete structure utilizes a box frame—like a giant house of concrete cards.

Experimental Shelter

SEATTLE, WASH., July 6, 1955—In developing this structure, Ted Bower, local designer, thought in terms of what Bucky Fuller calls "ephemeralization"—doing more and more with less and less.

The pipe frame consists of two pairs of simple curves which, joined, continuously define a space. Covering the space is a plastic membrane (glass fabric impregnated with vinyl coating) lashed to the frame with specially made nylon cord that can stretch 1 in. to the foot under load. Idea for the shelter, which can carry a 3-ft snowfall, was originally worked out in a string model (far left).
By its decision in \textit{Berman v. Parker} the Supreme Court recognized the validity and importance of the Congressional mandate for "comprehensive and co-ordinated planning of the whole territory." In doing so, it has made possible the redevelopment of entire communities within our cities into areas consistent with present-day thinking about the planning and integration of residential and business structures.

Such planning and integration has done much to develop the suburban areas around our larger cities into attractive, balanced, self-contained communities. However, partly because of the legal uncertainty which existed prior to this decision, the need of the in-veterate city dweller for similar developments has gone almost unheeded. The \textit{Berman} case puts an end to that uncertainty and so clears another obstacle from the path of "comprehensive and co-ordinated planning."

It is important to note that the decision was based partly on esthetic considerations which up to now the courts have generally refused to recognize. The Court considered the validity of intangible factors in the following language:

"Miserable and disgraceful housing conditions may do more than spread disease and crime and immorality. They may also suffocate the spirit by reducing the people who live there to the status of cattle. * * * The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclusive. * * * The values it represents are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as well as monetary."

The importance of the above language lies in the Court's recognition of esthetic considerations as an integral part of the "public welfare." Traditionally, the courts would not allow esthetic reasons to be the sole basis for zoning regulations, let alone condemnation of property. As a result, communities that wished to preserve their appearance or attractiveness had to invent other criteria to achieve their purposes. Zoning regulations were therefore phrased in terms of restrictions on "maximum height," or "minimum area," or "number of inhabitants." Although their purpose was really esthetic, the courts held them valid on the ground that they were necessary for the public safety to minimize fire hazards. However, such zoning regulations were usually held invalid whenever the esthetic purposes did not appear to be auxiliary to some long-recognized standard of public health, safety, or morals.

Even before the \textit{Berman} case, however, a few bold courts recognized the importance of esthetic considerations. A Texas Court of Civil Appeals found that esthetic standards may properly be used in zoning because they "tend to conserve the value of property." The New York Court of Appeals has stated that esthetic considerations are "not wholly without weight." But even in such instances, the courts betrayed a reluctance toward giving full legal status to esthetic values and usually phrased decisions in terms of property values instead of human values.

Why has it taken the courts so long to arrive at the language in the \textit{Berman} case? Because the judicial branch is in a very real sense the guardian of individual freedom, including the freedom of individual taste and esthetic judgment. There is a danger that legislatively inspired esthetics might be reduced to the lowest common denominator, as well as stifle creative architecture and personal taste. Although that danger is always present, it is not a sufficient reason to deny esthetics its legitimate place. The language in the \textit{Berman} case gives such a place to esthetic considerations.

Although the \textit{Berman} case does not hold that esthetic considerations can be the sole basis of zoning regulations or redevelopment statutes, it is a significant step in that direction. Inherent in the Supreme Court's language is an appreciation of the role the architect must play in planning for the public welfare. The ultimate impact of the \textit{Berman} case can not now be measured. Nevertheless, esthetic values in commercial and residential housing can be expected to play a greater role in future legislation. Finally, when such legislation is enacted, the \textit{Berman} case may come to be reflected in an increased public demand for attractive communities in which to live and work.

Again I wish to point out that in all of this the architect is the professional—the expert best qualified for leadership in this field. This leadership he must assume or the profession, as a profession, fails.
Banking and architecture show increasing comity of interest. A recent example is the granting of an Award of Merit in the AIA Seventh Annual Honor Awards program, to the Bank of Apple Valley, California.* Here the design, blending into the landscape, is strikingly conformable with the spread-out-into-country tendencies displayed nowadays by business and population.

Not long ago, banks as well as retail and residential structures stuck to the semblance of compacted cuboid units, no matter how open the surrounding area. Of late, as all the world knows, sweeping horizontals are in the ascendant wherever available land permits.

This design drift has more than esthetic or even functional implications. It connotes, among other things, a decentralization that has behind it the well-nigh explosive force of private and public credit. For the first time in history no stigma attaches to the mortgage. The millions who dwell under it enjoy uncrowded comfort and deem it a protective shade rather than a minatory shadow. In like manner, schools and other publicly financed institutions begin fingerling forth for ample space before they reach the drafting table. Therefore it has come about that design itself is increasingly within the reciprocal influence of finance. More land is required to meet prevailing needs and preferences; the land, in turn, requiring more dollars as values rise accordingly. The architect is thus concerned not only with a proper balance of structure and land area, but also with money pattern and at what cost.

Interest rates are on the upcurve at this writing. The movement, heralded as slow but sure in $ details for May, has since gained impetus following a slight decline during that month. Two factors have been chiefly responsible: a mounting demand for funds and the Federal Reserve Board’s quiet shift from “active” to “neutral, preparatory to taking release” to “ease,” followed more recently by “ease,” the Board, no longer loosening the money supply to encourage business, has slid into neutral, preparatory to taking restrictive measures if, in its judgment, “boom” conditions are getting out of hand.

William Hurd Hillyer  $ details

This technique strives by turns to “avoid deflation” and to “restrain inflationary developments.” It has the practical effect of making plentiful money cheaper and scarce money more expansive. Consequently, we may look for a rather sharp upturn in interest rates when the almost inevitable restrictive measures are applied. Based on past actions of the Board, such expectation points to late fall of this year, unless borrowings and quasi-speculative activities decline. The latter have shown no diminution in the market for “equities” including stocks, as reflected by bank loans to brokers and others for “carrying securities.”

However, the effect of rising interest rates on building activity is not immediate. Particularly noticeable is the lag between short-time rate rises—such as those in commercial paper—and interest yields on long-term municipal and mortgage obligations. Concretely, the impact of Reserve restrictions, when applied, will not be felt in building fields until it can be cushioned by normally seasonal slackening of construction activity.

Meanwhile ample mortgage funds are available in most areas, according to Federal Reserve Board survey, despite a doubling of VA loan applications since ’54, coupled with a 40% increase in FHA requests on one-to-four-family houses, a growing stricture of terms to borrowers, and a hold-up of all “speculative” commitments. Nevertheless, the housing-start up-trend shows symptoms of slackening and for the year will likely keep within the 1,400,000 total heretofore estimated.

Municipal bond money is still accessible, while huge new issues in both architectural and nonarchitectural sectors are readily absorbed. The “Bond Buyer’s” yield averages entered the summer unchanged at 2.37 and 2.22%, with school bonds preferred by purchasers. At the same time, “inflation is currently not a problem,” says the securities analysis executive of a Chicago trust company long-qualified executives believe; municipal bond financing. From the same source comes confidence that “1955 will attain a new all-time peak.”

A roster of current facts and figures tends to confirm this opinion, despite signs of overdue slowdown:

High homebuilding activity will continue, at least into the near future, Federal Reserve Board expects, with more new dwellings on the market than at any similar period;

Industrial production will average 8% above 1954 level for current year, paced by “gross national product” of some $375 billions surpassing previous twelve-month by about 4.5%, traditionally cautious bankers believe;

Small decline in government spending is more than offset by year’s foreseeable 18% rise in business investment;

Business activity continues to increase, Commerce Department reports, noting advance in retail sales, seasonal employment rise, sustained demand for consumer goods and industrial equipment, general desire for “bigger and better” dwellings;

Steel production should remain excellent, barring unscheduled developments, qualified executives believe;

Factory orders are touching top record, being more than $5 billions ahead of ’54 at last reporting;

Annual average requirement for educational and institutional buildings during 1953-54 period will be $6.75 billions, or more than double the ’54 total, Department of Commerce estimates;

At least $4.74 billions outlay in school, hospital and related building fields is planned, programmed, or ready-to-go, Government sources reveal, though only $1.5 billion of the projects have reached or passed the drawing-board stage;

Banks are buying mortgages and municipals faster than they are lending to business, the combined increase in such investments being around 15% for twelve-month as compared with some 2 1/4% loan rise;

Business failures are fewer than at comparable periods, and so are consumer credit delinquencies;

New orders and shipments of machine tools continue to rise by last report, though still far below the 1952-53 peaks;

Bank activity is climbing, but not so rapidly as earlier in the year;

Savings of public reach new high of $222 billions, a 6.8% increase since 1953, Home Loan Board computes.

Such brave marshalling of facts is indeed a temptation to that overoptimism decried in our April column. Resisting the urge, architects may sanely look for-ward to sustained demand for sound construction during the remainder of the year, though at a somewhat slower pace until money costs and stock market conditions become more nearly stabilized.

* Cited were McFarland, Bonneil & Thomas of Los Angeles, Architects; William T. Wheeler, Los Angeles, Structural Engineer; Bennington & Smith, Apple Valley, General Contractors.
motel

A relatively new adaptation of the motel concept is the in-city accommodation that offers all the convenience and service of the better motels, plus proximity to the big city's interests and diversions. In fact, the Motel de Ville, shown here—less than 20 blocks from the central business district of New Orleans—is one of the first of its kind actually to be built. Located on the most heavily traveled artery into the city, it has enjoyed almost 100 percent occupancy since its doors were opened. In addition to the parking and guest-room facilities, it offers 24-hour room service; a swimming pool; television and radio; trained baby sitters; restaurant; and cocktail lounge. The building is completely air conditioned.

Basically, as the architect states it, the problem was "to build the greatest possible number of rental units for the least cost on a small site within the heart of a city restricted by an archaic building code." And the land to build on was "spongy, alluvial soil, composed largely of decayed vegetation."

The solution is a logical answer to these given conditions. The motel, organized around open courtyards, is supported on untreated pine pilings capped below the watertable by lightweight steel tubes filled with concrete. To implement the desired scheme of having cars parked beneath the rental units, the pilings were extended as concrete columns to the second-floor level, where the floor is of formed slab-and-beam construction. This raised slab also provides the required three-hour fire separation between the car-parking level and rental units above.

On this raised slab, in effect, five separate frame structures (limited to two stories to meet other code requirements) were constructed, and these are connected by incombustible catwalks that serve not only as corridor extensions but also as fire breaks between the frame buildings. Both stairs and push-button elevators join the three levels.

The redwood screens that border large areas of the exterior corridors and form so striking an element of the design also act as sound and light buffers, reduce the air-conditioning load, and serve as structural supports for the framed, cantilevered verandas.

Both owner and General Contractor of the job was the Shelby Construction Company, Inc., Paul Kapelow, President. Landscape Architect was R. F. Schneider, Jr.; Interior Decorator, Henry End; Mosaic Muralist, Jean Seidenburg; Structural Engineers, Linfield & Kelly; Electrical Engineer, E. Carlton Guillot, Jr.; Mechanical Engineer, Richard Y. Cheatham; Electronics Engineer, Macy Teetor.
Ends of the units and most of the side corridors are partially enclosed by spaced, vertical, redwood boarding (above).

Beneath the reinforced-concrete "tables" at either side of the courtyards are the convenient, out-of-sight parking docks (below) arranged in sawtooth bays. Guests may register from their cars, and proceed to their rooms by the covered stairs or the elevators.

Photos (except as noted): Frank Loti Miller; Photos (this page): Ray Tahan
Exterior walls of the five 2-story frame structures that rest on the raised concrete slab are of ½" cane-fiber insulating board, surfaced with ½" plywood. Balcony, stair, and catwalk railings are of pipe.
An outdoor lounging deck (above) adjoins the second-floor cocktail lounge (right and below), which has an acoustical ceiling and wall-to-wall carpeting. The deck and lounge may be reached directly from the street by means of outside stairways (see selected details).
At four locations on each floor, two typical rental units (unit plan below) are joined to form a luxury unit (above). The sawtooth plan of the exterior wall of the restaurant (right) echoes the plan of the bordering parking docks.

At the west end of the central courtyard is the motel's swimming pool (below) for the guests.
The new Sheraton planned for the Penn Center development in the heart of downtown Philadelphia will contain 900 bedrooms. The plans shown here are admittedly still somewhat schematic and subject to revision as working drawings progress, but they do indicate the basic ideas and relationships. The typical guest-room floor plan is essentially as it will be.

A major conditioning factor in developing the design was the existing, unorthodox column spacing. During construction of the near-by Pennsylvania Railroad Building and concourse below, this spacing was established, with the base of the columns starting at the railroad track level beneath the concourse, rising through the concourse, and being capped at street level. Size and placement of the railroad tracks determined the column spacing. Not only did the plan have to be worked out within this condition, but because of the existing tracks and concourse, there could be little basement space for housing mechanical equipment. Space for this purpose was allocated on the fourth floor of the hotel—along with various service and storage areas—and this unusual situation is clearly expressed.
in the façade design. This level also
separates the three lower floors of public
rooms from the 17 guest-room floors
above. The 21st floor (see composite
plan) consists of luxury suites with bal­
connies, including a Presidential Suite.

Car parking will be handled in a new
800-car garage to be built across the
street, but directly accessible from the
hotel at the concourse level. Other con­
course corridors will lead to the Sub­
urban Station and the new Transporta­
tion Center designed by Vincent G. Kling.
Various concession areas—a rathskeller,
pastry shop, barber shop, etc.—will open
into these underground passages.

Bedroom floors will be 3-in. concrete
on steel mesh, on bar joists, while the
roof slab and floor slabs for the first
through the fifth floors will be reinforced
concrete. Exterior materials will include
granite (under show windows and at base
of exterior columns); limestone (where
called for in drawings); and spandrels
and panels, louvers and column coverings
of porcelain enamel. Floor surfaces will
include marble, terrazzo, quarry tile, and
asphalt tile. Aluminum sash will be of
the type that permits window washing
from inside.
In the case of this five-unit group, the architect, owner, and builder are one. The objective, to use Maston's words, was "the creation of an income-producing investment with a minimum of capital." Initially, lending agencies took a dim view of the steep, hillside site; but the choice was more than justified when all apartments were leased before completion of construction—and at rentals substantially higher than the average prevailing in the area. "This popularity," in the architect's opinion, "was due in great measure to the private gardens integrally incorporated in each apartment."

With the exception of the second-floor unit at the rear—included to justify the land cost economically—the apartments were designed as individual, repetitive, walled enclosures with roofed indoor living spaces. The framing system is quite orthodox, but much attention was given to simplifying the over-all structural shape and the detailing.

Considerable variation is possible in the use of the living spaces, as the main dividers are storage elements, and each tenant can place these as he sees fit. Maston reports that at first he was concerned about the unorthodox use of the garden-wall door as the locked "front door," with the sliding glass door at the entrance to the enclosed portion. But "the tenants take this entry system for granted and they enjoy this extra buffer."

Exterior surfacing is 1" x 6" redwood, while gypsum board is used on interior walls, a material that also forms the finished ceilings. Glass-fiber blankets between staggered wall studs provide acoustical insulation between the apartments; and thermal insulation is handled by glass-fiber bolts installed between the roof joists. Electric unit heaters are provided in each of the rooms.

location | Los Angeles, California
architect | Carl Louis Maston
Opening of the door in the garden wall, released by a buzzer system from within, allows a view across the garden and into the sheltered portion. The tall garden fence and trees to the west screen unwanted late-afternoon sun. Photos: Julius Shulman
The photo above, taken in another apartment, shows the totally different effect obtained by an alternate arrangement of the storage units: folding panel at left leads to sleeping area; kitchen screened by double cupboard at right.

This subtle design received an Award Citation in this year's P/A Awards Program (page 80, January 1955 P/A). Looking across the living area (below), the integration of indoors and out is apparent. Among the factors that produce this extraordinary result are floor-to-ceiling fixed and sliding sash; garden fence continued at height of room wall beneath clerestory; continuing planes of floor and paving; roof overhang located at ceiling level.
To conform to the established neighborhood pattern, it was originally intended to distribute the required apartments in two- and three-story buildings. However, land acquisition problems reduced the original area, making high-rise buildings, (permitted by local ordinance) necessary. The resulting eight-story structures developed by the Stamford Housing Authority in co-operation with the Public Housing Administration of the U.S. Housing and Home Finance Agency, set an architectural standard that may well influence future design and construction of much public as well as private housing.

The open-air galleries featured by these buildings offer unique advantages: cross-ventilation for all apartments, semi-private balconies, and the elimination of dark and ill-ventilated interior hallways. Southfield Village North marks one of the first applications of this theory in the northern U.S. And, the architect states, after one year of occupancy “the basic design of the galleries has proved extremely satisfactory from a physical standpoint.” A similar development, designed by Ballard, for moderate income families, is under construction near by. The open-air galleries employed on the upper six stories of these eight-story elevator units give access to 24 one-bedroom apartments, 144 two-bedroom apartments, and 24 three-bedroom apartments. To provide large families with direct access to the ground without adding to the elevator load, the first and second floors are devoted to 64 three-bedroom duplex apartments. (Still larger families, requiring four bedrooms, are housed in separate two-story buildings on the site.)

Basements of elevator buildings contain laundry facilities, drying racks, perambulator and wheeltoy storage.

Structural frames and floor slabs are of reinforced concrete. Exterior cavity walls have outside face of common brick and interior withes of light-weight aggregate blocks, exposed to match interior partitions of the same material. All buildings receive steam heat from a central plant employing two oil-fired, low-pressure boilers. A continuous flow, up-feed system and motorized control for vacuum return regulate steam distribution to the eight-story buildings.

The Structural Engineers for the project were Fraioli-Blum-Yesselman; Mechanical Engineers, Muzzillo & Tizian; Site Engineer, Ralph Eberlin; Landscape Architect, Marianne MacMaster; General Contractors, Frouge Construction Co., Inc., and C. E. Youngdahl & Co., Inc.
From south-facing galleries of three of the four elevator buildings (above), families have distant view of Empire State Building across Long Island Sound. The fourth unit has open galleries on the opposite side affording an unobstructed view north, with living rooms and bedrooms oriented south. A playground originally on the site of the new buildings has been relocated to the southern end of the property, and enlarged to serve the earlier Southfield Village as well as the new Southfield Village North.
Pleasant touches of color and thoughtful architectural details lend these buildings a human quality often lacking in low-rental projects. Brick grill (photos above) closes off elevator lobbies on upper six levels. Similar pierced wall (acrosspage top) forms fire-stair enclosure at ends of buildings. Undersides of the fire stairs have been painted clear blue, entrance doors yellow or green, to complement the pink brick. Galleries widen before each pair of apartments (sketch acrosspage) to provide space for play pens, baby carriages, and sitting area. Kitchens (with special windows overlooking the balcony play area), bathrooms, and storage closets face the gallery. For greater privacy, bedrooms and living rooms are on the opposite side. Gallery railings, with wire-mesh panels, are 5-feet high and designed to rule out all possible footholds for climbing children.

Photos (except top): Gottsch-Oschleiner
materials & methods

construction

Foundation: reinforced-concrete piers — Bethlehem Steel Company.
Frame, walls, floors, roof: reinforced-concrete:
cement — Lehigh Portland Cement Company.
Wall surfacing: exterior — Jova Brick Works; interior, rest rooms, toilets:
lightweight-aggregate block — Plastcrete Corporation.
Floor surfacing: asphalt tile — Armstrong Cork Company;
vinyl-plastic sheet flooring — Sloane Dela­
ware Floor Products.
Roof surfacing: built-up roofing — Koppers Company, Inc.; shingles —
Bird & Son, Inc.
Waterproofing & damp-proofing:
silicone — Toch Brothers, Inc.
Insulation:
thermal: cane-fiber roof insulation — The Celotex Corporation;
rockwool blankets — National Gyp­
sum Company; glass-fiber roof insulation —
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
Roof drainage: copper gutters and downspouts —
Revere Copper & Brass Inc.; cast-iron drains —
East Penn Foundry Company.
Partitions:
toilet — Flush-Metal Partition Corporation.
Windows:
aluminum and steel sash — Coco Steel Products
Corporation.
glass — Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Company.
Doors:
interior: fir panel — Georgia-Pacific Plywood Company;
elevator: vitreous enamel — Williamsburg Steel Products Company;
entrance: solid-core flush (Duplex Apts.) —
Pilk Plywood Company; hollow metal (Balcony Apts.) —
World Steel Products Corporation.
Hardware:
locksets and door closers — Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company;
panic exit: main entrance — Von Duprin Division of Vonne­
gut Hardware Company; balconies — Exit Lock Company.
Paint & stain:
exterior and interior — E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company (Inc.).
equipment

Appliances:
refrigerators — Frigidaire Division of General Motors Corporation;
gas ranges — J. B. Slattery & Brother, Inc.
Elevators — General Elevator Service Company.
Lighting fixtures:
incandescent ceiling and wall fixtures — Pass & Seymour, Inc.
Electric distribution: service-entrance switch, panelboards,
and multibreaker — Cole Electric Product Division of Federal Pacific
Electric Company.
Plumbing & sanitary: water closets, tubs, and lavatories — American Radi­
tor & Standard Sanitary Corporation; toilet
seats — C. F. Church Manufacturing Company;
water heater — American District Steam
Company, Inc.; accessories and medicine cabinets —
Miami Cabinet Division of The Philip Carey
Manufacturing Company; incinerator — Sargent
Building Specialties Inc.; pneumatic water tanks
— Federal Pump Corporation and Buffalo Tank
Corporation.
Heating:
type: two-pipe steam vacuum system — Pacific Steel Boiler Division
of United States Radiator Corporation; fuel — oil;
convector — Kritzer Radiant Coil Inc.; unit
heaters and controls — C. A. Dunham Company.
The architect-owner of this small apartment house, who is a partner in the firm of Fisher & Jarvis, states his design intent as follows: "To design four 1-bedroom apartments, with not less than 600 sq ft in each apartment, and so planned as to maintain visual openness in the apartments and avoid the closed 'cubby hole' feeling." How well he has done just this is apparent from a study of the plan and photographs.

The 150-ft-deep lot, with the access street on the west, is but 50 ft wide. To provide good orientation as well as privacy for the apartments, the building (and the four identical units) run the long way of the site. Access and services are kept to the north of the building, while private outdoor living spaces—patios, downstairs; balconies, upstairs—are on the south. The roof overhang and the balcony govern southern sunlight. Only the bathroom in each unit is completely partitioned; elsewhere, roll-down slat blinds open or partition the spaces as desired.

The frame building has brick-veneer exterior walls, and plywood surfaces within. Wool batts and acoustical-panel ceilings control sound in the building, while aluminum sheets provide thermal insulation. Each apartment is heated by a centrally located, vented, wall-type, gas-fired furnace; and air conditioned with one-ton individual capacity units. General Contractor was Fred Johnstone.

location | Dallas, Texas
architect | J. Herschel Fisher
The south walls of the apartments consist of fixed-glass panels above and out-swinging ventilating sash in bottom panels. Bordering these are either sitting balconies or private patios (top photo).

Apartment entrances and access lane leading back to parking space are on the north side (bottom).

Photos: Henco Griffith
The living-dining-bedroom space is uninterrupted, though roll-down blinds provide partitioning as needed.

A storage wall partially separates the kitchen from the dining-living area (acrosspage, right of photo). The window walls may be wholly shielded by lowering wood-slat blinds.
Detroit's Citizens Redevelopment Committee has taken concrete action to rehabilitate its downtown district by assigning architects from three experienced offices (Leinweber, Yamasaki & Hellmuth, Oskar Stonorov, and Victor Gruen Associates) to prepare a comprehensive plan. The specific area, a 142-acre site near the Wayne University Medical School, will be a self-sustaining neighborhood unit with its own schools, playgrounds, parks, food markets, and service facilities. Despite the size of the Gratiot Neighborhood and its self-sufficiency, the architects state that "we feel that its development makes sense only if looked upon as an integral part of an over-all urban-renewal program for Detroit." It is envisioned that about 25 neighborhoods similar to Gratiot-Orleans will eventually encircle the downtown business district.

"The assignment calls for the creation of a new way of life, in tune with the age of the automobile, as well as the need for rest and quiet—a concept which must combine the advantages of living on the suburban lot with the desirability of being close to the center of a big city." From the minutest details of individual apartment plans to the bold and distinguished pattern of the total site plan, the architects have clearly expressed and executed this philosophy. A small portion of the over-all Gratiot plan—a residential square—is presented on these pages as a sample of the sound and imaginative architectural solutions throughout. (See May 1955 P/A, page 12, for Master Plan and model of Gratiot development.) Of the ten different housing units developed as basic plan elements, two are illustrated: the square tower plan and the six-family court units.

In the square tower the basic plan has been reversed on alternate floors. "By staggering the balconies and establishing a '2-story' scale in the 20-story building," comment the architects, "a very pleasant effect is gained." The structural system for the tower has been the subject of extensive investigation. Under consideration is a new and economical method of construction, developed by the architects, combining steel columns with flat concrete slabs. These will be poured starting with the top level and the forms, after each slab has set, will be successively lowered from floor to floor, without disassembly, and reused.

location | Detroit, Michigan
architects | Minoru Yamasaki, Oskar Stonorov, and Victor Gruen
The square tower is 20 stories and contains 80 two-bedroom apartments. Floor plans (above) are reversed on alternate floors to offset terraces. In the residential square (below and photo across page), as throughout the entire project, multistory units are surrounded by ample green areas and facilities for recreation and parking. One side of the plaza is enclosed by a checkerboard pattern of six-family court units.

Model photos: Less.Art Photo
Three sides of a central and common courtyard are formed by six two-story houses—the fourth side is enclosed by a carport. In addition to this common court and well-protected play yard, each four-bedroom duplex has its own private garden. "The possibility of combining the typical elements of the court units in different arrangements," the architects suggest, "provides a potential for variety within an orderly environment and pleasant intimate scale properly contrasting with the openness and rise of the multistory building."

Distinctly different from the typical urban housing project or the standard suburban tract so prevalent today, these two-story houses with their private gardens are intended to satisfy the demand for comfortable living within the city, combined with immediate access to outdoor activities, and facilities requiring a minimum of maintenance. Further, in deference to the world's auto-richest city, the architects have provided 100% parking for all families, supplemented by (almost) 100% for visitors or second-car owners. Carports for the six-family court units are located toward the street and close off one side of a common court. The other three sides of this entrance court are bounded by typical two-story dwellings. Living-dining areas and kitchens face onto the private gardens, which are enclosed by a solid fence for greater privacy and a heightened visual impression of one large room. Thus, downtown will again offer comfortable and attractive living accommodations where middle-income families may live close to their work, and near civic and cultural facilities.
Detroit's counterpart in South America may be found in Rio de Janeiro's Pedregulho section, where the city is financing and constructing a neighborhood group for its municipal employees. Like Gratiot, the development is self-sustaining, with its own nursery schools, elementary school with gymnasium and swimming pool, market with central laundry, play areas, health center with a number of rooms for patients, and a club house (planned for the future). Again, the main object was to provide adequate and comfortable housing for persons working in the nearby center of the city, with the added advantage of independence from Rio's erratic system of public transportation.

Architect Reidy, who is also Rio's chief city architect, has taken full advantage of a steep and irregular site measuring 12.8 acres. At the top of a 164-ft incline he has sited Block A, an apartment house which is now the dominant element of the development. A graceful curve following the top contours of the site keeps the 826-ft-long structure from inhuman proportions. Slender columns touching the uneven ground reappear in the open third floor and again help to break up the large mass. Access to the apartments is gained from the rear of the structure across bridges connecting with the open third floor, whence tenants go either upstairs or downstairs. Duplex apartments above this third floor, as well as the apartments on the first and second stories, have cross-ventilation due to the use of the open access gallery. Rectangular Blocks B1 and B2, consisting of duplex apartments, are grouped together, in strong contrast to the sinuous structure above. Block C is still in project form. Apartments are available at a nominal rental to families and single persons who have been carefully selected according to their economic and social status.

Reinforced-concrete frame has been used throughout, in combination with brick, left exposed in parts. Striking color accents and the masterful landscape design of Burle-Marx give unity to the whole.
location | Rio de Janeiro
architect | Affonso Eduardo Reidy

1. apartments
2. elementary school
3. gymnasium
4. dressing rooms
5. swimming pool
6. playing field
7. playground
8. health center
9. laundry
10. market
11. nursery
12. kindergarten
Apartment-Block A (above), at the highest point of the site, is 826 ft long and contains 272 apartments. The third floor of this seven-story building is completely open (section below) and serves as promenade and access gallery to upper and lower floors. Entrance to the building is across two pedestrian bridges (left) connecting promenade with upper roadway. All apartments have cross-ventilation due to use of exterior access corridors. Photos: Aertse-Michel
Apartment-Block B2 (right) showing health center in foreground and viewed again from one of the interior gardens of the health center (above). Rear façade of Block B1 (below) illustrates use of open galleries giving access to duplex apartments.

Photos: Marcel Gautherot
group housing-neighborhood
Looking past the pivoted glass doors of the market (across page), one sees the health center and Apartment-Block B2. End wall of gymnasium (above) is faced with colorful glazed tiles after a design by Candido Portinari. Classrooms, gymnasium, dressing rooms—all parts of the elementary school—are interconnected with ramps and covered walkways.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCTION: METHODS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>aluminum</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thule Air Force Base, Dec. '53.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Reconditioning: 430 Park Avenue, New York. May '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>concrete</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-Core Cantilever Construction. Henry H. Werner, Nov. '53.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo-Structures. Felix Candelé, June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Hall: Philadelphia. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale Art Gallery and Design Center: New Haven, Conn. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory: Heidenheim o/ Brenz, Germany. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-Story Lift-Slab Building. J. Hoostraten and S. J. Borgford, July '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Architect’s Place on the Bridge Design Team. Roland A. Wank and Fred N. Severud, Sept. '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Story Prestressed Lift-Slab Building. Fred E. Koebel, Nov. '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibition Hall: Karlsruhe, Germany. Mar. '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit Design. Mario G. Salvadori, Apr. '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iglesia de la Virgen Milagrosa: Mexico, D. F. July '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio’s Warehouse: Mexico, D. F. July '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>steel</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Antenna Towers. Sept. '53.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 430 Stainless Steel for Building Panels. R. M. Stodgell, Oct. '53.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Way Steel Framing. Henry H. Werner, Apr. '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention and Exhibition Hall: Corpus Christi, Tex. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Architect’s Place on the Bridge Design Team. Roland A. Wank and Fred N. Severud, Sept. '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Unistrut Houses. Oct. '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dome: Charlotte, N. C. June '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wood</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangar: Westchester County, N. Y. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field House: Montana State University, Missoula. June '54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>others</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressing for Ceiling Crack Prevention. Apr. '55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONSTRUCTION: MATERIALS**

| **aluminum** |  |
| Aluminum Dome: Charlotte, N. C. July '55. |  |
| **concrete** |  |
| Prestressed Concrete by Beam Winding. Mar. '54. |  |
| Precast Rigid-Steel Bents. Apr. '54. |  |

**insulation**

| TV Station Acoustics. Sept. '53. |  |
| New Directions in Thermal Insulation, Condensation in Residences; Part IV. Mar. '54; Part V. Apr. '54; Part VI. July '54; Part VII. Aug. '54. Groff Conklin. |  |
| Acoustical Design: School of Music, Montana State University, Missoula. Apr. '54. |  |

**steel**

| Tapered-Steel Girders on 6" Columns. Apr. '54. |  |
| New Developments in Architectural Porcelain Enamel. Robert A. Weaver, Jr., Oct. '54. |  |

**wood**

| Dimensional Stabilization of Cellulose-Fiber Materials. Nov. '53. |  |

**others**


**ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: METHODS**

| heating and air conditioning |  |
| Central Heating with High-Temperature Hot Water. William T. O'Reilly, Mar. '54. |  |
| Yale Art Gallery and Design Center: New Haven, Conn. May '54. |  |
| Total Reconditioning: 430 Park Avenue, New York. May '54. |  |
| Air Conditioning: Savannah Memorial Hospital. K. R. Goddard, July '54. |  |

**lighting**

| Lighting of Shops and Stores. R. T. Dorsey, Aug. '53. |  |
| TV Station Lighting. Sept. '53. |  |
| High-Frequency Fluorescent Lighting. J. H. Campbell and J. L. Tugman, Nov. '54. |  |
| Clare Control for Schools. Doyt Early, Mar. '55. |  |
| Shade Dial. June '55. |  |
| High-Frequency Fluorescent: Union College Field House. Aug. '55. |  |

**ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: EQUIPMENT**

| TV Station Equipment. Sept. '53. |  |
| Air Conditioning: Savannah Memorial Hospital. K. R. Goddard, July '54. |  |
Hi-Fi: architectural considerations
by Howard Sterling* and Groff Conlclin**

The rapid growth in popularity of recorded and broadcast music in the home has brought into being a number of new technical problems for the architect. This is particularly true of planning homes for clients who desire a music area for the installation of what is known as "high fidelity" receiving and recording equipment.

The average listener may continue to be satisfied with standard music-reproducing systems—mass-produced units with record player, radio tuner, amplifier and controls, loudspeaker, and sometimes a television receiver as well, all in one cabinet. He may be satisfied—but only because he does not understand or appreciate the values of accurate and undistorted musical reproduction.

The over-all problem of high fidelity is divided into two major parts. First, the architect can help the client obtain good results by assisting in the selection, location, and, in some instances, the design of equipment. Second, he can plan the music room and specify its surface treatments for optimum music reproduction.

The problem of component selection is not exactly simple, but it has been made to seem much more difficult by the controversial and often inflated claims of manufacturers of various types of equipment. The problem of room acoustics is better understood and less complicated by competing claims, but even here some misconceptions still arise as a result of the erroneous application of industrial, commercial, and professional acoustical practices to the very special situation that exists with home music reproduction. For example, the carefully-worked-out acoustical techniques used in broadcasting studios are not applicable to home music rooms. The purposes of the two are entirely different. A sound studio does not make music sound well (within the studio, that is); it makes it transmit well through microphones so that it will deliver full fidelity in the home receiver. Room acoustics in the home, on the other hand, are intended to make full fidelity possible by controlling the movement of sound waves as they reflect from room surfaces. But before discussing the problems of acoustics further, it might be best to answer the basic question: "What is high fidelity in music reproduction?"

**definition

"Hi-fi" can be most easily defined as an organization of electronic, mechanical, and acoustical components so designed that it will provide the most clear and full-valued reproduction possible, of all sounds. These sounds range from the longest wave lengths (low tones) of 16 to 30 cycles per second (c) to the shortest wave lengths (high tones) of 15,000 or even 18,000 c. Until relatively few years ago, even the best amplifiers and loudspeakers—and records as well—were capable of reproducing sound with accuracy only from a low of around 150 c to a high of 5000 c, more or less. Musical notes would be transmitted with great trueness in such instruments, but the great wealth of overtones that gives music its richness were cut off by the inadequacies of the equipment.

One of the curious aspects of real high fidelity is its thus-far relatively limited appeal. Most listeners still do not like or want genuine high fidelity; their ears have not been trained for it. Harry F. Olson, Director of Radio Corporation of America's Acoustical Laboratories, has reported3 on a series of tests of frequency-range preferences among average listeners, i.e., persons who were neither sound engineers nor high-fidelity addicts.

For recorded music, Olson reports in his book that tests made by Chinn and Eisenberg showed that about 75 percent of the listeners preferred a narrow or medium range of frequencies to a wide range. Part of the reason may well have been the inadequacies of the records themselves which, at the time the tests were made, were not nearly as good as they are today. They probably had a fairly high level of distortion, noise, and record scratch when played at full-frequency range. However, even taking this into account, it still was true that the extraordinary brilliance and fullness of wide-range reproduction was not favored by these listeners.

On the other hand, when Olson made tests with live musicians performing on a small stage equipped with acoustical-filter arrangement for controlling frequency ranges of the music, it was found that the full-frequency range was preferred by nearly 75 percent of the listeners.

The reasons for the difference between preferences for live-action and recorded music are two. First, and probably less important, the average listener (who rarely hears full-range, live-action music) has—as Olson says—"become conditioned to a restricted-frequency range (through listening to commercial radio, television, or recorded music) and feels that this is the natural state of affairs." Second, and considerably more basic, is the fact that much recorded music suffers from many types of distortion, including some that may be extremely irritating without being audible. Certain distortions are almost unavoidable in the present status of the art of recording and others (like surface noises of records) are due to poor handling and operation of records and equipment by the owners.

The point is that the architect will not very often be confronted with a client who fully understands and appreciates full-frequency-range music in the home. When he does, the suggestions given below will help him to produce what is wanted.

**the problem

Basically, the major difficulty in true high-fidelity reproduction lies in the equipment, particularly in the loudspeaker and its enclosure. Emphasis is placed on the enclosure, since few persons, even among the "hi-fi experts," admit or even realize how much depends on the type of enclosure, the way it is built, and its location.

This is not the place to recommend record players, tape recorders, radio tuners, amplifiers and their various accessories, and even loudspeakers, although one recommendation in the latter category will be made. The one exception is the loudspeaker designed by Olson (quoted from previously). This unusual and almost perfect speaker, which is unlike any other on the market today, is RCA's Model LC-1A. It is in the higher-price bracket, but the results are worth

*Electronics Engineer and President of Waveforms, Inc., New York, N. Y.
*Free-lance writer who has frequently contributed to P/A.

2 There are thousands of excellent high-fidelity recordings now on the market, so that the problem of inadequate musical resources is no longer so great as it once was. However, as this article will show, it is now possible to build reproducing systems so sensitive and accurate that the major problem may again become the relative paucity of really perfect musical source material.
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it. If there are other speakers to equal it, they are not at the moment known to the authors.

The over-riding difficulty in most existing musical systems lies in the fact that no prefabricated speaker enclosures can deliver all the tone range of the music as it was recorded or played for radio broadcast. This is not primarily the fault of the equipment, although this plays a considerable part, but it is due rather to the very nature of sound itself.

the nature of musical sounds

All sounds, including music, cause vibrations in the air which impinge on the ear and cause the hearing mechanism to vibrate similarly, reproducing the sound with a fidelity dependent upon the aural acuity of the listener. These sounds come in all sizes, so to speak. The highest notes of a piccolo may cause overtones vibrations up to 18,000 c; the lowest notes of an organ may descend to 16 c—a pitch at which one actually feels the sound as well as hearing it. There is no single way to achieve perfect reproduction of this enormous range of wave lengths from highest to lowest notes.

Complicating the matter even more, from the point of view of reproducing sound electronically, is the fact that music also comes in assorted volumes—from the most hushed attenuations of an offstage horn to the almost frightening volume of a full orchestra playing Wagner at his most bellicose. Using today's excellent components and with special handling of the speaker enclosures, the hi-fi addict gets almost everything that was present in the softest or loudest music as originally played. But to achieve near-perfection, both in fidelity of sound transmission and control of volume, is a complex matter.

arrangement of components

There is nothing at all against a collection of all necessary components—except the loudspeaker—in a single cabinet, if the manufacturer is well known and of good reputation. Indeed, such a unit is more often desirable, since such “matched components” are usually balanced by the manufacturer for optimum sound reproduction. The purchase of separate components made by different manufacturers often results in relatively poor musical reproduction, since the units were not made to work smoothly with each other.

There is a reason for not including the loudspeaker in the same cabinet with the rest of the equipment. One might almost say that true high fidelity is impossible with the loudspeaker in such close proximity to the mechanical and electronic parts that create and transmit energy to be reproduced as music. This is because most cabinets are not large enough to permit adequate handling of long-wave low frequencies and, even more important, because mechanical feedback of vibrations from the loudspeaker can occur. This can be very annoying, indeed, and may damage the equipment over a period of time.

A separate loudspeaker enclosure, some distance from the rest of the components, is essential for true high fidelity as it is desirable to have remote control of sound volume and quality away from the loudspeaker.

loudspeaker systems

Everything else being equal in terms of quality of components, the loudspeaker and its enclosure are the crucial limiting elements in high-fidelity reproduction. For this reason, it is worthwhile to describe what a loudspeaker actually is and does. Olson describes it as “an electro-acoustic transducer actuated by energy in an electrical system and delivering energy to an acoustical system, the wave form in the acoustical system being substantially equivalent to that in the electrical system.”

The simplest form of loudspeaker is a single cone or horn. For true high fidelity it is necessary to have at least two speakers—usually called a “tweeter” and a “woofer”—which may be placed in the same enclosure. These speakers are essentially the same but the tweeter is much smaller than the woofer. True fanatics have been known to prefer three-speaker units: the tweeter, a mid-frequency speaker, and a woofer—but this refinement is not necessary for good high fidelity if the speaker enclosure is correctly designed. (If it is not, even a three-speaker system will not result in perfect reproduction.)

Each of the speakers may be one of two types: the simple cone, known as a direct radiator, or the more complex exponential horn. In the first case, the cone is itself the radiator or power unit; in the second case, the horn must have a separate small driver unit. Technically defined, the driver is the diaphragm of the speaker plus the voice coil and the magnet. It actuates the air into vibration with waves of sound. Almost all general-purpose loudspeakers for home use today are of the direct-radiator type.

While it is true that good high fidelity can be obtained with two speakers, better results will be achieved with a more elaborate loudspeaker enclosure. In this case, the enclosure itself becomes a sound magnifier. However, elaborate installations with several sizes of speakers in a cabinet are not necessarily going to provide better results—although they operate on the theory that each speaker has an optimum range much smaller than the range it is capable of reproducing without noticeable distortion. Actually, little if anything is gained by such a setup. A good single tweeter will perform just as well as a series of increasingly larger ones in most conditions.

Nevertheless, it is desirable to break the sound spectrum from 15 to 18,000 c into three separate groups. Of the three, only two need be electronic. A first-class tweeter will reproduce sounds as low as 2000 c with excellent fidelity; a high-quality cone-type woofer will be equally faithful down to 200 or 150 c before its power capabilities begins to fall off. (For better low-frequency efficiency, the woofer should be a 15-inch rather than a 12-inch speaker. Eighteen-inch speakers have been made, but they are not really necessary or desirable in most home installations.)

The fundamental tones below 150 c need further assistance from the sound-reproducing unit, for accurate reproduction without distortion.

Curiously, it is a basic condition of sound—musical and otherwise—that audible waves in the upper ranges travel from the loudspeaker cone in a straight line; where the wave length is short with respect to the dimensions of the reproducer, there will be a “beam” effect. In a sense, these wave lengths are aimed or funneled by the speaker, which has a considerable degree of directivity (except for RCA's Model LC-1A, which has remarkably little).

Conversely, when wave lengths are long with respect to the dimensions of the source—cone or horn—the result is spherical propagation. Furthermore, at low frequencies the acoustical power produced for a given electrical-power input (efficiency) falls off and the amount of sound the speaker can produce without serious distortion drops sharply. This is particularly true below a few hundred cycles. Any effort to increase the volume of sound in this situation will merely result in a greater confusion of sound—or distortion—in the lower frequencies. This results in muddy or incoherent re-

---

\[ A \text{ wave length, or complete cycle, is } 1090 \text{ ft per see, the speed of sound in air divided by the frequency.} \]
production of the music.

The best way to correct this basic characteristic of any loudspeaker mechanism is by changing the design of the loudspeaker enclosure.

**Enclosures**

There are three types of loudspeaker enclosures: infinite baffle, bass reflex (or phase inverter), and exponential horn.

The infinite-baffle enclosure can be almost any size from one or two cu ft on up. For reasonably good results it should be at least 12 cu ft (2′ x 3′ x 2′). The most effective type of infinite baffle is one in which the speaker is set into a wall with its back open into a closet, utility room, or other large space. Woofer installations with the speaker in the floor or ceiling, using the cellar or attic space as the baffle, will work very well provided the tweeter is mounted normally for horizontal radiation. This type of baffle provides as good a low frequency reproduction as is possible with this simple variety of enclosure.

However, an infinite baffle cannot, by the very physics of sound, deliver maximum effective reproduction of very low frequencies. For one thing, it does not compensate for loss of speaker efficiency at these frequencies and, for another, it is subject to resonances—particularly if the baffle is a box, rather than a closet or other large space at the rear of the speaker. Resonance in such box enclosures can be partly controlled by lining alternate sides with insulation batts, thick felt, or other sound-absorbing materials. It is not necessary to line all of the inside of the box, provided that no two opposite sides are unlined.

On the other hand, the lining technique does nothing to solve the problem of efficiency. Power requirements at the lowest frequencies are still unsatisfied. The bass-reflex enclosure, known professionally as a phase inverter or vented box, helps to supply this need. It is a completely enclosed unit in which there is a vent near the speaker opening. The box should be lined with sound-absorbing materials as in the case of the infinite-baffle box.

At some particular lower frequency, where the regular speaker and its own opening in the box have begun to fall off in efficiency and power capability, the box and the lower vent will resonate so that the low tones from the back of the speaker are radiated out through the vent, supplementing those from the front. The efficiency of a bass-reflex cabinet at this resonant frequency may be twice as high as that of an infinite-baffle enclosure. However, since this is effective only at a single frequency, the reproduction tends to “boom.” This is not a general solution to the problem.

An exponential-horn enclosure is the best solution yet developed for perfecting music reception in the lower ranges (Figure 1). It is based on the same principle as the tuba or any wind instrument and will magnify the low tones seven or eight times as much as the infinite-baffle box. The principle of the exponential horn is most easily understood, from a pragmatic point of view, by detaching the mouthpiece from any wind instrument and blowing through it. The sound it makes is ridiculously minuscule. Put the mouthpiece back on the rest of the instrument and the sound is magnified astonishingly.

This is an acoustical method of magnification. In an exponential-horn enclosure for a loudspeaker, the lower frequencies are picked up and magnified without any electronic means. Such a loudspeaker system should be used in a cabinet so designed that the spherical propagating low-frequency sounds can radiate not only through the exponential horn (often called a “rear-loaded” horn) but also directly from the cone face of the speaker itself (this is called “front-loading”). Only in this fashion will the full values of the low-frequency sounds be delivered to the listener.

While the exponential-horn loudspeaker cabinets on the market at present are superior to most other prefab systems, they are not as effective as they should be. For one thing, the total dimensions of the low-frequency horn must of necessity be small; otherwise, the cabinet would become a monster, dominating the room. In addition, most of the models currently available have the woofer speaker buried in the box, so that it cannot function as a direct radiator (front loaded) as well as an exponential horn (rear loaded). The result is that it takes the low frequencies only from the rear of the woofer. There is no direct radiation of the mid-frequency sounds from the woofer and an additional speaker is required to take care of the mid-frequency range with its associated electrical crossover. A certain amount of fidelity is thus lost.
The best answer, for the architect whose client demands perfection, is to *build the horn into the house itself*. For optimum reproduction of low-frequency sound, the horn should be very large indeed. Theoretically, the mouth of the horn should be equivalent to a circle 10 ft in diameter; however, in practice, an opening for the horn mouth equivalent to a circle three to five ft in diameter will suffice.

A correctly designed exponential horn will improve the efficiency of low-frequency reproduction in a degree roughly proportional to the ratio in area between the mouth of the horn and that of the cone of the speaker itself. The larger the ratio, the greater the effectiveness. For a speaker cone of 175 sq in., an exponential-horn mouth of 1500 sq in. is, according to Olson, the minimum area that will produce satisfactory results (Figure 2). When the architect is designing a house he can, of course, provide a much larger mouth area for the horn.

An exponential horn would be almost entirely impractical, in most dwellings, if it had to be laid out in a straight line. It would have to be a minimum of 11 ft long. (Of course, this can be done if there is unused space in an attic or cellar.) However, the same acoustical principles which make it possible in a tuba or French horn to wind the horn into a series of loops applies in the case of an exponential horn for a loudspeaker. Furthermore, it is entirely unnecessary for the sides of the horn to be rounded or smoothly continuous as they are in musical instruments. The horn can be constructed in a series of successively larger square or rectangular sections (Figure 1). As long as each section is not more than half as short as the shortest wave length which is to be transmitted through the horn, the cross-section shape is unimportant. It could even be triangular.

It is true that unless the "folded" type of exponential horn is constructed with the greatest possible attention to tightness and rigidity of the pieces, there may be some vibration set up between the sections, causing unpleasant noise in the unit as sounds batter the sides of the horn. This might also happen if a horn were built in a straight line without equal attention to good construction.

An exponential horn can be located in any part of the house where there is sufficient room, but the mouth of the horn (like the whole loudspeaker setup) should always be in or near a corner of the room, as will be pointed out in more detail in the next section.

General specifications for making a horn follow. It should be fabricated of plywood not less than 3/4 in. thick and all joints should be firmly nailed and glued. Superior workmanship is essential. Seams and joints which are not airtight will rob the horn of efficiency. Furthermore, as pointed out above, any loose parts will cause annoying vibratory noises. The mouth of the horn can be left open or it can be covered with a loosely woven fabric or any other sound-transparent material that will not make a noise when vibrating. The throat of the horn can be placed in any part of the loudspeaker chamber, even in the bottom of the unit if the horn is to be located in the basement.

**speaker location**

Obviously, provision for a custom-made exponential horn, folded or otherwise, calls for a certain amount of special design in the house itself. Not only must the room for the horn be provided, preferably in a space outside the music room, but both loudspeaker enclosure and exponential-horn mouth must be located in the room with several principles of acoustics in mind.

A sound source in open space radiates its energy spherically whenever the source is small with respect to the wave length. Thus, at any one point in such an open space the listener will hear only a small amount of the sound energy produced. Of course, he will hear some of the sound radiating from parts of the room other than that in which he is listening, since those sounds are reflected off the surfaces and back to him. This reflectivity of sound can be more annoying than no reflectivity at all. Sound takes time to travel and the reflected sounds will arrive at the ear just slightly after direct sounds, causing fuzziness and, in exceptionally bad cases, a sort of echo. Open space is obviously not an efficient location for a speaker.

When a speaker is placed in or against a wall, the sound power reaching the listener will increase by a factor of roughly two, since the sound is inhibited from going through the wall and thus radiates over a hemisphere. When a speaker is in a corner, the sound radiates only through a quarter sphere and the sound power is increased by a factor of four. Finally, when the speaker is located both in a corner and at or near the floor or ceiling, the angle of sound radiation is so reduced that the effective power is increased by a factor of as much as eight.

Since one would rarely want a speaker suspended in midair, it is common practice to consider the effectiveness of a ceiling-corner installation in comparison with that of a flat-wall placement. The ratio is then 2:3, or 1:4, and the ceiling-corner enclosure increases the effective acoustical power of the speaker at low frequencies about four times that of a flat-wall location.

Therefore, a music room should be planned with the loudspeaker and the exponential-horn mouth in the corner near the ceiling for highest fidelity. In any event, the speaker should be above normal seated listening level, because sound, particularly in a room where the ceiling has no acoustical treatment, will be enriched musically by reflection from the ceiling. If the speaker were at the floor level the sounds would be clobbered by the interference of furniture, rugs, and so on.

But—and this is a very important but—the speaker should be so placed that it is not exactly in the center of the corner angle. In other words, the mouth of the enclosure should not be beamed directly at the corner of the room diagonally opposite. It should aim slightly away from that corner. Otherwise the high frequencies may strike the opposite corner in such a fashion that they would be reflected directly back, causing what sound engineers call "standing waves." These waves can result in a certain amount of aural confusion.

In addition, it is advisable to place the speaker enclosure, if it is at the ceiling level, so that it is tilted slightly downward, perhaps 10 to 15 degrees. This serves to direct the high-frequency waves toward the center of the room, rather than along the ceiling, and results in greater clarity. This is particularly important if the ceiling is to be acoustically treated.

Excellent results can still be obtained if the speaker is placed in or against a wall—one of the shorter walls if the room is rectangular. Fidelity of the lower frequencies will not be quite so great as it would be if the speaker were high in a corner, but there are not many untrained ears that could tell the difference.

**the room**

There are two or three basic principles to be observed in designing a music room for residences. The major objective is to achieve as high a degree of sound fidelity with as low an amount of distortion (due to room shape and surface finishes) as possible.
The first and perhaps the most important of these principles is that walls and, if possible, floor and ceiling, should not be parallel or unbroken. A modern home with a shed-type roof and exposed-beam ceiling automatically makes for good music reproduction as far as the "top and bottom" of the room goes. As for walls—nonparallelism need not be achieved by the expensive and sometimes unesthetic method of setting the walls at odd angles, as is often done in auditoriums. Any room with an ell, such as a living room with a dining alcove off it, provides adequate discontinuity of surfaces to break up echoes and reverberation. A living room with an angled fireplace in one corner will also provide sufficient irregularity in wall surfaces to assure the best possible music reception.

For really first-rate music reproduction, the room in which the loudspeaker is located should not be a small one. According to G. A. Briggs, British expert in home-music systems, the room should be not less than 18 feet long, with the speaker placed in a corner facing the long axis of the room. Actually, there is no truly scientific way of stating what would be the smallest permissible room size for good reception, for the size will depend to a considerable degree on the power of the amplifier. The stronger the amplifier, the larger the necessary room size; however, the size of the loudspeaker should not be varied with the size of the room. The better the loudspeaker (not the larger), the better the reproduction regardless of room size. Thus, the tweeter should be of the standard small size and the woofer should be 12 or, preferably, 15 inches in diameter.

Very little in the way of specific standards can be suggested for the treatment of room surfaces. Since every person's requirements will differ, much of the room treatment should be left until the music unit has been played enough so that the client can decide what is needed in the way of sound-deadening materials. Some prefer a very clear, almost reverberant, type of musical sound; others want it muted way down. It is not even wise to make a standard recommendation that acoustical tile should be used on the ceiling if one or more of the following conditions are present: if the ceiling is to have exposed rafters, the floor is to be carpeted or large parts of it are to be covered with deep-pile rugs, the walls are to be provided with high bookshelves, there is to be a large fireplace, and if there will be a number of pieces of upholstered furniture placed in the room.

The various methods of deadening sound in a music room include those mentioned above plus heavy drapes or any other sound-absorbing material for deadening aural "glare" at major points of sound reflection (large glass areas, hard plaster or wood surfaces, and so on). If the room is large and will be used for parties as well as for music, ceiling acoustical tiles might wisely be specified at the time of construction, more for the deadening of the "confusion of voices" than for the control of musical reverberation. Care should be taken to select a type of tile that can be redecorated without damaging its acoustical qualities, i.e., a perforated tile with holes large enough so that paint cannot bridge them. Parquet tiles with sound-absorbing materials behind them are to be preferred in general to perforated-fiber tiles, since the low density of the fiber material affects acoustical performance just as much as the surface perforations.

There is one other aspect of music-room acoustics that deserves attention: that is the resonant vibration of inanimate objects in the room when music is being played, particularly at large volumes. When a frequency in the music happens to hit a certain mode of vibration that matches that of an object, it can cause that object to rattle or rumble quite unpleasantly. Damping in the speaker enclosure with insulating materials can help reduce this if it is the enclosure itself that is vibrating, but it sometimes may be necessary to move—or remove—objects which exhibit a tendency to vibrate sympathetically with specific musical tones. Of course, the vibration can be considerably reduced by mounting or supporting the objects on sound-deadening pads and providing the speaker enclosure with acoustical-insulating mounts if it is on the floor.

the "binaural" problem

There is a considerable amount of skepticism among professional sound engineers concerning the general effectiveness of this new type of recording and playing. Even the terminology currently in use is misleading. Binaural music is a system which requires the listener to use headphones. Stereophonic music is a mixing of sounds in the rooms before they are heard, which is often ruinous to the effect. Stereophonic music is only too often called binaural and the listener is greatly disappointed at the messy effect his expensive new equipment gives him.

The basic principle of stereophonic sound is that the music should appear to "come at you" from a broad source, as it does with an orchestra in an auditorium, rather than from a point source such as a loudspeaker. Stereophonic records are made with two or more microphones. Sometimes they make use of electronic networks that provide optimum recording of the lower frequencies on the right side (where the heavier instruments often are) and of the higher frequencies on the left (where the violins and other higher-pitched instruments are frequently placed). Then, when the record is played in the home, two or more loudspeakers are located in approximately the same position as those in the recording studio. The effect is supposed to be more vivid and true than in standard recordings.

This may be so—but only in one particular case. This is when the listener sits in a positively fixed relationship to the two speakers, preferably on a chair that is permanently fastened to the floor. Otherwise, he is likely to get a confusing and unpleasant imbalance from the dual system. If he is too near the loudspeaker for the highs, for example, he will not get a stereophonic effect. Instead—particularly if the room is large—he may be subjected to a quick echo or resonance. Stereophonic sound is extremely tricky. Any attempt to achieve a true sense of broad-source music origination, one that is foolproof and does not require a rigidly fixed position in the room, must of necessity require a strictly binaural (two-ear) system, such as headphones, where the two ear pieces are wired into a permanently fixed relationship to the two speakers. With such a system the balance can be made perfect and it does not matter where the listener sits. However, who wants to listen to music through headphones? If the client demands a stereophonic setup (he will inevitably ask for a binaural complex, but the above information will enable the architect to know what he really wants!) the best bet is to call in a consultant for advice on the special problems the particular room presents and to persuade the client to accept a fixed listening position.
Thirty-five high-frequency fluorescent luminaires will produce almost three-million lumens in this field house. A group lamp-replacement schedule is expected to be used on a two-year basis.

Small capacitor, used in place of conventional ballasts, weighs only three ounces and is smaller than a pack of cigarettes.

Union College at Schenectady, New York, has unveiled a new 400-cycle fluorescent-lighting system that has just been installed in its Alumni Memorial field house—the first instance of such a system to be used for high-bay general-area lighting. By use of this lighting method, a playing area of approximately 40,000 sq ft will be maintained at an illumination level of between 45 and 50 ft-c.

When the field house was planned several years ago, it was tentatively decided that fixtures with a combination of filament and mercury lamps would be used. Being a high-bay structure, the recommendations were in keeping with those for buildings of this type. Because the field house will be used for baseball and football practice as well as for basketball games, it was soon recognized that the relatively bright filament-mercury sources would have certain disadvantages for the players—particularly those attempting to catch fly balls. Conventional 60-cycle fluorescent lighting was considered, but finally rejected because the inside contour of the structure did not lend itself to continuous row fixtures. Although it was realized that large fixtures containing a number of lamps in each could be easily adapted from a lighting standpoint, weight and cost seemed to be prohibitive.

High-frequency operation, however, made fluorescent lighting practicable. This 400-cycle system permits relatively lightweight fixtures—each unit weighs 110 lb less than one for a comparable 60-cycle system. The individual fixture is eight ft square, contains fourteen 96" T-12 slimline lamps, and although each has a low brightness it produces a total of 84,000 lumens. Thirty-five of these giant luminaires, mounted at heights varying from 60 ft at center to 34 ft on the sides, will produce an illumination level that is reported to be more than twice the amount provided by most field-house installations.

Increasing the frequency to 400, from the standard 60 cycles, is accomplished by means of two 30-kw rotating-type package-unit frequency converters. Installa-
Control equipment for the operation of heating and ventilating motors, 120-v incandescent lighting, and the 400-cycle, high-frequency lighting system (right).

One of the two 30-kw rotating-frequency converters (below right) packaged in a self-contained housing. It functions as both "transformer" and frequency changer for the conversion of 208-v, 60-cycle power to 600-v, 400-cycle power.

Union College Field House

ion of these converters (which are comparatively low in cost) allows the use of ballasts that are simpler, more efficient, and about one fifth the size and weight of regular ballasts. The lighting layout is so arranged that each of the two converters operates the lamps, allowing for approximately equal distribution of light. A simplified wiring system, also considerably lower in cost, reduces the number of circuits from 84 (for the lighting method originally considered) to 14, for the high-frequency design.

The primary power source is 220 v, 3 phase, 60 cycles, and the secondary is 575 v, 3 phase, 400 cycles connected to be under 300 v to ground. Since 400-cycle power is available, it is possible to use a simple series capacitor and series choke for ballast on alternate lamps. The split-phase circuit produces unity power factor to obtain maximum utilization of the converters.

The system at Union College cost approximately 10 percent less to install than the incandescent-mercury lighting system originally considered. In addition, the 400-cycle system offers an estimated 50 percent savings in annual operation and maintenance cost while producing 20 percent higher levels of comfort light.

This installation was designed and developed by the General Electric Company at Nela Park. John H. Campbell, illuminating engineer, conceived and developed the technique; Carl J. Allen designed the fixtures; and Howard D. Kurt made the wiring layout and also helped design the power system. Fixtures were manufactured by Curtis Lighting, Inc.

Comprehensive tests made on experimental high-frequency fluorescent-lighting systems over a number of years indicate that the 400-cycle system may offer the best method of economically obtaining the long sought-for higher lighting levels and should find wide application in commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings. (For more detailed discussion of this lighting system see "High-Frequency Fluorescent Lighting," by J. H. Campbell and J. L. Tugman, November '54 P/A.)
The great annual loss of life and property in the United States due to fires has prompted many states and municipalities to enact legislation that protects both buildings and occupants against these disasters. The U.S. Government has issued specifications to cover construction of government-owned buildings and related equipment in the interest of fire safety. Many industrial firms, as well, have set up their own fire-safety codes specifically directed to the fire hazards present in their plants. Because it is recognized as an effective means of contributing to fire safety, a fire-alarm system is generally required by all of these codes or regulations.

The specific intent of this article is to assist those who prepare specifications and requirements for fire-alarm systems that operate under the control or domination of the owner of the property to be protected. The discussion will be concerned primarily with those types of fire-alarm systems that can give a fire signal to all occupants of the building being protected (such as schools, hospitals, dormitories, hotels, and factories). These systems, therefore, are usually designed to assist in the evacuation of the occupants by giving an immediate warning the moment a fire is detected.

Specifications, codes, and regulations for fire-alarm systems must be written to provide reasonable safety for life and property and should avoid provisions involving inconvenience and expense not essential to the objective of reasonable fire safety. However, since the lives of individuals are often dependent upon these systems in the event of fire, careful consideration should be given in the selection of the proper system for each specific installation.

As previously noted there exist many laws, ordinances, and other measures covering fire-alarm systems; therefore, before a specification is written, all local and state codes should be reviewed to make sure that the specification to be prepared will not conflict. Usually the local representatives of fire-alarm manufacturers are familiar with codes that apply to the locality of a specific job and can be of assistance. Specifications for those jobs where public funds are used must be so written that they do not limit procurement to any one manufacturer. As there are several recognized manufacturers of the fire-alarm equipment described in the recommendations of this article, competitive bidding is assured.

**national fire-protection association codes**

Fortunately we have in this country the National Fire Protection Association which is an international, nonprofit, technical-and-educational-membership organization devoted to the reduction of loss of life and property by fire. This organization, often referred to merely as NFPA, has set up the National Fire Codes. These standards are purely advisory as far as the NFPA is concerned, but are widely used as a basis of good practice by property owners and others, and for legal and insurance purposes in the United States, Canada, and other countries. Government, state, municipal, etc. codes often make reference to the NFPA standards—some of them have been prepared in the form of model ordinances or have been otherwise arranged to make them suitable for regulatory purposes.

The specific NFPA codes concerning fire-alarm systems that will be discussed in detail are:

- **No. 70 National Electrical Code—1953, and Interpretations and Interim Amendments.**
- **No. 72 Proprietary Signaling Systems—1954**

(Note: It is recommended that the latest issue of these codes be obtained from NFPA and kept as a reference at all times.)

It is recommended that specifications state: “The fire-alarm system shall be supplied and installed to meet NFPA No. 70 and No. 72.” It should be understood that NFPA does not “approve” individual items of fire-protection equipment, materials, or services. The suitability of devices and materials for installation under these standards is indicated by the listings of nationally recognized testing laboratories, whose findings are customarily used as a guide for approval by agencies applying these standards. For example, the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc., is such a testing laboratory and NFPA Code No. 72 has been adopted and published by the National Board of Fire Underwriters as NBFU Pamphlet No. 72. Most manufacturers of fire-alarm equipment required for the standard types of systems, as will be discussed, have their equipment listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories and must use the NBFU Pamphlets for the basic design and application of their fire-alarm systems. All fire-alarm equipment listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories is found in its annual publication “Fire Protection List” and the “Bi-Monthly Supplement.”

Since NFPA No. 72 is the standard to be used for the specification of fire-alarm systems, this standard will be outlined and certain sections that concern systems to be

---

1 Executive office: 60 Battery March, Boston, Mass.
2 The full title of NFPA No. 72 is “Standards for the Installation, Maintenance and Use of Proprietary, Auxiliary, Remote Station and Local Protective Signaling Systems, including Local or Isolated Systems for Watchman, Fire Alarm and Supervisory Service.”
specified will be quoted verbatim and then explained in detail.

**systems listed in NFPA No. 72**

The types of systems listed in NFPA No. 72 are as follows:

*Proprietary Systems (Article 400).* These systems are supervised by competent and experienced personnel in a central supervising station at the property protected. The system is to include equipment and other facilities required to permit the operators to maintain, test, and operate the system and upon receipt of signal, take such action as shall be required under the rules established for their guidance by the authority having jurisdiction. The central supervisory station should be located in a detached building— or suitably isolated room—and shall have reliable means for transmitting fire alarms to the fire department over wire electrically supervised and under the control of the plant owner or occupant. Such a system would apply principally to large factories and groups of buildings having fire-fighting personnel and thus is not within the scope of this article.

*Auxiliary Fire-Alarm Systems (Article 420).* These systems shall be used only in connection with a municipal system which is suitable for the service and is well maintained and when a permit for such connection has been given by the municipal authorities. By auxiliarizing a municipal fire-alarm system the delay in traversing the distance from the fire to the street box is eliminated. Many municipalities recognize that elimination of this delay is considered of primary importance for safety of life in buildings where a fire department will be needed for rescue work and to control the rapid spread of fire. This auxiliary feature is often combined with private, local fire-alarm systems in schools, hospitals, and other institutions so that automatic transmission of alarms, indicating fire directly to the municipal fire department, may take place. This system will be covered in this article as an available feature for the basic local fire-alarm systems to be described later.

*Remote-Station Fire-Alarm Systems (Article 430).* This type of system employs a direct-circuit connection between alarm-signal initiating devices in protected premises and signal-indicating equipment in a remote station, such as fire or police headquarters or other places acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. The circuit between the protected premise and the remote station shall be reserved solely for fire-protective signaling services and not employed for a municipal fire-alarm system. This system is also an addition to the basic local fire-alarm systems.

*Local Systems (Article 440).* These systems consist of electrically supervised devices whose signals are transmitted to one or more places in the premises covered, primarily for the notification of occupants. It is this type of system which is usually required for schools, hospitals, dormitories, hotels, etc., and, therefore, is particularly applicable to the scope of this article.

*Miscellaneous Systems—Watchmen’s Time-Recording Apparatus (Article 450).* This type of system is not considered applicable to the scope of this article. It would be used in large public and government-owned buildings, banks, warehouses, etc., where the use of watchmen would be deemed necessary. This involves special treatment or application since the number of watchmen’s reporting stations, their locations, and the route to be followed by the watchman for operating the station must be approved for the particular installation.

*General (Article 200).* Chapter 2 of NFPA No. 72 outlines common requirements. Although most of them concern the manufacturer of fire-alarm systems and the electrical contractor who installs the system (assuming that “the system shall meet the standards of NFPA No. 72” is specified), certain of these requirements should be understood by those who specify the system. It is recommended that some of these be specially mentioned in the specifications as will be indicated, to insure proper supply and installation of equipment.

The requirements and their paragraph numbers, which concern the systems within the scope of this article, are as follows:

**2030. Approval.**

**2031. Information.** At the request of the authority having jurisdiction, complete information regarding the system including specifications, wiring diagrams, and floor plans shall be submitted for approval prior to installation of equipment or wiring.

If there are no local or state codes that apply or request this information, it is suggested that the architect or engineer request in the specification that wiring diagrams and outline drawings of the equipment being supplied, be submitted to him for approval.
The provisions of Article 210 apply to installation wiring for interconnecting-system components. Generally, all wiring shall be installed with the requirements of the National Electric Code for Class I signal-systems circuits. (Note: Signal-Circuit wiring is found in Article 725 of NFPA No. 70 National Electrical Code.) Some exceptions to the Class I requirement are permitted in Article 210, principally in the case of limited-energy fire-detector circuits where the open-circuit voltage does not exceed 50 v, overcurrent protection of not more than 2-amp rating is provided, and capacity of the supply circuit is limited in its maximum-rated output not to exceed 100 va. A fire-alarm system designed to take advantage of this type of wiring will be described later.

power supply sources (article 220)

The provisions of this Article apply to sources of power supply which shall be used, for the type of system involved, subject to acceptance by the authority having jurisdiction. Reliable electric-light or power service, motor generators, and storage batteries are all approved sources of power supply, with certain requirements for each as outlined in this Article. Since the great majority of installations have reliable electric-light or power service available, this is the usual type of power source used since there is no power-supply equipment to be purchased or maintained by the owner.

The local fire-alarm systems will use a light and power service as permitted—such as a 1-phase, 3-wire, 115-230 v, 60-cycle supply circuit having a continuous unfused neutral conductor or a polyphase 115-v 60-cycle supply having a continuous unfused neutral conductor where interruption of one phase, with one side or phase for the main operating-power supply and the other side of phase for the trouble-signal power supply of the Signaling System.

2222. Point of Connection. The conductors of the signaling system power supply circuit shall be connected on the line side of the main service or a commercial light or power supply circuit or to the main bus bars on an isolated power plant located on the premises.

Since it is usually the responsibility of the specifying engineer to show the point of wiring connection to power supply on the plans, this should be noted.

2223. Fuse. A fuse enclosed in a locked or sealed cabinet located immediately adjacent to the point of connection to the light and power conductors shall be provided in series with each ungrounded conductor. A suitable resistor connected between the supply source and the fuse shall be provided, where necessary, to limit the short-circuit current at the fuse to not more than 10,000 amperes.

This should be included in the specification.

electrical supervision (article 240)

2411. Except as otherwise indicated in this Standard, a system shall be electrically supervised so that the occurrence of a break or a ground fault condition of its installation-wiring circuits which prevents the required operation of the system, or failure of its main power supply source, will be indicated by a distinctive trouble signal. NOTE: (a) The provision of a double loop or other multiple-path conductor circuit to avoid electrical supervision is not acceptable except as indicated in Paragraph 2424a.

(b) Electrical supervision of conductors for a short circuit fault is not contemplated by this requirement.

2420. Electrical Supervision. The electrical supervision shall include:

2421. Power Supply Circuit Supervision. All sources of energy except the following secondary sources:

a. One employed for the operation of trouble signal circuits and appliances.
b. One employed as an auxiliary means for maintaining the normal operation of the system following trouble signal indication when the main supply source is interrupted.
c. One employed as a means for operating a supplementary circuit for alarm bells, annunciators, time stamps and similar circuits, the failure of which will not prevent the operation of the system for the required signals.
d. The battery leads of a trickle-charged battery.
e. The neutral of a three, four or five wire a-c or d-c supply source.

2422. Signal Initiating Circuits. All circuits for signals initiated by the operation of fire alarm boxes, fire detectors, automatically operated transmitters, or other appliances or devices which initiate or transmit signals either manually or automatically, except:

b. The circuits of a supplementary signal annunciator, provided that the fault condition of this circuit wiring results in the non-interfering feature of operation.

c. The circuits of a supplementary signal annunciator, provided that the fault condition of this circuit wiring results only in the loss of annunciation.

2423. Supplementary Control Circuit. A supplementary circuit for operating fan motor stops or similar industrial control equipment intended to be actuated at the time of an alarm signal, need not be electrically supervised, provided a fault condition of the circuit in no way affects the normal operation of the signaling system.

2424. Alarm Signal Sounding Circuits. All circuits for operating alarm sounding devices and appliances except:

a. Alarm signal sounding appliances employing self-contained vibrating armature contacts for signal operation when (1) alternately connected to two or more circuits and approximately equally distributed throughout the building, or (2) connected to a double loop circuit so that a break or a ground fault does not prevent the operation of any sounding appliance.
b. A circuit employed to produce a supplementary local alarm signal to indicate the operation of an automatically operated alarm transmitter or a manual fire alarm box provided that an open or ground fault of the signal circuit conductor results only in the loss of the supplementary signal.

c. The circuit of an alarm bell installed in the same room with a system control unit, provided the bell circuit conductors are installed in conduit or equivalently protected against mechanical injury and tampering.

d. A trouble signal circuit.

2425. In a Supervising Station. Where personnel responsible for the supervision and operation of the system are on duty continuously, the following features or facilities located in the supervising station need not be electrically supervised.

a. The station circuits for alarm bells and registers which are controlled by devices which have their operating circuits electrically supervised.
b. Main power supply failure if the condition is otherwise indicated so as to be obvious to the operator on duty.

It will be noted from the above Article 240, that particular stress and importance is placed upon electrical supervision of fire-alarm systems. The basic reason for this, of course, is to assure that the system is in operable condition at all times. An unsupervised fire-alarm system would be similar to the wiring of a light switch and lamp and such a fire-alarm system would be wired as follows:

Note that there is no indication in such a system that the power supply, wiring, stations, or signals are in an operating condition. Such a system will not meet the code.

A supervised noncode manual local fire-alarm system in accordance with NFPA 72 has a schematic wiring diagram as follows:

As explained previously, most installations use a 3-wire, 115-230 v, 60-cycle power supply with grounded neutral. Therefore, A-B would be 115-v a-c and D-B, 115-v a-c.

The two relays shown are in a normal energized condition with a supervisory current flowing in the circuit from A to B. When a fire-alarm box is operated its contacts close, the box relay BR is shunted and de-energized causing its contacts br to shut out and de-energize the signal supervisory relay SSR. Full voltage is now placed on the series fire-alarm signals causing them all to sound. When the SSR relay was de-energized, its contacts ssr closed causing the trouble bell to sound.

Examination of this circuit will reveal that it meets the requirements of electrical supervision for this type of system. (Refer to Par. 2411, 2421, 2421a, 2421e, 2422, 2424, 2424d quoted above which apply to this circuit.)

2430. Trouble Signals. 2431. Distinctive Trouble Signals. Trouble signals shall be distinctive from alarm signals and shall be indicated by the continuous operation of a sounding appliance, which may be common to several supervised circuits.

2432. Silencing Switch. A switch for silencing the trouble signal sounding appliance may be provided only if it transfers the trouble indication to a lamp or other accessible visible indicator adjacent to the switch. The visible indicator shall remain operated until the silencing switch is restored to its normal position unless the audible trouble signal will be obtained when a fault occurs without restoring the switch to normal.

The schematic diagram above shows such a trouble-bell silencing switch with lamp as required. It is considered good practice to include this feature so that the trouble bell may be silenced while fault is being investigated and corrected. Therefore, it is recommended that “fire-alarm control panel be equipped with a trouble-bell silencing switch and transfer lamp,” be specified.

2433. Location of Trouble Signal. Trouble sounding appliances shall be located as required by the authority having jurisdiction.

Usually the fire-alarm control panel is located in the basement or in the boiler room and the trouble bell is mounted adjacent to the panel. Sometimes it is desirable to have an additional extension trouble bell to assure that the trouble signal will be heard immediately by the operating personnel of the property being protected.

Part II will appear in September 1955 P/A.
new concrete

Get full 28 Day Curing for Greater Density with CEM-SEAL

Unless properly sealed, a new concrete floor has a natural tendency to deposit alkaline salts on the surface as it cures. This causes surface powd ering, called “dusting” or “bloom.”

CEM-SEAL acts as a cap or dam to hold moisture down below the surface. This prevents formation of the damaging salts—and it also prolongs the curing period of the concrete. The surface comes through denser, harder, more resistant to wear.

Application is simple and easy. Treat acres of floor in a short time with big sheepskin applicators. Floors can be opened to traffic in just 4 hours.

CEM-SEAL is also an ideal primer for renewing old concrete floors.

Check these CEM-SEAL advantages—never before available.

1. Goes on easy—just sweep floor and apply.
2. 1-coat quick dry application—seals moisture in the concrete.
3. Complete curing of concrete gives you a dense, uniform surface with longer life.
4. Protects floor from stains while other building trades are at work.
5. Prevents “dusting” and efflorescence.

HILLYARD CHEMICAL CO.
St. Joseph, Mo.

Please send me full information about Hillyard CEM-SEAL
......for new concrete
......for renewing old concrete

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ________

Mail This Coupon Today

Hillyard Maintainers®, trained floor experts, are stationed in principal cities. There is one near you, who will be glad to consult with you on your problem of treatment or maintenance of any type floor. No charge, no obligation for this service.

HILLYARD CHEMICAL CO.

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI

San Jose, Calif. Passaic, N. J.
Branches in Principal Cities
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school rules

Speaking of schools, that venerable dean of school building planners, Dr. N. L. Engelhardt, Sr., asked me to remind you to remind your school district that there are three major steps in the creation of a new school facility. They are: The Educational Specifications

The preparation of a comprehensive program of educational and community requirements, which portrays the educational specifications and professional aims of the school system. Thus, the foundation for the second stage is created.

The Drawings and Specifications of the Architect

The architectural planning processes, resulting in final working drawings and a volume of specifications covering materials and workmanship. Thus, the third stage can be advanced.

The Construction of the Building

The school business officials administer the problems of public letting of building contracts, and a school building is completed in conformity with the requirements of the first and second stages.

End of reminder.

in Easter's wake

Around this time of the year I usually tell you about my Spring vacation. This year it was a brief sentence served with my boys who were 'hittin and 'spittin from here to there. My spouse thought it terribly unfair to leave our dynamic issue without knowing, let me put your mind at ease by telling you that Juan de Bermudez discovered Bermuda in 1515 and that it cost me far too many pounds, shillings, and pence to find out; however, we did observe the enfleurage process by which scents are extracted from Bermuda flowers such as the Easter lily, passion flower, jasmine and oleander. It appears that the contracting fraternity of late seem to be acting more like the gambling fraternity. Figures do not make sense anymore. I once took a course in estimating. Nothing was ever said about hunger of contractors, neat timing of bid requests, fortuitous bond markets (in the case of schools), busy subs, very busy subs, and modulus of contractors' bonding elasticity.

If you put out a job complete with a passel of inquisitive alternates you lose sensitive bidders. If you put out a job with no alternates you have no surefire from chlorosis, but occasionally from a virus disease which causes the foliage to become crinkled. Happily, its growth is improved by the application of farmyard manure.

And so, my friends, we find ourselves back at this crazy mixed-up mess we call living.

bidding blues

I don't know . . . I just don't know . . . You figure and figure and calculate and calculate and reckon and reckon and the prices on public work come in scrambled from here to there. You look your client square in the retina while you are clinching that job and allow as how you are reasonably certain you can get it built at that figure. Then ensues the ulcer-producing phase. It appears that the contracting fraternity of late seem to be acting more like the gambling fraternity. Figures do not make sense anymore. I once took a course in estimating. Nothing was ever said about hunger of contractors, neat timing of bid requests, fortuitous bond markets (in the case of schools), busy subs, very busy subs, and modulus of contractors' bonding elasticity.

If you put out a job complete with a passel of inquisitive alternates you lose sensitive bidders. If you put out a job with no alternates you have no surefire from chlorosis, but occasionally from a virus disease which causes the foliage to become crinkled. Happily, its growth is improved by the application of farmyard manure.

And so, my friends, we find ourselves back at this crazy mixed-up mess we call living.

One feller says if you add plaster, add umpteen thousand dollars to the base bid which by this time is not base enough. Another feller says deduct umpteen thousand dollars for the same blanketly blank plaster work. From goings on like this we learn what to do the next time? I should say nay. I've had it. I'm beat. I'm going home to mother.
the architect and his consultants

While the architect must have a basic knowledge of the structural, mechanical, and other systems required to make a building function, he must draw on outside specialists to solve the detailed problems. Since, in general, the specialists are independent practitioners who maintain their own professional or business organizations, a basis must be found in each instance for establishing sound working relations between them and the architect. These relations will fall into two categories: professional and business.

**professional relations and job co-ordination**

The number of specialist-consultants required to collaborate with the architect will vary from project to project. Frequently one project will unite the joint efforts of such consultants as structural, mechanical, electrical, and civil engineers, landscape architects, specification writers, and possibly others. While some architects' offices may have some of these specialists on their staffs, this practice is generally restricted to relatively large offices.

When various independent firms of specialists are called upon to collaborate on one project, the problem of over-all co-ordination becomes apparent, and that co-ordination, to be effective, must obviously begin at the outset of a project.

Just as the number of specialists required will vary from job to job, so will the scope of co-ordinating efforts. The following procedure will help get things off to a good start and on a sound basis:

a. Once the commission is received by the architect and he is in the process of making early sketches, he selects the various consultant firms needed to contribute to the project.

b. As soon as this selection is completed, representatives of all participating firms who will handle the work meet together, so that the architect can present the problem and explain the over-all objective. Although he may be an expert in many things, the architect may well learn from the consultants at such a conference that some of his preconceived ideas may be economically unfeasible or otherwise impractical. It is then that the over-all problem is analyzed from the various architectural and engineering points of view. Obviously, only an open-minded approach to the problem—by all participants—can lead to a successful solution. Constructive critique at that time, before major expenditures in any of the offices have been incurred, will be most valuable as it will ultimately save time, corrective work, and money. In addition to resolving major problems at such an early stage, each participant will become aware of the problems confronting the other specialists.

c. When the over-all scope has been determined, it is essential that a detailed division of work and responsibility be determined as well, in order to reduce overlapping functions.*

d. After a tentative time schedule has been determined, a detailed project schedule of all phases of the work can be made available to all participants as quickly as possible. (See "Production Schedules—A Necessity," April 1954 P/A.)

Recognition by each participant of the other specialists' roles will help the over-all project co-ordinator in execution of his duties. Regular checks on production of all member firms are essential, and exchange of information among all participants must be kept at a steady flow. Consultants should be encouraged to have direct contact with each other, provided the architect is informed of all decisions reached between them. The architect might well make a point of going personally to his consultants’

*Though specifically intended for "Collaborative Efforts," rather than relationships between architects and their consultants, a recent publication prepared by the Joint Committee of the Design Professions, bearing the title, Division of Responsibility Among the Design Professions, is a useful guide indeed as well as a check list.
offices during the job, to form the team relationship required to make a job go well. Occasional project conferences attended by all may be necessary at various important stages of the work. This will insure that unforeseen deviations from the original concept made by one of the participants are known to all, and will serve as a check on the individual firms and the over-all production schedule.

business relations

Architects rightly object to the practice of obtaining quotations for their services on a competitive basis. In many cases, as in work for the Armed Services, agreement has been reached that award of work will be on a basis of negotiation with only one firm of architects at any one time. Yet the architect does not always adhere to the same standard when he requires services from a consultant. The practice of "shopping," though considered unprofessional, still prevails. This should and can be avoided. It is only natural that the consultants, professionals in their own right, condemn the practice.

The consultants are generally aware of the inherent problems encountered by the architect in obtaining a commission and in properly correlating the project. The architect's "selling expense"—to use a commercial term—is higher than an engineer's. The engineers are aware of this fact and fee scales for engineering services to an architect will differ from scales pertaining to services for clients directly.

A valuable contribution toward better understanding of business relations among the professions is a booklet published by the New York Association of Consulting Engineers and sent by them to the architects in the New York area. This covers plainly such subjects as Code of Professional Practice, Schedule of Fees, and Standard Form of Agreement Between Architect and Engineer. Discussed in detail are such methods of payment as Per Diem Rate, Fixed Fee, Percentage of Cost of the Work, and Cost Plus Overhead and Profit. Separate percentage schedules are shown for structural engineers as well as mechanical and electrical engineers.

Joint efforts of the New York Chapter, AIA, and the New York Association of Consulting Engineers have brought forth five types of Standard Forms of Agreement Between Architect and Engineer, thus dispensing with the need for drawing up individual contract forms. With architect-engineer teams becoming more common, joint efforts of this and other items of administrative and business nature will greatly benefit the design professions.

Once an Agreement is executed between an architect and his consultant, there is no longer cause for discussing the consultant's fee. In no case can it be allowed to influence his services during the duration of the project.

Depending upon the type of project at hand, an architect may wish to base his contractual arrangements with his consultants on his own contract with the owner. This may be particularly true with respect to such items as scope of work, completion dates, and stage payments (especially if the latter are based upon receipt of payments from the owner). In such cases, it may be wise to make available to the consultants a copy of the architect-owner contract, modified to show fee and stage-payment items in percentages rather than in dollar amounts. A copy of such contract will help clarify whatever terms may have been discussed verbally between the architect and his consultant.

Although fees theoretically do not influence design and performance, past experience has proved that if an architect pays his consultants as promptly as his contractual arrangement may call for, he will receive more prompt and efficient service. Though overloaded with other work, an engineer may "coincidentally" finish on time the project of that particular architect who paid his fees when due.

by Siegmund Spiegel
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STUDENT CENTER, Raleigh, N. C.
Wm. Henley Deitrick—John C. Knight & Associates, Architects
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TILE makes cleanliness easy

This tiled washroom does an outstanding job of intercepting juvenile juggernauts on their way to lunch. Bookshelves to the right, soapsuds to the left—and then, food straight ahead. The result: cleanliness in a hurry.

Cleanliness in a hurry is a phrase which applies equally well to the room itself. American-Olean Tile on walls and floor defies splashes and puddles. Ceramic tile is much easier to clean than the pupils, and it will outlast many generations of them.

The more you specify A-O tile—in new or remodeled rooms—the more maintenance money you save for school administration. And the more you gain in terms of attractive interiors.

TILE SPECIFICATIONS

New FREE booklet offers ideas and suggestions for school planning
Booklet 600, "Tile for Schools", just off the press, contains color photographs of a wide range of actual tile installations in schools and hospitals. It gives you practical ideas which you can adapt for remodeling jobs or new buildings. This booklet is free—send for it today!

American-Olean Tile Company
1093 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pennsylvania

Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet 600 "Tile for Schools".

| Name   | __________________________ |
| Title  | __________________________ |
| School | __________________________ |
| Address| __________________________ |
| City   | __________________________ |
| Zone   | __________________________ |
| State  | __________________________ |
Designing the interior of an apartment, already basically frozen in its architecture, might seem to be purely a decorator’s job. Yet the two designers and the architect whose work we show on the following pages have approached their problems with sound architectural viewpoints from which the work has clearly benefited.

- Faced with the space limitations of one static room to be converted into a 24-hour dwelling, Architect Felix Augenfeld devised a furnishing plan (and created most of the furniture to fulfill it) as activity-diversified as a many-roomed house. With great ease, the interior makes the transition from the client’s personal needs (sleeping, eating, storage, work, relaxation) to serving as a handsome and efficient background for entertaining. Key furnishings are the sofa-beds and three cabinet units, all designed by the architect. The sofa-beds are extraordinarily flexible, with their sectional elements, reversible or removable backs, pillows, and coverings. Multipurpose, storage-engineered, and, above all, beautifully proportioned and agreeable to the eye, are the cabinet units. Against a quiet white background, splashes of brilliant fabric color; textured carpet; wood, metal, marble, and plastic surfaces provide interest and contrast. Thoughtfully placed fixtures and wall lamps fill special lighting needs.

- Designer David G. Whitcomb’s solution for an architecturally uninteresting, low-ceilinged, large room in a converted New York brownstone, introduced four contrasting wall treatments. Walnut paneling on the fireplace wall, sheer fabric around the window corner, an illuminated floor-to-ceiling screen, and a wall of mirror at the dining end provide architectural interest without intruding or making excessive demand on the eye. Slate, marble, cork, lacquer, and natural walnut of the designer’s custom furniture contribute enriching surfaces. Judicious use of the owner’s antique lamps and decorative objects lends warmth and grace to the interior.

- With great skill and taste, Interior Designer Bertha Schaefer opened two small useless rooms in a family apartment to create a beautiful and comfortable room for family dining as well as large dinner-parties. Every element in the new design was chosen to overcome an existing (and unchangeable) liability. A close color scheme unifies and enlarges visually the poorly proportioned space; subtle wallpaper and a delicately drawn mural seem to widen the narrow dimension; a hand-woven fabric divider not only shields the kitchen entrance but also cuts off the room’s too great length. The inventive ceiling panels serve both to light and to camouflage ugly beams. When the room acts as only a foyer, or for family dining, the furniture takes a minimum of space, yet the expandable table opens to seat 12. Behind the fabric divider is a storage-serving pantry.
**apartments**

**data**

**Design Theory:** Maximum utilization of limited space; uncluttered appearance; living functions distributed through room area, as in the different rooms of a house. To achieve this economy of space, most of the cabinetwork—especially those pieces that serve the highly mechanized needs of video-audio entertaining—was architect-designed, custom-made. Conversation group near window is oriented to park view.

**Color Plan:** All-white background, walls and ceiling. Yellow carpet. Multicolored accents in pillows and upholstery fabrics.

**cabinetwork**

Bar Cabinet, Television, Radio, Record player, Desk: architect-designed/executed by Payer & Wangemann, 1797 First Ave., New York, N. Y.

**equipment**

Video, Audio, Tape Recorder Equipment: Custom Television, 1947 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

**furnishings and fabrics**

Dining Chairs, Cocktail Table: Knoll Associates, 575 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.


Dining Table: Herman Miller Furniture Co., Zeeland, Mich.

Round Magazine Table, Daybed, Ottomans: architect-designed, custom-built.

Linen on Dining Chairs: Knoll Associates, Inc.

Silk on Fireplace Chairs, Pillows: Thai-bok Fabrics, Ltd., 3 E. 52 St., New York, N. Y.

Horsehair Drapery: Marie Nichols Fabrics, 300 E. 61 St., New York, N. Y.

**room divider**

Blind: Thru-Yu Vertical Blind Corp., Box 266, Rye, N. Y.

**lighting**

Ceiling Fixture: Finland House, 41 E. 50 St., New York, N. Y.

Wall Light: Plus Studio, 713 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Portable Floor Lamp: Alaminia, Inc., 10 E. 54 St., New York, N. Y.
apartments

one-room apartment by Felix Augenfeld (continued)

conversation area

reverse-back sofa-bed
video-audio-desk unit

sofa as bed
data

Design Theory: Social use of room dictated a "retiring" background, accomplished by close relationship of surfaces and colors. To create architectural interest in the large, low-ceilinged room, four co-ordinated elements were introduced: plain walnut paneling, large area of fabric panel, large mirrored area, free-standing illuminated screen of walnut and translucent white plastic—all extending from ceiling to floor.

Color Plan: Low-key neutrals. White walls, ceiling, draperies; white repeated in some chairs and marble. Natural wood tones—walnut, teak. Olive, gray, brown, black accent colors.

furnishings and fabrics
Round Marble Table, Walnut and Slate
End Table, Walnut and Cork Cocktail
Tables, Walnut and White Lacquer
Storage Commode: custom-designed by David G. Whitcomb, 5 E. 73 St., New York, N. Y.
Walnut Drop-Leaf Dining Table: Dunbar Furniture Corp., 305 E. 63 St., New York, N. Y.
Lounge Chairs, Sofa: Widdicomb Furniture, Inc., 305 E. 63 St., New York, N. Y.
Drapery: white "Orlon"/ Chenev-Greef, 4 E. 53 St., New York, N. Y.
Upholstery: Weavercraft Fabrics, 18 E. 53 St., New York, N. Y.
Pillows: Thibak, Inc., 3 E. 52 St., New York, N. Y.
Walls, flooring
Mirrors: Sutton Glass & Mirror Co., 891 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.
Walnut Plywood: U. S. Plywood Corp., 55 W. 44 St., New York, N. Y.
Floors: oak-stained teak/ executed by City Service Floor Co., 124 W. 63 St., New York, N. Y.
area  dining foyer

location  New York, New York

interior designer  Bertha Schaefer

data

Design Theory: The problem was to transform two tiny, useless rooms into an inviting foyer and a comfortable dining area for 12. Removal of separating wall created a larger but over-long area, 9' x 28' with 8' 6" ceiling. A close color scheme, a fabric divider, subtle wall interest, and a ceiling treatment combining color, design, and lighting, are skilfully chosen elements that correct the architectural misproporrions.

Color Plan: Variations in a single color family—off-white to black, beige to dark-brown, gold to orange. Much of the room's distinction lies in the expert handling of color and the use of refined textures to achieve color variants.

furnishings and fabrics

Dining Table and Chairs: table, walnut/ oval/ 3 leaves/ opens to seat 12; chairs, walnut frame/ upholstered seat and back/ M. Singer & Sons, 36 E. 19 St., New York, N. Y.


Window Shades: woven blind/ Jack Larsen, 68 E. 88 St., New York, N. Y.

Divider Panel: ceiling-hung on circular track/ screens closet door and entrance to kitchen/ executed by Franklin Colvin, Bertha Schaefer Gallery, 17 E. 53 St., New York, N. Y.

lighting

Ceiling Panels: "GrateLight" honeycomb combined with translucent plastics/ white with blue, burnt orange/ Jason Harvey, 436 E. 85 St., New York, N. Y.

walls, flooring


Mural: Rowe Langston, 411 E. 52 St., New York, N. Y.

Carpeting: cotton/ wall-to-wall/ Sandalwood color/ Vogue Carpet Corp., 17 E. 53 St., New York, N. Y.

accessories

Bowl, Jar: Wildenhain/ Bertha Schaefer Gallery.
You, the architect, have become the “customer who is right” to the home-furnishings manufacturer. Speakers at the June furniture market showings in Chicago emphasized that “architecture is a major reference point in today’s design”; that “we think of function in relation to architecture”; that “furniture is something to be integrated into the architecture of the home.” Manufacturers consistently referred to new merchandise as architectural in character, in scale, in function.

This focus on the architect has gradually been developing as your own work more and more encompasses interior planning, more and more influences the values of the ultimate consumer. In the new furniture, you will find a “custom approach” to simplify your interior planning. Virtually all manufacturers are offering “component collections.” There are case pieces designed to fit flush, to stack or to line up, ready to be unified to fill storage needs. There are upholstered pieces that permit custom selection both of design and size through a diversity of arm, leg, back, and tailoring treatments. Occasional tables to fit particular areas may be specified in many finishes, heights, lengths.

Two other marked trends are present, closely related to each other. One is the craftsmanlike use of natural and man-made materials for surface enrichment, adding discreet texture, sparkle and elegance. The other is the softer, warmer look that results both from such materials usage and from the effect on design inspiration of past periods and of foreign countries. This does not mean that the new “modern” is “traditional.” It does mean that a fine feeling of design continuity has been achieved by relating the emotional satisfaction of classic design to the living habits of today. Although the new furniture has the curved lines and the rooted quality of familiarity, it could have been designed only in this time.

Edward Wormley’s curvilinear mahogany-and-cane dining chair from his new Contour Collection epitomizes the grace, lightness, and sculptured look of the market’s new furniture. Dunbar Furniture Corporation, Berne, Ind.
1, 2. Light scaling, slimly modelled lines in a "Flip-Flop" sofa that converts to a 30" x 84" sleeping surface by flipping back cushions on attached cloth hinges, flopping wedged seat cushions from front to back. Foam-rubber construction, mahogany trestle base. Designed by Edward Wormley. Dunbar Furniture Corporation, Berne, Ind.

3. Comfort and curves combine with mechanical ingenuity for a convertible sofa that is adjustable to eighteen positions. Either side may be raised or lowered, both sides may be flattened for sleeping. Foam rubber, removable zippered cover in 11 colors. Tubular steel frame. 76" long, 45" wide when opened, 33" high, seat 14" high. Retail: $495. By Tecno of Italy. M. Singer & Sons, 32 E. 19 St., New York, N.Y.

4, 5. Fine wood graining creates its own pattern, cabinetwork its own design interest in a walnut storage unit with four 41" drawers on one side, compartment with adjustable shelf on the other. Designed by Gio Ponti. Pull-up chairs covered in synthetic washable "Sloveskin," imported from Italy, are light, compact, comfortable. M. Singer & Sons, 32 E. 19 St., New York, N.Y.

6, 7. Expressive examples of enrichment through sensitive use of materials are these two pieces. The Cocktail Table with solid plank walnut top in "perique" finish is inlaid with elongated butterfly splines of ebony. H-shaped supports are ebony-stained, small drawers are ebony-fronted, 72" long x 24" wide x 16" high. The Storage Unit conceals shelf and drawers behind a drop front door patterned of teak, walnut, beech, and ebony. Narrow drawers at right are both served and decorated by ebony shaped pulls. Slim metal 1-bar pedestal base has the new floating look. Both designed by Milo Baughman. Arch Gordon & Co., Inc., 1335 N. Wells St., Chicago 10, Ill.

No one knows better the value of CERTIFIED CBM BALLASTS than the manufacturers of fluorescent tubes. For the satisfactory performance of their lamps is vitally dependent on the ballasts that operate them. They know CERTIFIED CBM BALLASTS are Tailored to the Tube.

**CHAMPION says:**
“Fluorescent lamps are designed to operate at specific electrical values. The use of auxiliary equipment that has been proven to meet these agreed upon standards will assure the user maximum value for his lighting dollar with a minimum of operational failures. Certified Ballasts are inexpensive insurance.”

**SYLVANIA says:**
“The light and life ratings of fluorescent lamps are based on three hour burning cycles under specified conditions and with ballasts meeting American Standards Association specifications. Ballasts marked with the CBM emblem and certified by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., meet ASA specifications.”

**GENERAL ELECTRIC says:**
“The life and light output ratings of fluorescent lamps are based on their use with ballasts providing proper operating characteristics. Ballasts that do not provide proper electrical values may substantially reduce either lamp life or light output, or both. Ballasts certified as built to the specifications adopted by the Certified Ballast Manufacturers (CBM) do provide values that meet or exceed minimum requirements. This certification assures the lamp user, without individual testing, that lamps will operate at values close to their ratings.”

**WESTINGHOUSE says:**
“Use ballasts that are tested and Certified by Electrical Testing Laboratories or ones that are otherwise known to meet the specifications of the lamp manufacturer. These will give best results with Westinghouse fluorescent lamps.”

That's why CERTIFIED CBM BALLASTS merit the slogan—Tailored to the Tube.

Certified CBM Ballasts are built to assure quiet operation and long trouble-free life.

**CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS**
Makers of Certified Ballasts for Fluorescent Lighting
2116 KEITH BLDG., CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
New Carpets introduced at the Merchandise Mart offer a gratifying diversity of textures, tweedy effects, subtle fashion colors. Strongly conscious of contract use of carpeting in hotels, motels, offices, churches, and other heavy traffic areas, carpet manufacturers stress sturdiness and durability of construction, pile-height contrasts and color effects that show least soil.


Only **WATER** can give a home all these **COMFORT and CONVENIENCE FEATURES!**

This is today's most versatile provider of year 'round comfort and convenience! All the benefits of a B & G Hydro-Flo System can be enjoyed at once or added as the owner's budget permits.

Starting with the basic Hydro-Flo Forced Hot Water Heating System, you give your homes radiant, sunny warmth... draftless rooms... warm floors. Automatic modulation keeps indoor temperature uniform—no wasteful over-heating. In addition—a limitless supply of domestic hot water, heated by the same boiler that heats the house.

Next, Hydro-Flo snow melting equipment can be added, to keep drive and sidewalks free of snow and ice. And now or later, summer cooling can be provided in a choice of several ways.

Get the complete story—send for free booklet.

**BELL & GOSSETT COMPANY**
Dept. DZ-37, Morton Grove, Ill.

Get the complete story—send for free booklet.
Grass Cloth Sample Book: "Collection 9," containing samples of grasscloth, shiitake silks, woodgrains, parqueted (12" counter-grain squares) grasscloths, metal grounds, and other Oriental background wall coverings/all imported from Japan/materials quality-controlled for fiber, fading, and shading/cost of sample book: $3/

Landscape Lighting Unit: mercury vapor floodlight for landscape lighting/high intensity light source enhances foliage with blue-green light/all aluminum watertight construction/bullet-shaped reflector with 45 degree cutoff to prevent glare/rust-proof, manually operated swivel/self-draining, self-cleaning shade/may be placed on ground/fastened to a tree or building, or set into ground/retail: $66/
Lightolier, Inc., 11 E. 36 St., New York, N. Y.

Blackout Venetian Blind: overlapping slats cut off light infiltration/flush-proof/may be tilted to provide any degree of light control/in "Linen Fresh" color and other standard colors/plastic tape has dust-rejecting smooth surface/cross-fiber construction for extra strength and tear-resistance/Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

Teller's Counter: permanent, fully equipped teller's unit for banks/may be relocated easily for temporary use also/40" high, counter-top 5' x 3'/of steel, Decoral-color to harmonize with metal, wood, or marble/top of Tactolite bonded to steel/sound-proof felt backing/assembly includes grill wicket, two drawers, storage lockers, electrical outlets/two-position currency tray turns 90 degrees/also available with electrically operated remote-control teller's gate/Mosler Safe Co., Hamilton, Ohio.

Enclosed Lighting Fixtures: "Wallite"/single-lamp model, incandescent only, of die-cast aluminum, available in satin natural finish or green, yellow, or beige baked-on lacquer/high-reflective interior directs light through prismatic diffusing plate/ready-mount back plate carries all wiring, weighs 4 oz./retail: $14; double-lamp model of #20 gauge cold-rolled steel with heavy plastic end plates, medium gray/incandescent/retail: $21.60; fluorescent/retail: $22.60 with low-power factor ballast, $28.40 higher power/both sizes designed to provide plentiful diffused illumination wherever localized lighting is required/Gotham Lighting Corporation, 37-01 31 St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Decorative Lumber Planking: "Surf Plank"/grain of wood stands out in relief from etched-out background, suggestive in appearance of driftwood/in short lengths for wainscoting, longer planks for full-length room paneling/long edges are ship-lapped/cedar/eliminating need for vertical joint treatment/5/8" thick: 6", 8", and 10" wide; lengths from 4' to 10'/United States Plywood Corporation, 55 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Department 210, 598 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Kennatrack Series 600 sliding door hardware is designed for quality wardrobe installations of 1/2", 3/4", or 1" glass, door weight is evenly distributed over 3 self-aligning nylon wheels for finger-tip operation/ extruded aluminum double track automatically assures correct spacing between doors/heavy gauge steel hang- ers have threaded vertical adjustment for exact alignment of door to jamb/New nylon Kennaguides which screw to floor can be used without saw kerf in bottom of door/center spacer goes between doors/side guide goes at outside of each door and are slotted for easy adjustment.

The Kennatrack "Architectural Portfolio" gives you full information for detailing this complete line of sliding door hardware/its scaled detail drawings save you valuable time/write manufacturer for free copy/Kennatrack Corporation, Elkhart, Indiana.
Like Easy Fishing?

GET NE Sherarduct
Rigid Steel Conduit

Easy fishing . . . that's one reason contractors like Sherarduct rigid steel conduit. In addition to a smooth inside surface, Sherarduct's accurately cut threads let conduit ends butt inside the coupling . . . eliminate gaps that interfere with easy fishing.

Sherarduct has other plus features as well: The Sherardizing process of galvanizing that alloys zinc with the conduit wall, (plus a baked-on Sher-enamel coating) fortifies Sherarduct against rust and corrosion for life. All surfaces, including the hill and valley of every thread, are securely protected against corrosion.

Finally, the gradual heating and cooling of the Sherardizing process normalizes the metal in an annealing like process. Result: easier working, forming and bending on the job.

Write for a free copy of our new Sherarduct facts book. You'll see why the Sherardizing principle makes Sherarduct "galvanized conduit at its best."

Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

Sherardizing is galvanizing at its best . . . Sherarduct is galvanized conduit at its best

National Electric Products
PITTSBURGH, PA.
3 Plants  •  10 Warehouses  •  36 Sales Offices
p/a manufacturers' literature

Editors' Note: Items starred are particularly noteworthy, due to immediate and widespread interest in their contents, to the conciseness and clarity with which information is presented, to announcement of a new, important product, or to some other factor which makes them especially valuable.

air and temperature control

1-42. Ceiling Diffusers (F-6597), 28-p. catalog containing information on square and rectangular ceiling diffusers, designed to match acoustical tile in size and appearance. Also describes linear-design diffuser for either supply or return air, available with integral fluorescent-lighting units. Photos and dimensional drawings; performance data tables. Barber-Colman Co., Rockford, Ill.


1-44. Absolute Filter (CC-202-AF), 8-p. brochure explaining development of high-efficiency air filter designed to control minute dust particles carrying pollen, bacteria, or radioactivity. Contains charts on performance, pressure drop, and dimensions; drawings, specifications. Cambridge Filter Corp., 735 Eric Blvd., E., Syracuse 3, N. Y.

1-45. Propeller-Fan Unit Heaters, AIA 30-C43 (1301-A), 12-p. bulletin giving data on unit heaters for installation with steam or hot-water heating systems. Charts provide basic information on conversion factors, capacities, and dimensions; drawings show construction features in addition to typical piping arrangements. C. A. Dunham Co., 400 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.


1-47. Utility Fans (DS348U), 24-p. booklet describing centrifugal fans. Outlines construction features of belt-drive or direct-drive fans; provides data for selection of fan. Also includes information on special installation requirements. Drawings, specifications; tables of dimensions and capacities. The Trane Co., La Crosse, Wis.

construction


2-58. Berylex Concrete Admixture, 34 pages of data sheets on chemical compound developed to produce quick-setting concrete. Describes properties of admixture as well as its use in salt-proof roads, acid-resistant floors, and retopping of monolithic slabs; provides formulas for typical mixes. Berylex Co. of Conn., P. O. Box 255, Norwalk, Conn.


2-60. V-Lok Steel-Framing Design Details (55-V), 46-p. reference manual for architects and engineers containing typical details for interlocking, steel structural members. Photos and drawings illustrate several recent projects; framing plans show typical layouts for industrial buildings and schools. Macomber Inc., Canton Ohio.


2-63. National Design Specifications for Stress-Grade Lumber and Its Fastenings, AIA 19-B-1, 72-p. guide to assist in design of more efficient, economical structures. Gives general specifications for stress-grade lumber in addition to detailed requirements for allowable unit stresses, design loads, recommended-construction practices, and connections. Also contains information on glue-laminated structural members. Timber Engineering Co., 1319 18 St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

2-64. Weldwood Plywood Panels, AIA 19-F (1084B), 32-p. brochure containing data and specifications for architectural-grade plywood panels. Gives basic information on characteristics and manufacture of veneer; provides data on design of paneling as well as details of construction. Also discusses surface finishes. U. S. Plywood Corp., Weldwood Bldg., 55 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.


PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

I should like a copy of each piece of Manufacturers' Literature circled.

We request students to send their inquiries directly to the manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Mailing Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-42</td>
<td>2-59</td>
<td>3-41</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>11-9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-43</td>
<td>2-60</td>
<td>3-42</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-44</td>
<td>2-61</td>
<td>3-43</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-45</td>
<td>2-62</td>
<td>3-44</td>
<td>9-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-46</td>
<td>2-63</td>
<td>3-45</td>
<td>11-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-47</td>
<td>2-64</td>
<td>4-29</td>
<td>11-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-57</td>
<td>2-65</td>
<td>4-30</td>
<td>11-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-58</td>
<td>3-40</td>
<td>4-31</td>
<td>11-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coupon must be used by 10/1/55.
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Under Toughest floor traffic and service conditions...

Heavy traffic in this Budd Company R.D.C. diesel-powered passenger car has little effect on the durable J-M Terraflex floor. A damp mopping, whenever necessary, will restore it to its first-day color beauty.

provides beauty, color and wear with minimum care

On the floor of this railroad car, Johns-Manville Terraflex Tile gives another demonstration of its ability to meet stringent, heavy-traffic requirements with lowest possible maintenance cost. In spite of continuous, concentrated aisle traffic this Terraflex floor retains its sparkling, first-day beauty with a minimum of care.

Made of vinyl and asbestos, J-M Terraflex is exceptionally tough and resistant to wear... defies grease, oil, strong soaps and mild acids.

Terraflex can reduce maintenance costs one half. In actual use, tests showed Terraflex maintenance expense to be approximately 50% less than the next most economically maintained resilient flooring. Its nonporous surface requires no hard scrubbing... damp mopping usually keeps it clean and bright... frequent waxing is eliminated. Through years of economical service Terraflex pays for itself.

Available in a wide range of marbleized colors, J-M Terraflex vinyl-asbestos tile is ideal for restaurants, public areas, schools, hospitals... wherever reliable floor service, long-wearing beauty and long-time economy must be combined.

For complete information about Terraflex vinyl-asbestos floor tile, write Johns-Manville, Box 158, New York 16, N.Y.

See "Meet the Press" on NBC-TV, sponsored on alternate Sundays by Johns-Manville.


3-43. Hardware for Hospitals, AIA 27, 20-p. booklet containing up-to-date recommendations on hardware for hospitals of all types. Outlines basic requirements for hardware; gives hardware schedules for general-purpose areas in addition to labs, radiographic suite, nursing unit, psychiatric ward, operating suite, and nursery. National Builders’ Hardware Assn., 515 Madison Ave, New York 22, N. Y.


3-45. Vamcoo All-Aluminum Products, 40-p. catalog giving information on aluminum windows. Provides details of intermediate-projected and ribbon windows; also includes data on heavy-section custom classroom windows and curtain wall. Photos, drawings, speciﬁcations; material on sun canopies. Valley Metal Products Co., Plainwell, Mich.

electrical equipment, lighting

4-29. Kliegl Architectural Lighting (A-11), 36-p. catalog on lighting ﬁxtures suitable for commercial or residential installation. Illustrates recessed and suspended aluminum ﬁxtures; contains information on pin-hole down lights, accent lighting, and dimmers. Drawings, dimensions, engineering data. Architectural Div., Kliegl Bros., 321 W. 50 St., New York 19, N. Y.


4-31. RLM Standard Speciﬁcations, AIA 31-F-233 (55), 48-p. manual containing re
vised standards for incandescent and fluorescent industrial-lighting units. Explains increased requirements of reflection factors, light output, shielding angles, and lamp spacing. Gives specifications for individual fixtures as well as for testing and inspection procedures. Drawings, performance charts. RLM Standards Inst., Inc., 326 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.

sanitation, plumbing, water supply

7-13. Wrought-Iron Pipe Catalog, 52-p. manual covering technical information most often requested by architects and engineers. Contains general notes on wrought iron including specifications, mill standards, and ordering instructions. Tables list properties of piping; charts give data on decimal equivalents, gages, water flow, and conversion factors. Also provides material on heat-exchanger and condenser tubes in addition to piping for special uses. Engineering Service Dept., A. M. Byers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

7-14. Ric-wil Insulated Piping Systems, 90-p. notebook providing information on prefab, insulated piping for underground or overhead use. Outlines procedure for design of piping system; explains fabrication of piping for special requirements. Also gives specifications, details, and installation instructions. Ric-wil, Inc., Barberton, Ohio.

specialized equipment


surfacing materials


interior furnishings

11-5. American-Standard Kitchen Products (K55), 52-p. booklet presenting new line of kitchen cabinets and counter tops. Features steel cabinets with interchangeable drawers or shelves and snap-lock construction; gives drawings and dimensions for each unit. Also includes information on sink cabinets as well as plastic-laminate counter tops. Color chart for accessories. Plumbing and Heating Div., American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., New York 18, N. Y.


Three booklets showing cabinet and partition units. First brochure illustrates cabinets, desks, and chalkboard units designed for homemaking classes; includes several layouts for home-economics classrooms. Second booklet details hardware and accessories for retailing; gives specifications as well as photos. Third one shows movable wood or steel partitions; provides specifications. Weber Showcase & Fixture Co., Inc, 5700 Avalanche Blvd., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

MOSETTES

An extremely versatile natural clay type tile, available in a full range of attractive unglazed colors. Sizes 1"x1", 2"x1", 2"x2", all ¾" thick. Rugged, impermeable, slip resistant, with high degree of vitrification. Mounted in choice of many patterns for easy and inexpensive setting, even in irregular spaces. A most practical tile for floors in Schools, Hospitals, Institutions and for Swimming Pools.

Other Sparta Specialties include:

FAIENCETTES—A quality glazed tile in matt and bright colors which are readily cleaned. Resistant to body oils, stains and germs. Sizes 1"x1", 2"x1", 2"x2", ¾" thick.

DRESDEN—A stain resistant vitreous porcelain body tile for residential and light duty commercial floors.

ORSAN—A new line of non-slip real clay tile with inviting flecked textures in sizes up to 6x6 inches.

Write for Complete Information

THE SPARTA CERAMIC CO.

One of the Largest Manufacturers of Floor Tile Since 1922
MEMBER TILE COUNCIL AND THE PRODUCERS' COUNCIL
P.O. BOX 4, EAST SPARTA, OHIO
VENTILATOR/LIGHT COMBINATION UNIT
for Bathrooms
Model 1701

HANDSOME
CHROME
AND
GLASS
DESIGN...

MOUNTS
FLUSH IN CEILING

OFFERS UNUSUAL APPEAL TO HOME BUYERS
Another outstanding first from Trade-Wind! A combination bathroom ventilator and illuminator beautifully designed in a flush-type ceiling unit. Two 75-watt bulbs provide brilliant illumination. And the time-tested Trade-Wind 100 CFM blower unit assures complete ventilation—for both inside and outside baths—eliminating steam, lingering dampness and odors.

Easiest to install...
Trade-Wind Model 1701 installs between joists and the single installation gives you both light and ventilation, thus cutting installation expense. The unit is pre-wired, further eliminating extra work in running asbestos leads. It can be wired to a single switch or 3 wires run to a double switch. The Trade-Wind Time-Delay Switch also can be used.

The PRICE will surprise you!
Trade-Wind has priced the Model 1701 at a rock bottom figure, making this new light/ventilator combination an outstanding “buy” for every type of home.

Trade-Wind Motorfans, Inc.
7755 PARAMOUNT BLVD., DEPT. PA. RIVERA, CALIFORNIA
CONVENIENTLY PACKAGED—Complete lightweight packages in only two lengths are easy to stock... easy to handle on the job.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL—All components perfectly fitted... many simply snap in place. Dampers or air splitter optional.

Advanced Perimaheat Baseboard design produces high efficiency heating, the result of more than 28 years of YOUNG specialized heat transfer engineering and experience.

Perimaheat heating elements feature aluminum fins mechanically bonded to copper tubes to form a double-walled continuous metal heat transfer surface that produces maximum heating efficiency. Cushion strip and free-hanging elements eliminate contraction and expansion noises. Smooth, attractive Perimaheat Cabinets are easy to keep clean.

For further Perimaheat details, see your Young Representative listed in the yellow pages of your telephone directory, or mail coupon below.

Perimaheat is a Young Radiator Company Trade Mark.

mail coupon for full details

YOUNG RADIATOR COMPANY
Dept. H-245, Racine, Wisconsin.
Please send me free Perimaheat Baseboard Catalog.

Please send me free Perimaheat Baseboard Catalog.

The Young Radiator Company is a member of the Convecton Manufacturers Association and subscribes to the engineering standards of that association.

Creative HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEERS FOR INDUSTRY

Executive Office: Racine, Wisconsin, Plants at Racine, Wisconsin, Mattoon, Illinois
Stud welding permitted utilization of specially designed, preassembled, aluminum window-wall panels on San Francisco skyscraper. During construction, steel inserts were cast in top and bottom of concrete surrounding spandrels; standard threaded studs, \( \frac{3}{8} '' \times 1\frac{1}{4} '' \), were end-welded to inserts (left). Angle clips, fastened to studs (below), provided anchor for bolting of window units (right). Quick, accurate placement of studs was facilitated by template. Nelson Stud Welding Div., Gregory Industries, Inc., Lorain, Ohio.

Central-control system follows preset programs to switch on or off up to 40 groups of remote operations in industrial plants. Commands originate in central-operations panel (on left side of exhibit) and are automatically programmed to provide efficient use of electrical facilities. In most installations, satisfactory coverage is obtained by direct coupling with 115-v lighting-distribution system. International Business Machines Corp., 590 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

New ceiling light and ventilator combination for bathrooms incorporates two 75-w lamps located on either side of single blower wheel, which exhausts 100 cfm. Translucent ribbed glass conceals lamps; expanded metal protects blower. Entire assembly, measuring 13\(\frac{7}{8}''\) wide \times 7 \(3/16''\) deep \times 8'' high, is recessed between ceiling joists; unit is prewired to external junction box. Trade-Wind Motorfans, Inc., 7755 Paramount Blvd., Riviera, Calif.
Laclede reinforcing steels—including multi-rib round reinforcing bars, spirals, tie wire, welded wire fabric and accessories—give vital strength and permanency to this new St. Louis housing project.

Scheduled for occupancy early in 1956, the Darst Homes will provide attractive and comfortable living quarters for 1,238 families.
Modern, step-saving telephone conveniences are marks of the well-planned home, especially when you specify built-in conduits. Wire-free walls add beauty and satisfaction at little extra cost. Be sure to specify telephone conduits.

Your Bell telephone company will be glad to help you work out economical conduit installations. For details on home telephone wiring, see Sweet's Light Construction File, catalog 8i/Be, or just call your nearest business office.
The INDUSTRIAL WORKER knows

—and he knows at close range—that an accident means serious personal tragedy to the worker as well as financial and production problems to the plant.

It's a fortunate worker who is employed by one of the progressive firms which have taken the practical step that assures safety against slipping accidents... by installing ALGRIP... the world's only Abrasive Rolled Steel Floor Plate. Oily, wet or greasy—level or on slope—the ALGRIP floor is foot-safe for the worker... safe against skidding for material-handling equipment... because ALGRIP'S uniformly and deeply embedded abrasive keeps it safe... year in, year out.

ALGRIP maintains itself... cuts accidents... and insurance costs... to help pay for itself.

A.W. ALGRIP ABRASIVE ROLLED STEEL FLOOR PLATE

ALGRIP — Approved for Safety by Underwriters' Laboratories.

ALAN WOOD STEEL COMPANY
Conshohocken, Pa.

Please send A.W. ALGRIP Booklet AL-33

Name
Title
Company
Address
City_________Zone_________State_________

Other products: A.W. SUPER-DIAMOND Rolled Steel Floor Plate—Plates—Sheets—Strip—(Alloy and Special Grades)

p/a products

(Continued from page 155)

air and temperature control
Absorption Refrigerating Machines: now available for large-capacity air-conditioning and process-cooling installations, refrigerating machines utilize existing source of steam to produce chilled water at low operating cost. In addition, new absorption machines automatically adjust from 100 percent capacity down to zero load with little loss in efficiency; because of light weight and elimination of moving parts, unit can be installed on roof or intermediate floors without special supports. Manufactured in capacities ranging from 100 to 700 tons. Carrier Corp., Carrier Bldg., Syracuse 1, N. Y.

Zone-Air Conditioning Units: room air conditioners are designed for hospitals, hotels, and offices where silence is considered essential. Individually controlled units require only connection of piping to cooling or hot-water system, thereby eliminating costly duct work and insulation. Conditioners consisting of flat, continuous aluminum fins with full-length collars and copper tubing, have two separate motor-driven blowers to assure operation in case one motor fails. Made in 14 sizes in capacities of 300 to 1200 cfm. A. H. Witt Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

doors and windows
Vinyl-Clad Flush Doors: plastic surfacing, in variety of colors and textures, permits interior doors to harmonize with design scheme. Doors, of sandwich construction, have honeycomb core and aluminum outer sheet to which semirigid vinyl sheet is bonded. Textured pattern comes in yellow, gray, red, or green; leather finish in red, green, or tan; also available in ribbed-aluminum surface. The Kawneer Co., Niles, Mich.

Springtite Screen: aluminum screen is held snugly against window by tension. Two coil springs in top rail keep screening from sagging or losing shape; clips at bottom rail unfasten, allowing screen to swing out for window cleaning. Screens may be left up year-round or rolled for storage. The Springtite Screen Mfg. Co., 1671 Jonesboro Rd., S. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Model-100 Sliding-Glass Doors: designed primarily for builder homes, new sliding-glass doors feature all-steel construction at low cost. Completely weatherstripped doors slide on adjustable bottom rollers; frames are equipped with precut and drilled steel glazing bead to receive standard ⅜" plate or 3/16"-crystal glass. Slide View Steel Door Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

electrical equipment, lighting
Thin-Lite Luminaire: surface-mounted ceiling fixture measures only 2½" in depth, giving appearance of recessed troffer. Lamp (Continued on page 160)
School design can be simplified with Kawneer's Sun-Control and weather protection products. You have great flexibility with the prefabricated sections enabling you to cover almost every glass opening and passageway to design specifications. The advantages far exceed the relatively low cost. Both products are made of heavy-gauge alumillited aluminum which means long, maintenance-free life. The reflective surface assures cool areas. The unique shapes such as the "W" of the canopy sections provide and encourage ventilation, yet protect from rain, and snow. The quick and easy erection means a faster completion date and fewer labor hours. Fill out the coupon below to learn more about Kawneer Sun-Control and Weather Protection products, and how they can be adapted to your school plans.
Grating made from Yoloy E steel meets the test for outside stair treads and floors

THE YOLOY FAMILY
High in resistance to corrosion, shock and vibration, easy to fabricate, easy to weld.

Yoloy (Nickel-Copper) Low Alloy High Strength Steel

Yoloy E (Nickel-Chrome-Copper) Low Alloy High Strength Steel

Yoloy C (Chrome-Copper) Corrosion Resistant Steel

Safety - durability - atmospheric corrosion resistance - good appearance - all are inherent in this grating fabricated from Yoloy E high-strength steel. The design of such grating contributes toward a non-skid surface. The Yoloy family of steels includes several types. For details, write our nearest District Sales Office.
Replacing heating equipment often poses the question of how installation can be made without incurring costly structural changes in a building. Such was the problem when the Hartford National Bank & Trust Co., Hartford, Connecticut, decided to modernize its heating system. Comparison revealed that Kewanee Reserve Plus Rated Boilers could solve the problem. Installation was made in existing space—no structural change was necessary—this was possible because a Kewanee Boiler with its reserve capacity delivered sufficient steam to satisfy heating needs.

Kewanee Boilers are certified to deliver 50% extra power to meet fluctuating demands...to answer emergency when it calls. Rated against nominal capacity, Kewanee Boilers have sufficient reserve for future expansion. A boiler rated on maximum capacity, constantly operating at full speed, is underpowered the moment additional steam is needed. So when you face replacement problems—look to Kewanee. Chances are we can help you avoid costly structural changes by using a compact Kewanee Boiler with reserve power to meet heating needs—present and future.

P.S. The Hartford Bank saved $2,000.00 per year on fuel using Kewanee Boilers combined with 3 zone Webster Moderator Control System.
Stainless Steel is the Quality Material for Commercial Refrigerators*

and here’s why:

Only stainless steel can offer the combined qualities of appearance, corrosion resistance, strength and durability, with ease of cleaning and maintenance. No other commercial metal today has the same high degree of corrosion resistance as stainless steel. When properly maintained, stainless steel not only resists corrosion and pitting, but also, is unaffected by the attack of food acids.

Because it is a hard metal, stainless steel is able to take the infinite amount of physical punishment usually found with everyday use. It continually resists the nicks, dents, and scratches which mar the beauty and reduce the service life of lesser metals. In terms of durability and service, stainless steel will long outlast all other materials.

Stainless steel is by far the easiest of all metals to maintain and keep clean. It neither requires the amount nor the degree of cleaning necessary in other metals. For retaining its original beauty, stainless steel has no equal. It does not produce any obnoxious film.

Remember too, with stainless the first cost is the last cost! It is wise to investigate the use of stainless steel in applications such as refrigerators and other allied products in food service equipment.

Washington Steel Corporation, producer of MicroRold Stainless Steel sheets, is a supplier to fabricators engaged in the manufacture of these and similar stainless products. Your inquiries are welcomed.

p/a products

(Continued from page 156)

is shielded from view by die-formed plastic louvers; invisible hinges provide easy access from bottom. Series consists of four luminaires: 49” and 97” in length, with 2 or 4 lamps. Lighting Products Inc., Highland Pk., Ill.

Corridor-Liter: new lighting fixture is designed especially for effective illumination of long, narrow areas. Vertical louver of aluminum, finished in white enamel, shields lamp; one-piece louver is held by clips and swings aside for relamping. Units are made in 4’ or 8’ lengths for regular or rapid-start lamps; patented lamp holder simplifies wiring connections. Smithcraft Lighting Div., Chelsea, Mass.

Fluorescent-Lamp Dimming System: nonelectronic unit dims hot-cathode fluorescent lamps. Components—including autotransformer dimmer, auxiliary transformer, and specially designed ballast (one for each lamp)—control light output of rapid-start or standard fluorescent. One unit handles from one to 160 40-w lamps; dimming range is 750 to 1 in intensity. Ward Leonard Electric Co., 45 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Waterfoil Coating: new ready-mixed, cement-base paint prevents water seepage through masonry or cinder-block walls. Addition of self-hydrating agents makes paint self-curing, to form surface which permits breathing of masonry without allowing passage of water. Paint can be used on wet or dry wall and will withstand hydrostatic pressure of 500 psf; coating, applied with ordinary brush, dries within 10 hr. A. C. Horn Div., Sun Chemical Corp., Tenth St. and 44 Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Wayne Folding Gymstands: gym seating provides adequate seating for athletic events, yet folds into small area when not in use. Closed-in stands give neater appearance as well as added sense of security; vertical risers also distribute weight to columns. Both footboard and seat are constructed to take live load of 120 lb per lin ft; assembly will resist sway load of 24 lb per lin ft. Wayne Iron Works, 122 N. Pembroke Ave., Wayne, Pa.

KOH-I-NOOR FOUNTAIN PEN

“INKING IN” TIME CUT 50%

NO. 1 FINE

The Rapidograph is most versatile for general writing, drawing (straight line and curve), lettering, commercial art work, music writing and arranging, carbon copies, etc.

“Ask your dealer to show you Rapidograph for writing, drawing, and lettering!”

KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL CO., INC.

BLOOMSBURY, NEW JERSEY
Macomber Did Something About The Time and Cost of Erecting Steel Buildings

With V-LOK Steel Framing, an industrial building like this is a real source of pride to the owner, the structural engineer who designed it and the contractor who watched it go together faster than any job he ever erected.

All of these things are fine but COST and EARLIER OCCUPANCY sell V-LOK to School Boards, Shopping Center Owners, Medical and Insurance Building Owners, Parking Facility Owners, etc.

Before you design or build anything—see what V-LOK will do for you and the owner.

Write for Architects' and Engineers' Design Manual

STANDARDIZED STEEL BUILDING PRODUCTS

MACOMBER INCORPORATED
CANTON 1, OHIO

- ENGINEERING - FABRICATING AND ERECTING -
out of school
by Carl Feiss

Model house built by students at University of Florida. Design, selected by competition, was by Lee Ogden. Edward Ganner tied for first place.

"That our universities have grave shortcomings for the intellectual life of this Nation is by now a commonplace. The chief source of their inadequacy is probably the curse of departmentalism. Among students, as well as among teachers, there has been a tendency to regard courses as something which exist in nature, instead of artificial simplifications for the mastery of what are complicated organisms, whether of nature, or reason or society."

Felix Frankfurter, New York Times, January 7, 1948

Departmentalism is a curse of the university. And it may well be a curse to itself as it grows into itself, forms its own habits and customs, and throws its walls higher and higher about itself. This is so often the case of the architectural school. It becomes a little exclusive country club to which the rest of the university looks, if it looks at all, with uneasy tolerance as an expensive luxury, probably required for prestige. Politics in universities being what it is in any large institution, there is a constant battle waged for budgetary crumbs for any specialized school, and the more rarified the atmosphere of the architectural school, the more bitter the battles at the top.

Occasionally by special acts or activities within an architectural school, the interest and imagination of the rest of the university is fired. A successful example of a special effort of this type forms the subject of this article. Other universities than the one cited have attempted similar

(Continued on page 164)
Corning uses pyramidal and linear prisms to get maximum light control in this interesting new low-brightness lens panel.

ANNOUNCING...

Corning's New Low-Brightness Curved Lens Panel

Corning has put two kinds of prisms and a curve in one new panel to give you a new combination of beauty and utility in your lighting design.

Pyramidal prisms in the panel’s center section concentrate light from the tubes and reflector so that it leaves the fixture at angles below the glare zone. The linear prisms have a uniform down-bending action controlling the light which might otherwise escape at higher angles from the slanted sides.

Pyramidal prisms in the center portion concentrate light from the tubes and reflector so that it leaves the fixture at angles below the glare zone. The linear prisms have a uniform down-bending action controlling the light which might otherwise escape at higher angles from the slanted sides.

-away with monotony

With the new Corning Curved Lens Panel, the architectural boredom of “flat” ceilings with recessed troffers is no more. Lighted or unlighted, the curved contour and the prism pattern lend new interest to ceilings and fixtures.

You can get this new lightweight Corning panel in lengths up to 48”, with open or closed ends. They’re easy to maintain, will never discolor or sag.

To get complete information on Corning’s Low-Brightness Curved Lens Panel, simply mail the coupon. Or, contact your Corning lightingware representative.

CORNING GLASS WORKS
CORNING, N.Y.

Corning means research in glass
out of school

(Continued from page 165)
efforts, and it is hoped that many more
will try and that in time a new and friend­
ly set of traditions will develop which
will bring the architectural schools not
only into close harmony with their mother
institutions but also will make them as
one.

From Thursday, April 21, 1955 through
Sunday April 24 the College of Archi­
tecture and Allied Arts and the University
of Florida Student Chapter of the AIA
held a series of exhibitions and events
on the Gainesville Campus. Included were
an astonishingly fine Student Art Show
distributed in several buildings, including
the Student Union, and in attractive out­
door displays. Simultaneously held were
a Florida High School Art Exhibition and
Conference, an Art Auction, a Fashion
Show, and a very amusing Beaux Arts
Ball. I was privileged to be the guest
speaker at the luncheon which was a
lively and festive occasion.

Along the entire length of the Stadium
Concourse the students had arranged a
large exhibit of their work, distributor’s
and home builder’s exhibits, and models
of various projects. To cap the show
they had built a full-size, two-bedroom
exhibit house; well designed, well built
for display purposes, and attracting large
crowds of the denizens, not only of the
university, but also of Gainesville and the
surrounding areas. Whole families came
by the dozens and spent extended time
discussing the various features of the
building—its interesting kitchen, its good
plan, the excellent furniture and decora­
tion. The student architects served as
guides. How did the house get built?
Here is what the students have to say
about it in their own eloquent and self­
revealing words. The authors are  Jack
Wholberg, Walter Stanton, John Shoup,
and Carl Decker:

"The Chapter is a Student Associate
Chapter of the Florida Association of
Architects of the American Institute of
Architects. Our Constitution and By-Laws
are set up similar to the regular Chapters
of the American Institute of Architects.
The Florida Association of Architects
has given us a great deal of encourage­
ment and support.

(Continued on page 168)
HERE’S REINFORCED VIBRIN

- dent-proof
- rust-proof
- rot-proof
- translucent or opaque
- unbothered by weather
- resistant to abrasion

- high in impact strength
- non-splintering
- extremely light
- sound and heat insulating
- integrally colored

WHY NOT reinforced Vibrin...?

Lightweight breezeway roofs of reinforced Vibrin® can’t rust, rot, or corrode. These colorful translucent panels can be made in various degrees of light transmission; for appearance sake, all panels can reflect the same degree of color.

Reinforced Vibrin termite caps will outlast the house. Easily fabricated and attached, they are not affected by moisture or the chemicals in soils and masonry. They will not harbor or support maggot or insect life. And on top of all this, reinforced Vibrin is an excellent electrical and thermal insulator.

Ventilator hoods of Vibrin will deaden sound...are not affected by oils and greases...can’t absorb any cooking odors. Because they are rust- and corrosion-proof, run-off water cannot stain or discolor the siding. The color is built in. No painting is necessary.

Translucent window-well covers will allow plenty of light into the cellar. And they never need painting—playful children, sharp garden tools, and errant lawnmowers cannot scratch, scuff or even dent Vibrin.

These are just a few of the many home applications of reinforced Vibrin. So why not consider Vibrin for greenhouses, patio dividers, doors, and garden houses—wherever economy, light weight, beauty, and practicality are called for?

For resin information, expert technical assistance, or the names of current manufacturers, write to us on your company letterhead.
"Most Modern Structure in Tri-State Area"...

Interior of Guaranty National Bank, Huntington, W.Va. • Certain-teed Plasters were used here exclusively. • Architect: Bank Building and Equipment Corp. of America, St. Louis, Mo. • General Contractor: C. H. Jimison & Sons, Huntington, W.Va. • Plastering Contractor: J. C. Hicks, Huntington, W.Va. • Supplier: Carolina Lumber Company, Huntington, W.Va.

Better Working Plaster... Gives Me More Yardage
—says plastering contractor

Called the "most modern structure in the Tri-State area of West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky," the Guaranty National of Huntington is a handsome example of modern bank design.

All interior plastering was done with Certain-teed materials: Certain-teed Fibered Plaster, Satin Spar Gauging Plaster, Sunflower Moulding Plaster.

Mr. Hicks, plastering contractor, and a member of C.P.I.A., says:

"I've tried them all, and I think Certain-teed is best. Certain-teed is more uniform, bag after bag. It is a better working plaster, it's easier to mix and it gives me more yardage. I stick with Certain-teed because I find I do a much better job with it."

Certain-teed makes a complete line of base coat plasters, including Lite-Mix, finishing plasters, including Kalite® Acoustic, as well as gauging, molding and casting plasters; also famous Beaver® Gypsum Lath. All our base coat plasters are "Plastisized," Certain-teed's exclusive manufacturing process that gives a finer grind, greater plasticity and better workability.

Write us direct for the specific information you need about Certain-teed Plasters now.
Motel Magic

What special magic will attract business to a new motel? That's an important design consideration. Motel customers are first attracted by a smart, colorful, eye-catching exterior... such as the ones you can provide with the varied colors, textures, sizes, and wall patterns in concrete masonry. If they stop, they get their next impression on the inside. Here exposed block walls offer unique decorative possibilities, and give a warm, inviting atmosphere to your rooms. They also save on interior finishing costs, and provide a built-in "sound-conditioning." Motel owners will appreciate both the low construction cost and low upkeep of concrete masonry construction, too.

See your local NCMA member for your copy of "Ideas for Wall Patterns with Concrete Masonry." It's full of smart, new design ideas.

National Concrete Masonry Association
38 South Dearborn
Chicago 3, Illinois
everyone talks about the weather

...But Arcadia solved the weather problem with Twin-Seal Wool Pile Weatherstripping—another important point of difference between Arcadia and other sliding glass doors.

Twin-Seal Weatherstripping on Arcadia's new custom aluminum door is shown below in a section at the latching jamb. A positive weatherseal between jamb and sliding panel is made by a double row of opposing wool pile weatherstrips. Wind, rain, cold and dirt are locked out tightly. Identical wool pile strips at head and interlocker, and a spring-loaded wool pile sill strip complete the four-side weatherseal. Arcadia's aluminum-backed weatherstripping, fully silicoated for moisture and abrasion resistance, is easily replaced without dismantling the sliding panel.

Twin-Seal Weatherstripping is just one Arcadia point of difference you should know about. Other important Arcadia features are detailed in our expanded 1955 Catalog 55-A. For a copy, phone your Arcadia distributor or wire us collect.
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"The actual work of the show was started in October of 1954 with the selection of committee heads and committee members. From October to February work was done on setting up the program, sending out correspondence and contracts to commercial houses, and arranging for publicity.

"The house competition took place in February and this was followed by weeks of material hunting. The competition winners were Lee Ogden and Edward Camner tying for first place. Ogden's project was chosen for construction which was done in cooperation with the Student Contractors and Builders Association of which Charles Worley is President. Much of the material was loaned or donated and the rest we bought with money from the commercial exhibits, Florida Association of Architects and the College itself.

"Whenever the question arose as to why we had taken on this seemingly impossible project, the answers always came back that it satisfied a lack that we all felt in our education as future architects. We all agreed that the intangible nature of an academic curricula left much to be desired. After all, weren't we being trained to 'build'? Weren't we preparing ourselves for the very tangible occupation of planning shelters for people? Where in theoretical and cloistered study was there any contact with the actual construction of these spaces we so innocently inscribed.

"We asked ourselves, 'Wasn't there more to selecting materials than how tooth brush splatter fell on the board; wasn't there something more important in material selection than how cleverly it could be indicated?' And, embarrassed, we admitted, 'We and materials had, at best, howdied, but really had never "shook."'

"In our introspection we happened onto another 'little' consideration, people. We began to realize how little we knew about these future occupants of the 'Brilliant' structures we are someday to build. Or, more exactly, it may have, for the first time, occurred to us that these animated forms would be a part of our monuments in 'steel and glass.' They did vaguely re-

(Continued on page 178)
Stage Lighting Control Systems by FA are a popular feature of more than 500 theaters, high school and college auditoriums in this country and elsewhere.

That's because FA Stage Lighting Controls add tremendously to the color, beauty and enjoyment of these structures.

The result of more than 50 years experience and know how, FA Stage Lighting Controls embody the latest features in design and construction.

Built on the unit basis, FA Stage Lighting Controls can be made to fit any type of auditorium or theater. All are approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., for label service and will give long lasting and trouble free service.

Include an FA Stage Lighting Control System in all school, college or other auditorium you are called upon to design. For further details contact your nearest FA representative listed in Sweet's.

Frank Adam Electric Co.
Phone Jefferson 3-6550
BOX 357, MAIN P. O. • ST. LOUIS 3, MO.
A salute to the National Electrical Contractors Association for their forward attitude expressed in the resolution “Honoring the Specifications”...

Honoring the specifications

Fidelity in carrying out the wishes of the customer and an eagerness to give the customer the benefit of the contractor’s experience and knowledge in specialty application engineering is a hallmark of the qualified electrical contractor.

When the customer by his own request or by specification drawn by his architect or engineer designates a specific material or equipment, the electrical contractor has the obligation to quote on that material as specified. In the event he should include in his bid an alternate he should specifically describe the suggested substitute and list the alternate price.

In this manner the interest of the customer is well served and it would seem appropriate for architects and engineers not to reject bids with alternate proposals stated in this manner and that regulations and practices be adjusted to accommodate this more definitive bidding practice.

The practice of taking advantage of the ambiguity in the frequently abused specification, “or equal,” to substitute inferior or less costly material or equipment is an unethical practice that should be condemned and rejected by the contractor as not being to the best interest of the public.

Good business practice, proper standards of ethical conduct and the public interest demand adherence to this simple, honest procedure in the conduct of this important part of the process of construction. It is a necessary foundation for the building of sound and progressive organizations needed to serve the public in the vitally important field of electrical contracting.
Panels of Owens-Illinois light-directing Glass Block provide even distribution of daylight throughout the gymnasium area. They eliminate “hot spots,” glare and harsh contrasts.

The insulating efficiency of glass block makes designs like this possible. Glass block permit use of large glass areas without excessive heat loss.

Because Owens-Illinois Glass Block insulate as effectively as an 8” thick brick wall, huge expanses of glass block are practical even in a cold climate.

Glass block are strong and hard to break—perfect for a gymnasium use like this. They need no maintenance—perfect when panels are put in inaccessible places.

The complete Owens-Illinois Glass Block story is yours for the writing. Send for it and see how glass block can mean better sight, better light, lower maintenance and great new design freedom in school planning. Address Kimble Glass Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Dept. PA-8, Toledo 1, Ohio.
Where Electricity Must Not Fail!

SPECIFY ONAN EMERGENCY STANDBY ELECTRIC PLANTS

In hospitals, schools, theaters, office buildings... interruptions of electric power can endanger lives and property.

With an Onan Standby System, any interruption of highline electricity automatically starts the emergency electric plant and within seconds all essential equipment is operating normally. When power is restored the electric plant stops automatically. In many instances, just one power interruption will justify the cost of the standby power installation.

SIZES AND MODELS FOR EVERY NEED
- Air-cooled: 1,000 to 10,000 watts
- Water-cooled: 10,000 to 50,000 watts
Available unhoused or with steel housing as shown.

Write for Architects
Kit No. SP-1021
Describes scores of standby models with complete engineering specifications and information on installation.

D.W. ONAN & SONS INC.
3363 University Ave. S. E. • Minneapolis 14, Minn.
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sembl shapes that sometimes appeared on our two-dimensional approximations.

"The full scale house was conceived as the main attraction. For the design of the house we set up a school-wide competition with the winning design to be built and the designer to act as supervisor. The idea took well among the students as was evidenced by the general excellence of the entries submitted. It was, in fact, considered the best group work that had ever been submitted in the school.

"Our thought was to get a house that could be built in a relatively short time with the least possible framing and detailing and at a minimum cost, without sacrificing the design. The very fact that the house was to be built proved to be a major incentive.

"We were aware of the fact that the undertaking of this project would require financial support and this was done by inviting commercial houses to exhibit materials and equipment that would be of interest to both us and the visiting public. Fortunately, we were in a position to be selective as far as the quality of exhibited material was concerned.

"By actual contact with the business world we learned the value of a contract and necessity for business procedure in any dealings. This contact experience proved one of the most interesting phases of the whole affair.

"Aside from the business relations we had our own related professions to consider. We attempted to recognize the allied fields as competent and appreciate their ideas and thoughts. We, in the School of Architecture, learned to respect the building construction problems, the interior design ideas and landscape necessity; learning from them and realizing the important part the related fields play in the completed effort.

"With a majority of the equipment and materials arranged for and other departments consulted, we were ready to start pounding nails. The building construction students and architecture students combined their efforts to put the house up in four days and nights. We all knew that without the combined efforts of each, the project would have been impossible and
The school building budget—
One way to help meet its limitations

Too often, in the jargon of selling, economy is glibly paired with quality. It isn't good enough to say so—it has to be. You are confronted with problems imposed by economy, nevertheless you want to provide the best facilities you can for the money. To fulfill your responsibilities to the community, you have to be sure of both.

Amarlite production is geared only to quality—a quality we believe is unquestioned. And yet, on a cold cost analysis, this is the entrance picture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEEL ENTRANCE</th>
<th>WOOD ENTRANCE</th>
<th>AMARLITE ENTRANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>Sub-Contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors (2)—</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow Metal</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$488.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors, Frame,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transom and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$488.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butts—3 Pair</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>$488.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closers (2)</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>$488.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Mounted</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic Hardware</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass &amp; Glazing</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$854.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Doors (2)—      | Labor          | Sub-Contractor    |
| Birch           | $30.00         | $196.00           |
| Frame, Transom  | 20.00          | 90.00             |
| G' Trim         | 10.00          | 21.00             |
| Butts—3 Pair    | 6.00           | 45.00             |
| Overhead        | 2.00           | 15.00             |
| Closers (2)     | 2.00           | 15.00             |
| Threshold       | 25.00          | 142.00            |
| Surface Mounted | 25.00          | 142.00            |
| Panic Hardware  | 52.00          |                   |
| Glass & Glazing | 63.00          |                   |
| Painting        | 18.00          |                   |
| Total           | $642.00        |                   |

Savings mount considerably when you consider the fact that the Amarlite Entrance is complete. There are no costs for fittings, painting, applying hardware. This favorable comparison is the direct result of standardization and increasing efficiency within the Amarlite system. The finest entrance in the industry now costs less than products less distinctive. The savings are yours.
Progressive Architecture

The top piece overlaps 9/16" on the groove side, thus shutting out moisture (and also the asphalt of built-up roofing). The bottom piece has a 45° bevel on each side. This overlaps the wood members by 9/16" to insure a tight joint between sections. Between the wood members—under the top piece—a barrier of 9/16" Balsam Wool, completely encased in vapor-barrier paper, is glued. At each end of each panel two wood blocks—2" x 2" x 8"—provide for satisfactory nailing to rafters or joists. Panels are easily cut to any dimension (or supplied in special lengths, to order).

Sound-deadening partitions and sub-flooring. For interior, sound-deadening partitions, Wilson Air-cor Panels are supplied in 2', 3' and 4' widths and in heights up to 11' 2". The combination of Homasote and Balsam Wool creates an unusually efficient sound-deadening barrier . . . For use in partition walls, the Homasote surfaces are applied as panels beveled on both sides—and without overlap . . . For sound-deadening between floors, use the panels as sub-flooring; nail the finished flooring direct to the wood members of the panels.

Wiring—An additional advantage of the air cores is that electric wiring—whether conduit or cable type—may be passed across the roof, thus wiring the building from above. This is not only the most economical method, but permits the placing of light fixtures wherever desired.

Our Engineering Service is available to work with you on any specific problems of roof decking, partitions or sub-flooring. Let us give you complete details and specifications. Kindly address your inquiry to Department 1-5.

ANNOUNCING

WILSON AIR-COR
ROOF DECKING

-the top piece overlaps 9/16" on the groove side, thus shutting out moisture (and also the asphalt of built-up roofing). The bottom piece has a 45° bevel on each side. This overlaps the wood members by 9/16" to insure a tight joint between sections. Between the wood members—under the top piece—a barrier of 9/16" Balsam Wool, completely encased in vapor-barrier paper, is glued. At each end of each panel two wood blocks—2" x 2" x 8"—provide for satisfactory nailing to rafters or joists. Panels are easily cut to any dimension (or supplied in special lengths, to order).

Sound-deadening partitions and sub-flooring. For interior, sound-deadening partitions, Wilson Air-cor Panels are supplied in 2', 3' and 4' widths and in heights up to 11' 2". The combination of Homasote and Balsam Wool creates an unusually efficient sound-deadening barrier . . . For use in partition walls, the Homasote surfaces are applied as panels beveled on both sides—and without overlap . . . For sound-deadening between floors, use the panels as sub-flooring; nail the finished flooring direct to the wood members of the panels.

Wiring—An additional advantage of the air cores is that electric wiring—whether conduit or cable type—may be passed across the roof, thus wiring the building from above. This is not only the most economical method, but permits the placing of light fixtures wherever desired.

Our Engineering Service is available to work with you on any specific problems of roof decking, partitions or sub-flooring. Let us give you complete details and specifications. Kindly address your inquiry to Department 1-5.

HOMASOTE COMPANY
TRENTON 3, NEW JERSEY
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with this realization the inevitable conflict was, to a degree, lessened.

"With hands blistered, backs aching, and thumbs swollen, architecture lost its distant, intangible approach. We fell right into the middle of it and began to see the transition from plan to three dimension. We could feel the scale of the space and we could now recognize what was wrong and how it might have been done.

"It was evident that regardless of simplicity, each condition must be detailed and well thought out. Our details were all kept as simple as possible to facilitate ease of construction. We also learned that it was necessary for us to think in terms of the people who actually do the work.

"We could see that a house without the right furnishings and the proper treatment of the interior would lose any design merit it may have possessed. We could also feel the importance of furniture placement, in both the esthetic sense and again with the new thought of livability.

"It was interesting to see and hear the comments of our visitors, to learn what was important to them in that it indicated both of our lackings, they as 'clients' and we as 'architects.' Many of their comments were revealing and excellent criticism, and of course, others were indicative of their lack of understanding.

"As we watched the people strolling through the show, as we chuckled over their comments on the house, we gloried in their compliments, we could not but question how successful the whole project had been. Certainly we became more acquainted with our failings and we definitely developed some idea how far an illustration board presentation is from actual building.

"With all of the negative affect, there was real pride in the completed job, and belief that it was the most fortunate single experience in our education. There is no doubt in our minds that it should be continued and as a part of the curriculum. We feel that in this way many very necessary elements of architecture can, if nothing more, be introduced to the student."
HIGH PRESSURE DIFFUSERS
...how they work

Kno-Draft Dual Duct Air Diffusers are designed for central station high pressure systems where precise automatic compensation for fluctuations in inside and outside loads is required.

Warm and cold air are supplied through two separate ducts to a mixing chamber, which equalizes temperatures throughout the combined air stream. The outer perforated sleeves of the inlet dampers are operated by a thermostat-governed motor. They act simultaneously to control the proportion of warm and cold air and the delivered air temperature. In addition, each inlet tube has a damper piston which is adjusted separately for the different static pressure in each duct.

For example, the illustration shows a Kno-Draft Dual Duct High Pressure Valve with inlet dampers set for 50 per cent warm air and 50 per cent cold air. Static pressure in the warm duct is 3 in. wg; in the cold duct, 2 in. wg. So damper pistons have been individually adjusted to compensate for this difference. Fewer rows of perforations are exposed for warm air flow than for cold, keeping maximum warm and cold air volume equal and total air delivery constant.

For a more detailed explanation of Kno-Draft High Pressure Air Diffusers—both single and dual duct—write, on your letterhead, for a copy of Bulletin K33, an authoritative textbook on high pressure air distribution systems.

Connor Engineering Corporation, Dept. N-85 Danbury, Conn.
EVER since Wheeling Metal Lath was developed and used as a plaster base, builders, designers and architects have been discovering untold new uses for this versatile combination. Sometimes functional, sometimes decorative, yet always practical, and always economical, easy to erect and long lasting, Wheeling Metal Lath and plaster offer a virtual unending list of unique advantages and applications.

1. **DOOR AND WINDOW CASINGS AND BEADS**—requires only one installation to provide both screed and trim. Available with or without expanded flange in standard lengths; required grounds.

2. **MEMBRANE FIREPROOFING**—combines pleasing appearance with effective fireproofing. Wheeling Corner Bead, or Channels and Metal Lath provide an economical plaster base for crack-resistant, fire-resistant surface.

3. **STUDLESS 2″ SOLID PARTITIONS**—durable, economical, fire and crack resistant. Shown here using Wheeling Bar-X-Lath, Ceiling "L" Runner on ceiling and floor and 9/16″ Channels placed horizontally for temporary bracing.

4. **HOLLOW PARTITION STUDS**—provide passage of normal-size pipe and conduits, with no chases to cut. Wheeling Bar-Z System available complete with Studs, Track, Shoes, Tie Wire and Bar-X-Lath.

5. **RADIANT PANEL HEATING**—Wheeling Metal Lath nailed to wood joists, and in direct contact with the tubing, actually increases the heat transfer from the coils to the radiating ceiling surface, distributes the heat more evenly.
2. FLOOR AND CEILING REINFORCING— for light concrete floors laid over steel joists or junior beams and plastered contact ceilings, Wheeling Bar-X-Lath, with or without paper backing, provides a strong, reinforced slab.

3. SUSPENDED CEILINGS—permits complete design flexibility plus multiple practical applications. Wheeling Channels, Metal Lath and plaster can be shaped to meet the most complex conformations.

6. 2” SOLID PARTITIONS, METAL BASE SYSTEM—easiest, most economical solid plaster partition possible. Here, Wheeling Bantam Diamond Lath is attached to Channels with Wheeling Hank Tie Wire.

7. LOAD-BEARING WALLS AND PARTITIONS—an important feature wherever extreme strength, and resistance to impact, explosion and fire are desired. Consists of Wheeling Bar-X-Lath applied to any load bearing stud.

10. PACKAGING ECONOMY—Wheeling’s “Engineered Metal Lath Package” — lifts of 500 sheets in 50 10-sheet bundles — increases storage space, saves handling, counting and identifying time. Provides flatter sheets with truer corners.

Metal Lath for Strength...Plaster for Beauty!

The complete line of Wheeling Building Materials includes Metal Lath and Accessories, Steelcrete Reinforcing Mesh, Steelcrete Bank Vault Reinforcing, Expanded Metal, ExM Cratings, ExM Angle Frame Partitions, Tri-Rib Steel Roof Deck, and SofTite Cop-R-Loy Galvanized Sheets.
New Design Hospital Fittings.
Entirely redesigned for modern styling and extra-long life, these American-Standard hospital fittings are finished in easy-to-clean, non-tarnishing Chromar. The NU-RE-NU valve assembly in these fittings means long, dependable service. Shown top left, center-set fitting with gooseneck spout; top right, built-in service sink fitting; bottom, combination fitting with gooseneck spout, spray and wrist-action handles.

Convertible Cabinets of Durable Steel. The exclusive American-Standard convertibility feature provides more usable kitchen storage space. Sliding wire shelves and drawers of various depths can be specified for any of dozens of different, efficient storage combinations in the same base or undersink cabinet. The owner can add or relocate shelves and drawers at any time — quickly and without tools—to meet new storage needs.

Combination Lavatory and Vanity Shelf. This smart-looking one-piece Guestledge lavatory-counter combination is especially suitable for use in hotel or motel bathrooms. It's a notable space-saver, since the toilet in the bathroom can be so positioned as to serve as a dressing table seat. Of genuine vitreous china with non-tarnishing Chromar fittings, the Guestledge is low on maintenance, high on guest appeal.

Picture studies in function and design:

Temtrim Finned Tube Radiation. Hundreds of steel fins bonded to a steel pressure tube make Temtrim one of the most efficient, economical types of radiant heating ever built. Temtrim can be used with forced hot water or two-pipe steam systems. It is mounted on simple wall brackets, and can be installed with fins exposed or with any one of three attractive covers — shown left to right: a snap-on expanded metal grille, a flat top cover, a sloping top enclosure.
design by American-Standard

These are just a few of the many plumbing, heating, cooling and kitchen products made by the Plumbing and Heating Division, American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp., P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Sterling sets the standard in sliding door hardware

Through extensive research and engineering, Sterling has pioneered and perfected many new ideas which simplify and improve sliding door installations. Sterling is the most imitated sliding door hardware.

The new locks, hardware and T-Frame pictured here embody many new ideas. Builders everywhere depend on Sterling Hardware for advanced design and trouble-free operation. Specify Sterling Hardware for your sliding door installations.

Sterling means Quality

STERLING HARDWARE MFG. CO.
Chicago 18, Illinois

SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET’S:
Architectural File • Light Construction File
VISIT OUR DISPLAYS: Architects Samples Corporation, N.Y.C.

VICTREX "Coronation" on the walls of the Carteret Savings Bank, East Orange, N.J. means extra savings in maintenance dollars!

HERE'S HOW

ORIGINAL

VICTREX V.E.F.* FABRICS

save maintenance dollars...and make decorating sense!

The beauty of Vicrotex V.E.F.* Fabrics is self-evident! Its deep, 3-dimensional textural interest enriches everything it covers. But its hidden qualities make it second to none for the money it saves year after year! When you specify Vicrotex, even for the busiest spots, you know it will look bright and fresh always with a minimum of care. Won't chip, crack, or peel — almost never needs replacing. Needs no backing or lining, however used. It's economies like these that keep clients happy — for years!

Exclusive Vicrotex Features:
• wipes clean with damp cloth
• moisture, stain, soil resistant
• 20 rich, deep-textured patterns
• 36 House & Garden colors
• for hotels, institutions, homes

For Idea-packed Brochure 44M write:

L.E. CARPENTER & COMPANY, INC
SALES OFFICE: Empire State Building, New York 1 • Longacre 4-0000
MILLS: Wharton, New Jersey

AVAILABLE THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS
ALL OVER THE NATION

* vinyl electronically fused
Sales-wise merchants know the importance of proper merchandising surroundings. No part of the store “backdrops” goods for sale more than the floor.

So naturally, retailers are turning to Vina-Lux vinyl-asbestos tile as a basic “selling floor surface”. Its balanced range of colors with superior light reflectance — its cushioned resiliency underfoot — and its smooth easy-to-clean surface all combine to make it a logical choice.

America’s leading stores, in increasing number, are choosing Vina-Lux to help sell goods — and to keep floor costs down. Architects are finding it the answer not only to store floor problems, but for schools, hospitals and other kinds of public buildings.

Perhaps Vina-Lux can help you solve a knotty floor problem. Drop us a line and we’ll be glad to have a representative give you the whole story on this better resilient flooring.
The biggest and the best rely on AETNA!

Designed as a Convention Center, the mammoth Dallas Memorial Auditorium, now under construction, will seat 10,000 persons without a single supporting column to obstruct the view. This unique design is dependent upon modern construction methods and the best of materials. Aetna Steel Doors and Door Frames are being used throughout.

Be sure to specify ... AETNA and BONDERITE

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

AETNA ALSO PRODUCES

*Not Filing. M. replica material.
†Licensed under Detroit Patent
From grade schools to universities, Alcasco Aluminum Projected Windows meet the most rigid requirements of good fenestration. Extruded in our own mills, Alcasco Classroom Windows are engineered to provide highest standards in window performance—controlled ventilation, ease of operation, maximum light, weather tightness, permanent beauty, lower first cost and may be installed in one operation by one contractor. For specifications see Sweets catalog.

ALCASCO PRODUCTS INC.
12640 BURT ROAD, DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
DIV. DETROIT GASKET & MANUFACTURING CO.
**SITUATIONS OPEN**

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN**—prefer serious young man with three years' minimum experience. Small expanding office doing quality contemporary work exclusively with growing backlog. Several recent honors won for design. Permanent position for right man. Send references, experience, samples, salary expected, etc. Pierce & Pierce, Architects, 2200 Welch, Houston, Texas.

**DESIGNERS AND DRAFTSMEN**—a genuine opportunity to work and grow with an expanding progressive architectural organization specializing in contemporary school planning which has gained national recognition. We can offer the security that comes with a permanent position and company benefits in a medium-sized office with outstanding facilities for engineering and site planning. Send resume or phone to Warren H. Ashley, Architect, 967 Farmington Ave., West Hartford, Conn.

**SITUATIONS WANTED**

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN**—must be excellent detailer. Medium size office doing all types of quality work. Permanent position for right man. State experience, salary, etc. John S. Tang, A.I.A., Arizona Title Building, Phoenix, Ariz.

**ARCHITECTS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND FIELD SUPERINTENDENTS**—permanent positions available for top flight men experienced in industrial, commercial and institutional projects. Write giving full details. R. Epstein and Sons, Inc., 2011 West Pershing Road, Chicago 9, Ill.

**ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS**—experienced architectural and engineering draftsmen, designers, salaried, working conditions, benefits, in Michigan or Iowa. Reply Box 253, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**WANTED**—two experienced architectural draftsmen for varied work in a long established, medium sized Buffalo, N. Y. office. Pleasant working conditions. Replies should give age, education, experience, starting salary expected and availability. Box 256, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN**—small office doing general practice in Texas city of 500,000. Opportunity for young man with some drafting experience other than residential. Ability to design and delineate, and college degree desirable. Give availability, schooling, photo, small work samples, salary expected. Box 257, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**WANTED**—two senior and one junior architectural draftsmen. Northwest Florida; ideal working conditions. Give full information on education, experience, starting salary, availability, age, etc. Replies held confidentially. Box 258, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ADVERTISING RATES**

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Checks or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men, c/o Progressive Architecture, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Invoices will be accepted not later than the first of the month preceding publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

**ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS & DRAFTSMEN**—for all types of railroad buildings. Headquarters in Richmond, Va. Good opportunity for all round experience. Give age, qualifications, experience, availability and starting salary. Box 259, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN**—experienced man wanted by medium office in large Southern city. A permanent position with advancement to right man. Forty hour week, paid overtime, hospitalization, paid vacation, salary in line with experience. Prefer designer. Write complete data and send small photo. Box 260, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ADMINISTRATIVE ARCHITECT**—over 25 years' finest experience on major projects, NCARB registration and highest of references. Presently chief of large professional firm, but seeking new top association. Should you have a good firm, and would like to be relieved of some of your strenuous duties, write Box 258, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN-DESIGNER**—registered by examination. Architect with long experience in various types of buildings—industrials, commercials, publics, churches and schools. Excellent recommendations from previous employment. Outstanding renderer. Willing to do routine work and detailed drafting at high mark with high efficiency. Write Draftsman, 6046 Dorchester Ave., Apt. 3B, Chicago 37, Ill.

**ARCHITECT**—with long experience in large commercial, industrial and institutional buildings. Sketches, design, specifications, project management, supervision or charge of office. Reply giving details, and considered salary. Box 261, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECT**—in private general practice (school, public, commercial, industrial, bank, church and residential work), registered in two states, and with N.C.A.R.B. certificate, might be interested in assuming a practice or in entering into a partnership, in a favorable location with a warm climate. Box 262, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECTURAL GRADUATE**—seeks change in location to or near medium or large city. B. Arch. degree from accredited northern college—30 credits general education. Professional experience in residences, schools, and miscellaneous commercial buildings. Desires permanent position with progressive firm doing contemporary work, offering advancement. Matriled, Age 27. Box 265, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN PERSONNEL AGENCY**—a personalized placement service for top-level architects, designers, engineers, draftsmen, estimators, and interior designers. Selective contacts arranged in a confidential and professional manner. Interviews by appointment. Plaza, 9 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. Murray Hill 3-2523.


**ARCHITECTURAL DILEMMA**—specializing in churches, institutional buildings and fine residential work of dignified traditional or classical design. Please do not write if your firm is "Moderne." Complete work with design sheets and construction drawings can be produced fast and economically with latest methods of design. Prefer subcontract on an hour basis or per drawing basis. Specialists on apartment house. Foundation plans ready in 40 hours. Recently completed designs for construction work costing over $2,000,000. Would like to tie in with reputable architectural concern for mutual benefit. Box 254, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**INTERIOR DECORATION—HOME STUDY**—announcing new home study course in interior decoration. For professional or personal use. Fine field for men and women. Practical basic training. Approved supervised method. Low tuition. Easy payments. Free booklet. Chicago School of Interior Decoration, 855 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 304A, Chicago 14, Ill.

A GROUP—of professors and professional engineers will undertake the design of structural buildings, highway bridges, foundations, etc. Complete work with design sheets and construction drawings can be produced fast and economically with latest methods of design. Prefer subcontract on an hour basis or per drawing basis. Specialists on apartment house. Foundation plans ready in 40 hours. Recently completed designs for construction work costing over $2,000,000. Would like to tie in with reputable architectural concern for mutual benefit. Box 254, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**SALES AGENCY OFFERED**—to man now contacting architects and industrials for product specifications. This proven item in the construction line now successfully handled as profitable sideline. $250,000 yearly potential in industrial areas. Straight 5% commission with complete protection. Liberal manufacturer aid via advertising and publicity. Choice territories available. Box 159, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**TRADITIONAL AND CLASSICAL DESIGN CONSULTANT**—independent architects are prepared for N.C.A.R.B. certificate specializing in buildings, large and small, of American classical design; will consult, assist in designing or make presentation drawings for work requiring correct, distinguished traditional design. Familiar with most regional style and materials variations. Box 263, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

**ARCHITECTURAL RENDERINGS OR SKETCHES**—in black and white or color, on paper or board for framing, for any class of building and any style including contemporary. Will prepare perspective drawings or use those furnished by architect. Charges based on time required. Box 264, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.
Public Liability Insurance Will Not Protect Shower Users from personal injuries, nor does it, in case of accidents, protect property owners from damaging pulicity or time consuming lawsuits.

End Shower Complaints with Double-Safety of
Powers Thermostatic Water Mixers

They protect bathers from scalding and "shots" of hot or cold water, caused by—

★ PRESSURE or ★ TEMPERATURE
fluctuations in water supply lines

Only a thermostatic water mixer gives this double-safety

Refreshing, Relaxing Safe Showers and water economy too, are assured by Powers Thermostatic Water Mixers

No Shower Is MODERN Without This Protection
Powers thermostatic water mixers always hold shower temperature constant wherever the bather wants it. They are completely automatic. Failure of cold water supply instantly shuts off the shower. Delivery is thermostatically limited to 115° F.

POWERS Mixers Save Water. No time or water is wasted by bather having to get out from under shower because of fluctuating shower temperature. Water conservation feature alone makes Powers mixers a profitable investment.

"Minimum of Maintenance" . . . report many users of Powers Type H Thermostatic Water Mixers. Their simple, durable construction insures years of dependable service.

For Utmost Comfort, Safety and Economy Specify Powers Mixers • See SWEET'S Catalog

Established in 1891 • THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY • SKOKIE, ILL. • Offices in Over 50 Cities
Detroit Steel Products’ Fenestra Panels give Milwaukee LIGHTWEIGHT, EXPANDABLE, LOW COST AIRLINES ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Subsoil tests at General Mitchell Field, Milwaukee, Wis., ruled out conventional construction of a new administration building. Study of various lightweight building materials led to the adoption of Fenestra Insulated Aluminum Panels.

Manufactured of Alcoa® Aluminum, these panels have insulation value equal to sixteen inches of brick. Ease and speed of erection permitted early “closing-in” for the protection of workers and materials and uninterrupted work sequences.

The Fenestra Panels also permitted easy expansion as the need became apparent during construction. Total cost of facilities for eleven major airlines was three million dollars, about one-third that of similar facilities if built of conventional materials.


Eighty thousand pounds of Alcoa Aluminum was used in the seventy-five thousand square feet of Fenestra Panels completely shop-fabricated for the Airport Terminal. Detroit Steel Products Company’s Pittsburgh plant is enclosed with similar panels.
MITCHELL Lighting chosen
for the Monroeville Junior High School

WALTER E. SCHARDT, Registered Architect

With many years experience in the highly specialized field of school architecture, Mr. Schardt has numerous problems confronting him relative to the overall well-being of students, faculty and the community in general.

"While there are many requirements to be considered in school design," Mr. Schardt states, "I place the utmost emphasis on classroom lighting. In specifying Mitchell lighting I am mindful that for many years, this brand has stood for practical design, high efficiency and simplicity of maintenance at reasonable cost."

MITCHELL LIGHTS ANOTHER SCHOOL
Monroeville Jr. High School
Monroeville, Pennsylvania

Architect: Walter E. Schardt, R. A., Pittsburgh
Distributor: Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., Pittsburgh

INSTALLATION: Over 500 MITCHELL "Low Brightness" Luminaires, suspension-mounted throughout, both louvered and unlouvered, delivering an average of 38 footcandles maintained.

MITCHELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2525 N. Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, Ill., Dept. 5-H
In Canada: Mitchell Mfg. Co., Ltd., 19 Waterman Ave., Toronto

for better school lighting,
SPECIFY MITCHELL

Write for complete details on MITCHELL School and Commercial Lighting
NOW!

NEW! 9/16" thickness beautiful, efficient

Simpson Forestone
Fissured Woodfiber Acoustical Tile

costs no more than popular thicknesses of perforated tile...

Forestone, the world's first fissured woodfiber acoustical tile (invented by Simpson) is economical in the original 3/8" thickness. Now, it is available in 9/16" thickness... for even greater economy.

Forestone, in the new 9/16" thickness for the first time brings beautiful fissured tile into the same price range with popular 3/8" and 3/4" perforated fiber tiles.

Forestone, the most important development in acoustical materials in 20 years, has the natural, travertine-like beauty of fissured mineral tile, but with even greater warmth and richness... and at far less cost. It has been installed in thousands of offices, restaurants, schools, stores... and homes. It is the only paintable, efficient acoustical tile, without mechanical perforations, that is economical enough for widespread use in home sound conditioning.

Installed only by Simpson Certified Acoustical Contractors identified by this symbol

Mail this coupon for information and name of nearest contractor

Simpson Logging Company, 1004 White Bldg., Seattle 1, Washington
Please send full details on Forestone Acoustical Tile

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY_, STATE_ 916

SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY • SHELTON, WASHINGTON
Because someone did NOT specify CAST IRON SOIL PIPE

You're looking at the basement floor of a home in Chicago. When heavy rains overloaded the street sewer, water backed up in the house sewer line. The nonmetallic soil pipe could not take the overload. Joints failed, the cellar was flooded, and the defective sewer had to be dug up and replaced. If someone had specified Cast Iron Soil Pipe originally, heavy expense and inconvenience would have been avoided.

When you specify "Cast Iron Soil Pipe" you get a rugged line with joints packed with oakum and caulked with molten lead—by an accredited craftsman. Roots don't invade cast iron. Joints in Cast Iron Soil Pipe have resiliency that resists damage from settling or shock. In dwellings, public buildings and industrial plants you can assure permanence of the sanitary system. From street to rooftop, specify Cast Iron Soil Pipe.

PERMANENT CAST IRON SOIL PIPE

has all these advantages

- Rugged metallic strength
- Zero moisture absorption
- Permanent tightness of joints, with flexibility
- Acceptance in all codes for use from street to roof

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE

Dept. PA-8, 1627 K Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Send me copies of your new 12-page booklet "Best in the Long Run" that shows— with actual photographs and authenticated captions—what can happen to lines that aren't Cast Iron.

Name
Address
City Zone State
THEY LOOK ALIKE...

One door is hung on a RIXSON offset style closer—
the other is hung on a RIXSON offset style pivot set

4 offset hung types for doors of varying sizes and styles

- no. 117
  Fastened to floor. Offset type for light interior doors.

- no. 117½
  Mortised into floor. Offset type for entrance, vestibule, and heavy interior doors.

- no. L117
  Mortised into floor. Offset type for extra heavy or lead-lined doors.

Center hung type...

- no. 117½
  Mortised into floor. Center hung for entrance, vestibule, and heavy interior doors.

match the pivotal hanging style and general appearance of doors hung on RIXSON concealed floor closers. Provide a trim, secure hanging for doors not requiring a closer.

Pivot sets are furnished complete with matching top pivot.

write for complete details and templates

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.
9100 w. belmont ave. • franklin park, ill.
FOR NEW AND OUTSTANDING SCHOOL AND COLLEGE BUILDINGS

aluminum WINDOWS
by GENERAL BRONZE

LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING
St. John's University, Hillcrest, N. Y.
Architect: Henry V. Murphy
Contractor: Veit & Co.

Ever stop to consider why so many architects specify "aluminum windows by General Bronze" for their outstanding jobs? Well, the answer is quite simple. They want windows of outstanding quality—windows that will enhance their job and, at the same time, give their clients many years of satisfactory trouble-free service. And they have learned from experience that the superior engineering and precision craftsmanship of General Bronze is their assurance of dependable quality at all times.

Whether you are planning a new school or college building, a new hospital, or a new curtain-wall office building, General Bronze can be of real assistance to you. From our more than 45 years of practical experience in designing and fabricating windows, spandrels, curtain-walls and architectural metal work for many of America’s outstanding buildings, we have learned what features architects want in windows—what kind of help they appreciate most—what makes their job run easier and smoother.

Before you select the windows for your next job, take a look at the General Bronze catalog in Sweet’s (Section 16) and see for yourself the versatility of our complete line. Study carefully the full-size detail drawings and note the strong tubular sections, as well as the many other features that have made General Bronze a by-word for quality windows among architects and contractors everywhere. And when you’re ready, call in one of the GB sales engineers. You’ll find him anxious and ready to serve you at all times.
Hang **extra** sales-appeal on

**MASONITE PEG-BOARD PANELS**

It's so easy! You add a few strategically placed Masonite Peg-Board* Panels. In return you get terrific buyer interest all out of proportion to the low cost involved.

Your prospects are immediately intrigued by the possibilities of these versatile, durable panels. Every woman, subconsciously perhaps, starts planning how she will use the "interest walls" in living areas, knowing full well she can change arrangements whenever she wants.


But Peg-Board panels really "strut their stuff" in work areas and storage places. Helped by a wide variety of interchangeable hangers, they turn ordinary walls into "working walls", keep things orderly and within easy reach.

Where will you specify Masonite Peg-Board panels in your next house? They're sold by lumber and building materials dealers everywhere. Masonite® Corporation, Dept. PA-8, Box 777, Chicago 90, Ill.

Look for this man  He makes the difference

**MASONITE CORPORATION**

MANUFACTURER OF PRESWOOD PANEL PRODUCTS
in the ageless language of good architecture

a fine wood floor says "welcome" eloquently

NORTHERN HARD MAPLE

BEECH AND BIRCH

The floor is the one sure, consistent point of contact with everyone who enters a building. So, certainly the floor deserves all the thought and care that good architecture expends on it. If it's enduring, resilient, cheerful Northern Hard Maple, it contributes to the building...in beauty, in structural strength, in functional fitness. It co-operates with your creative imagination through its vast flexibility of pattern and tone. It is traditional or contemporary, at your will. And always, it says "welcome" clearly to every footfall. For full facts regarding "the finest floor that grows," SEE SWEET'S (Arch. 12J-Ma) or write for MFMA complete AIA File Folder.

"Foot-Friendly" Northern Hard Maple Floors in Each of These Splendid Modern Plants

Glare, shadows and dark corners disappear when daylight is diffused with translucent reinforced plastic panels.

Work areas are evenly illuminated by flat reinforced plastic panels. Inexpensive, easy to install in existing standard window, skylight frames.

Reinforced plastic panels... a new approach in lighting

Need soft, glare-free lighting in your current design? Reinforced plastic panels may be your answer. These handsome translucent panels have already proved their worth in side lights and sky lights for schools, factories and homes. Your clients will like them in all these installations because they reduce maintenance costs and eliminate reglazing because they are shatterproof.

These colorful panels are rustproof, rotproof, weather resistant. They possess a high strength-to-weight ratio and excellent dimensional stability. Other advantages include light weight, handsome appearance and easy handling.

Monsanto's contribution to the quality of these panels is a dependable supply of their basic raw materials: phthalic and maleic anhydrides, adipic, fumaric and succinic acids plus styrene monomer.

For help in finding reliable suppliers for polyester resins and custom molders of reinforced plastics, call your nearest Monsanto office or write Organic Chemicals Division, MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, Box 478-W-5, St. Louis 1, Missouri.
The Vogt Structuralized Shower Cabinet fits the need for a full quality shower cabinet selling at popular prices. Vogt construction incorporates heavier-gauge bonderized and galvanized steel, reversible side panels, the finest of chrome fittings, and a variety of interchangeable shower receptors. WRITE DEPARTMENT PA8 for new descriptive literature and specifications on the complete line of Vogt Shower Cabinets.

Please send free ZONATILE Booklet with full details about this lightweight roof slab.

Name: ........................................................................
Address: ....................................................................
City: ..........................  Zone: ................. State:  .............
At last, for the first time, magnificent marble, with all its lustrous beauty and vibrant color, is now available in lightweight, half-inch thinness for walls or floors.

Here are the facts:
MARKWA marble wall tile is a true quarried marble, produced exclusively by America's foremost marble producer and fabricator, the Vermont Marble Company.
MARKWA marble wall tile is half the thickness and half the weight of conventional marble slabs—\( \frac{1}{3} \) inch thick, 7.5 lbs. per square foot. It is cut to three sizes: 8" x 8", 8" x 12", and 12" x 12" (less 3/32 inch joint allowance to provide for Modular Measure). MARKWA is absolutely flat, uniform in size and thickness to a close tolerance of \( \frac{1}{36} \) inch.

MARKWA marble wall tile costs as little as $2.85 per square foot set in the wall depending on variety of marble and type of installation. It is stocked in a wide variety and color range.
MARKWA marble wall tile is ideal for wall or floor, in bathroom, kitchen, living room or foyer, for countertops or fireplace facings, in residential or commercial buildings, for interior or exterior. It comes polished with cushion edges; matte finish available for floors and exterior walls.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? So little more than clay tile that a typical bathroom installation could be made in MARKWA for less than a hundred dollars more. How little that is in terms of the added value that marble provides.
WHERE DO YOU GET IT? Most tile contractors either have it or can get it. Or contact any of the 12 Vermont Marble Company branches listed below.

SEE MARKWA NOW! Specify it for your next job. Write for complete specification data.

Produced exclusively by the VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY, PROCTOR, VERMONT.
BRANCH OFFICES: BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND DALLAS HOUSTON PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO IN CANADA: ONTARIO MARBLE COMPANY, LIMITED,
TORONTO AND PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO CONTINENTAL MARBLE COMPANY, LIMITED, VANCOUVER, B.C.
It's not **thickness** but **thermal efficiency** that counts

That's why more architects specify Fiberglas than any other roof insulation!

Once upon a time it was the practice of architects to specify roof insulation by thickness. Today, this practice is obsolete because only \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch of Fiberglas\* does the same insulating job as a **full inch** of most other materials. In addition to its exceptionally low "k" factor, Fiberglas Roof Insulation is fire-safe, dimensionally stable, rot-proof, moisture-resistant and resilient enough to withstand normal traffic loads without rupture. Its light weight and easy workability also save time and labor costs during application.

For complete technical data, see our listing in Sweet's File, or write either to one of the distributors listed below, or to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 63-H, Toledo 1, Ohio.
They like to save money at St. Mary’s of the Valley, too!

St. Mary’s of the Valley, Beaverton, Oregon, saved 9,660 gallons of fuel oil in a single heating season after changing over to Dunham Vari-Vac® Heating. This amounted to a 22% saving of $650.00 a year in the heating bill.

In addition, Mother Collette reports they now have even heat throughout the building...have eliminated all “water hammer” in the piping...and enjoy a practically unlimited supply of hot water—not available with their oldsystem. What’s more, the Sisters easily handle what little maintenance is required.

Dunham patented temperature controls on variable vacuum steam mains can lower your fuel bills, too. That’s because outside weather and inside heat losses promptly and automatically control steam consumption so that you use less steam. What’s more, you can “zone heat” with Vari-Vac to meet varying conditions of building exposure and occupancy.

Full cost-cutting facts and figures on Dunham Vari-Vac Heating are yours if you just clip and mail the coupon.
AND BEHOLD!

THE

1955 Double-Flow®

Aquatower

The Marley Double-Flow Aquatower, the unit that brought the low silhouette tower to the air conditioning and refrigeration industry, has been completely redesigned . . . to accentuate its compatibility to architecture, to boost its already excellent performance.

New are the horizontal corrugated asbestos cement board end walls; new are the completely louvered sides. These two features give the Double-Flow Aquatower a much lower, more compact appearance and make the tower an integral part of the structure it serves. The new structural design effects marked economy in construction time and labor cost.

A distinctively different pattern of high-efficiency nailless filling is a 1955 feature. Air-handling ability of every Double-Flow Aquatower unit has been sharply increased. The combination of these two improvements means added performance for every frame size.

Double-Flow Aquatowers are offered in a complete range of capacities for either single or multi-cell installations. The Model 8 (pictured here) and its companion, the Model 12, fill every requirement for air conditioning and refrigeration. Get the entire story on these important improvements in water cooling from your nearby Marley engineering sales office.

*Trademark reg. Double-Flow design fully protected by U. S. Pat. Re 21794

Give the lady what she wants...

Woman-designed Curtis Kitchens!

It's easy for any woman to fall in love with a Curtis kitchen. Millions have. They're designed by women... for women...with 53 ultramodern features. Such as cabinet doors and drawers and tray fronts of beautiful natural birch finishes. Such as spin shelves...island units...adjustable shelves...and enough standard units to fill and fit any plan. Built for economical installation. See your lumber and building material dealer, or write for fact-filled literature.

Curtis Companies Service Bureau
Clinton, Iowa

The first complete listing of Building Stones available in the United States and Canada, with detailed descriptions, characteristics and sources. Published by THE STONE COUNCIL and offered to architects, contractors and builders at no cost. See your 1955 Sweets' File — Architectural, or write

Stone Index

A DEPARTMENT OF THE BUILDING STONE INSTITUTE

1700 Summer Street, Stamford, Conn.
Nobody yet has learned all the ways Modernfold makes space flexible

From grade schools to colleges, from workshops to factories, space in today's buildings can be as fluid and versatile as an architect desires...for Modernfold doors and walls have given design a new flexibility, as exciting as it is practical.

Space requirements which change hourly or daily can be met quickly and easily. And space needs which are likely to change months or years in the future need not require expensive, time-consuming remodeling if Modernfold doors and walls have been installed with growth in mind.

Modernfold doors are available in two lines: Custom, which comes in any size and a multitude of colors, and Spacemaster, which fits standard-size door openings and can be painted or slip covered.

In any size, Modernfold doors assure an almost unlimited life of efficiency and service because of their balanced, double-strength steel framework. And their washable vinyl covering has to meet the most rigid specifications in the industry for flexibility, resistance to cold, abrasion resistance and flex resistance.

Switches and overhead tracks make it possible for one Modernfold Custom door to serve in more than one location...to meet a variety of fast-changing demands for space. In fact, there's just no limit to the ways Modernfold makes space more flexible.

If you have a problem in space division, the Modernfold distributor (listed under "Doors" in classified directories) will be glad to show you the Custom line. Your building supply dealer has the Spacemaster line available. Or write New Castle Products, Inc., Dept. H31, New Castle, Indiana. In Canada: New Castle Products, Ltd., Montreal 6.

Full details in Sweet's file
UNIFORMLY GOOD COLOR of Atlas Mortar Cement contributes to the attractive appearance of the home of Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dando, Fellwick, Pennsylvania. Mason contractor: Joseph P. Serratore, Glenside, Pa.

For Uniform Color and True, Tight Joints Specify Atlas Mortar Cement

Beautiful homes call for quality masonry. Atlas Mortar Cement helps assure that quality. Here's why:

First, Atlas Mortar Cement gives you better-looking masonry. Its uniform color assures consistently good appearance in the wall... helps make any job more attractive.

Second, construction moves ahead more smoothly and rapidly when you use Atlas Mortar Cement. That's because Atlas Mortar's excellent workability lasts longer... aids proper placement of masonry units. Quality control in the manufacture of Atlas Mortar assures uniform performance in use.

And, third, masonry made with Atlas Mortar Cement is more durable. The air-entraining properties of Atlas Mortar Cement provide weather-tight joints, highly resistant to freezing and thawing.

ATLAS MORTAR CEMENT has proved itself on both large jobs and small. It complies with all ASTM and Federal Specifications for masonry cement, including the recent requirements for soundness (low expansion) in autoclave. For further information, write Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

OFFICES: Albany • Birmingham • Boston • Chicago • Dayton • Kansas City • Minneapolis • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Waco

SKILLED HANDS PREFER
ATLAS MORTAR CEMENT
THE SATIN OF MASONRY CEMENTS

UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR—Televised alternate weeks—See your newspaper for time and station
Gate City's New "Type H" Wood Awning Window contains Important *asked-for features!

NEW SIZES — New, more popular sizes — 13 stock sizes — will be stocked for immediate shipment. (48 other sizes available on order.)

CARTON PACKAGING — All stock units are carton packed, 2 per carton. Carton includes screens, extension jambs, cranks and escutcheons. Windows completely assembled and glazed.

ENCLOSED HARDWARE — Redwood covers enclose hardware in jambs and sill. Offers proven advantages of Gate City's sturdy dual-action hardware PLUS beauty.

WOOD GLAZING BEAD — Glass is bedded in putty with wood bead exterior glazing. Completely eliminates all putty problems.

REDWOOD EXPOSED PARTS — All exposed parts are made of Redwood for superior durability and workability. Available in matched, heart Redwood at slight extra cost when specified.

REMOVABLE DOUBLE GLAZING — Aluminum framed individual storm sash easily applied to each vent. Provides efficient double glazing when desired.

THERMOPANE RABBETING — Standard sash rabbeting will take Thermopane glass, which can easily be installed with wood glass mold.

EXTENSION JAMB GROOVING — Backside of window jambs are grooved to take extension jambs. Tongued extension jambs are furnished with each unit.

In addition to the above features, the new "Type H" window embodies all the qualities, all the advantages that have made Gate City the standard of the awning window industry — fixed hinge operation; simple, sturdy dual-action hardware, inside screens, Perma-Treated wood. With more than 40 years' experience as window craftsmen, it's easy to see why more architects, builders and contractors specify Gate City with confidence.

"Push-Button Ventilation" is here! Gate City's electrically-operated Aluminum Awning Window opens and closes with the flick of a switch. There's nothing like it for clerestory or otherwise inaccessible installations, and for all openings in your better projects. This superior new Aluminum Awning Window is also available in crank-operated models.

GATE CITY SASH & DOOR CO., DEPT. PA 8
P. O. Box 901, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Gentlemen: I would like complete information on
[ ] Gate City's New "Type H" WOOD Awning Window.
[ ] The Gate City "Push-Button" ALUMINUM Awning Window.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ Zone ______ State ______
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FOR YOUR PROTECTION
insist on
Quality Approved
ALUMINUM
DOUBLE-HUNG CASEMENT PROJECTED AWNING
WINDOWS

Lower maintenance costs, no painting, easy operation, years of trouble-free service . . . these are a few of the benefits your clients get with "Quality-Approved" aluminum windows . . . windows that have been tested for quality, strength, construction and minimum air infiltration.

For detailed specifications and names of manufacturers, consult Sweet's 17a/ALU or write direct to
ALUMINUM WINDOW MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
74 Trinity Place, New York 6, N.Y.

Sonotube—FIBRE FORMS
for round columns of concrete

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Sonotube Fibre Forms save time, money and labor . . . specify SONOTUBES for concrete columns, piers, underpinning and piles.

Sizes 2” to 36” I.D. up to 50' long. Ordered in desired lengths or sawed to requirements on the job.

See our catalog in Sweet’s

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Functional Design at a Savings!
. . . low cost SONOTUBES make it possible

The beautiful 150-room de Ville Motel is built on round concrete columns formed by low cost SONOTUBES.

This functional design permits the ground floor area to be used for automobile parking space.

SONOTUBE Fibre Forms save time, money and labor . . . specify SONOTUBES for concrete columns, piers, underpinning and piles.

Sizes 2” to 36” I.D. up to 50’ long. Ordered in desired lengths or sawed to requirements on the job.

See our catalog in Sweet’s

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Sonotube Fibre Forms save time, money and labor . . . specify SONOTUBES for concrete columns, piers, underpinning and piles.

Sizes 2” to 36” I.D. up to 50’ long. Ordered in desired lengths or sawed to requirements on the job.

See our catalog in Sweet’s

FOR YOUR PROTECTION
"We selected laminated wood arches for the combination gymnasium-auditorium in Buck's Hill School because we felt that a form of exposed ceiling would be the most economical. By using laminated wood arches and purlins we were able to apply a low cost roof with an acoustical interior finish and have a finished room broken only by the clean lines of the arches."

That's the story in architect Francis L. S. Mayers' own words. It needs no embellishment. The photographs are ample proof how well Mr. Mayers adapted Rilco laminated wood arches and the practical beauty resulting.

Rilco laminated wood members, whether arches, beams or trusses, are as flexible as the imagination of the designer and surprisingly economical. These fire-safe structural members are factory-cut and drilled, furnished with connecting hardware, ready for labor-saving assembly and erection. Rilco field representatives will gladly consult with you about the requirements for your next school, church, commercial or industrial building. Write for Information...
FOR Distinctive BEAUTY AND Architectural PERFECTION

Flush doors may appear alike ... but only Paine Rezo Doors have:

1. Hand-matched hardwood faces for a rich blend of color and grain that give distinctive beauty and architectural perfection in any modern home design.

2. Air-vented, grid core construction, for dimensional stability in any climate, assuring a life-time of trouble-free service.

Proven by nearly 7,000,000 installations, backed by over a century of millwork craftsmanship, Paine Rezo Doors are truly America's finest!

For full details, write:

PAINE LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1853 • OSHKOSH, WIS.
Graceful, trim lighting solution for store, office or any public area...the new super-sized Optiplex fixture by Lightolier. Four feet square, equipped with eight or six 40W. rapid start lamps, it spreads soft, even light over a broad area without harsh brightness contrasts. Formed Plexiglas diffuser is clear white, permanently retains its whiteness, dimensions and even light diffusion. Hidden hinges swing diffuser down for easy cleaning or relamping. Rapid start lamps light instantly without flicker. Available for stem, surface or recessed mounting.

Optiplex fixtures are available in a wide range of sizes for commercial and residential installations. For a portfolio of Optiplex lighting by Lightolier, write today on your professional letterhead to Dept PA-85.

LIGHTOLIER
Architectural Fixtures, Residential Fixtures, Portable Lamps

JERSEY CITY 5, NEW JERSEY
Choose the AGITAIR that best suits your needs—and feel secure that whichever you choose is outstanding for quality, design, service and dependability. AGITAIR is recognized as a pioneer in the development and manufacture of air diffusers ... with more years of air diffuser “Know How” than any other manufacturer. Look around—you’ll see AGITAIR everywhere... coast-to-coast... and throughout the world.

AIR DEVICES INC.
IRIS MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 16
AIR DIFFUSERS•FILTERS•EXHAUSTERS

NOW... greatest NEW drain development in years!...

Josam SUPER-FLO FLOOR DRAINS (PATENTED)

Designed with perimeter slots in the grate which increase free drainage area of top and permit greater flow into the drain. Waste water enters drain at the very edge of the drain top instead of flowing over the wide rim of conventional drains before it reaches grate opening. Water friction loss is greatly reduced and flow rate (GPM) into Josam SUPER-FLO Drains is greater than flow rate into standard drains of same or larger size top.

Therefore a Josam Super-Flo Drain of a smaller top size can be installed to service the same drainage condition as a larger top size standard drain.

Josam SUPER-FLO Drain with 7" top
STANDARD DRAIN with 9" top

Details and specifications for architects and engineers are available in a new 8-page booklet. Send for your copy today.

JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPT. PA • MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
Representatives in all principal cities.

Josam Series No. 7000

Twenty-five models—to provide the exact control needed for any and every type of door. Each offers complete adaptability to contemporary design and function—plus these ten important service advantages—

1. Built-In Hold-Open Device
2. Positive Back Stop
3. Positive Centering
4. Built-In Leveling Device
5. No Accidental Hold-Open
6. Two-Speed Closing Action
7. Permanent Hydraulic Oil Seal
8. Positive Uniform Control
9. No Seasonal Adjustment
10. Easy Installation

Backed by Nationwide Service Organization

Write for Detailed Information and Literature

DOR-O-MATIC
Division of Republic Industries, Inc.
4446 North Knox Avenue • Chicago 30, Illinois

IN CANADA: Dor-O-Matic of Canada, 550 Hopewell Ave., Toronto 10, Ont.

EXPORT REPRESENTATIVES: Consultants International, 31 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.
uniformity
in every
thickness

Careful checking and control throughout the entire manufacturing process keeps our resilient tiles completely uniform in thickness. This control begins with the analysis of raw materials, and continues through mixing, proportioning, and rolling. Accurate micrometer records are kept for each run, while laboratory technicians regularly chart viscometer flow rates during calendering. Uniform thickness, accuracy of cutting, trueness and clarity of color, surface smoothness, built-in durability and ease of cleaning and maintenance—all these qualities make this the world's most popular line of resilient tiles.

KENTILE, INC.
America's largest manufacturer of resilient floor tiles

KENTILE: Asphalt Tile...Carnival...Corktone • KENCORK: Cork Tile for Floors and Walls • KENRUBBER: Rubber Tile • KENFLEX: Vinyl Asbestos Tile...Carnival • ROYAL KENFLOR Vinyl Tile...CUSHION-BACK KENFLOR Vinyl Tile...also available by the yard • SPECIAL KENTILE: Grease-proof Asphalt Tile • THEMETILE, KENINSERTS: Decorative Inserts • KENCOVE: Vinyl Wall Base • KENBASE: Wall Base
NOW...

Even More Heat-Exchange Capacity

Even Less Air Friction

with AEROFIN Smooth-Fin Heating and Cooling Coils

Write for Bulletin S-55

AEROFIN CORPORATION
101 Greenway Avenue, Syracuse 1, N. Y.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past twenty years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for forty-four years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices
Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

Architectural Practice—Revised Edition
by Clinton H. Cowgill and Ben John Small
This comprehensive book covers the professional, business, and legal aspects of architectural practice. Commissions for professional services are traced in minutest detail from the day the client arrives to the last payment for work performed. The social and economic implications of contemporary practice are translated in terms of ready-to-use forms, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, and the like. Accounting procedures, bookkeeping systems, almost every procedural form an architect requires for his practice, agreements of every nature, specifications, insurance and bond requirements are all presented in orderly sequence.

Send for a copy on approval
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. X-54, 430 Park Ave. New York 22, N. Y.

Really Quiet!
You can always
"Hear Here"
in this Acousti-Booth

And Look
• No doors — always fresh air
• No corners — to sweep
• No glass — to break
Models, size and finish available for any location, such as: manufacturing areas, shipping rooms, power plants, hotels, stores, depots, etc.

Performance Guaranteed
Write for Catalog-Bulletin

Architectural Products Division of
BURGESS-MANNING COMPANY
5962 Northwest Highway, Chicago 31, Illinois

WALTER GROPIUS
Work and Teamwork
by S. GIEDION

253 pages, over 300 photographs and plans, 7 1/4" x 10 1/4", $10.00

This is the most important book yet published on one of the greatest living architects, written by one of the most widely-read living writers on architects and architecture!

Dr. Giedion presents a masterly analysis of a whole era: the period of evolution of contemporary architecture, with Gropius as the central figure, and the architecture in Germany, England and America as the setting, 140 pages of illustrations cover every phase of Gropius’ work—by far the most comprehensive collection ever published. The book ends with a complete list of Gropius’ works; bibliographies of all the books, essays and contributions to learned periodicals he has written; a listing of the books and critical articles about him and his work; and an excellent index.

Only by actually seeing this beautiful book can you fully appreciate the genius of Gropius and the immense scope of his work. Don’t fail to order your copy NOW for Free Examination!

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. M-840, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
The gas engine-compressor units used in pipe line stations make a terrific noise. Equipment operators subjected to its full force would suffer seriously in comfort and efficiency. The Texas Illinois Company sought the best solution — found it in ReynoCoustic.

This aluminum acoustical system combines maximum sound absorption with long life and minimum maintenance. It has an excellent fire spread rating — Underwriters’ Laboratories label on each shipment.

The installation shown is so successful, the Texas Illinois Natural Gas Pipe Line Co. is using ReynoCoustic in seven more stations. Consider this superior treatment wherever you have a noise problem.

A complete installation service is available. For name of nearest franchised acoustical applicator, call the Reynolds office listed under “Building Materials” in classified phone books of principal cities. For complete literature write to Reynolds Metals Company, Building Products Division, 2014 South Ninth Street, Louisville 1, Kentucky.
On this historic date the first commercial white portland cement was given to the building field. After years of intensive research Dr. S. B. Newberry had accomplished his life-long quest for a portland cement that was white, and far more beautiful than any other cementitious material. And equally important, his method of making Medusa White cement was so inexpensive that architects and contractors were able to adapt it to a multitude of uses. Within a short time Medusa White became the accepted way for making finer stucco, cast stone, mortar and white concrete. Within a few years it was standard practice for better sculpture, cast slabs and terrazzo.

The pure "diamond blue" whiteness of Dr. Newberry’s cement is something that just couldn’t be improved. No other cement in the half century since its perfection has ever equaled the white color of Medusa White. It’s no wonder that only recently it was selected carefully from all other cements for such outstanding construction as the United Nations Permanent Headquarters and the restoration of Independence Hall.

If you are planning construction of a better type, specify famed "non-staining" Medusa White, the original white portland cement for stucco, pre-cast slabs and terrazzo.
WHATEVER YOUR ELECTRICAL PROBLEM, WE ARE READY TO SERVE YOU

This man is the construction sales engineer in your nearby Westinghouse office. He's an electrical specialist. His job is to help you solve electrical problems on the kind of projects you handle. In fact, from preliminary design through electrical system planning . . . from product demonstrations through operational proof . . . he and his team of Westinghouse engineers will work with you.

CHECK THE EXAMPLES ON THE NEXT FOUR PAGES . . .

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse
LIGHTING TAILORED TO SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
SOLVES THE PROBLEM OF VARIED CLASSROOM NEEDS

Low ceiling heights . . . and a need to match seeing conditions to academic programs. These made controlled lighting a basic consideration here.

The answer: individual lighting systems—each matched to a specific, functional requirement.

In the mechanical drawing department, for example, the Westinghouse LC fluorescent luminaire was selected. A direct-indirect type, it provides high illumination in all parts of the room . . . gives a diffused, efficiently utilized light.

Further, in the manual training rooms, where good lighting is also a factor, FPC fluorescent luminaires were installed. They are designed for general area illumination and deliver a maximum light output. Their rugged construction makes them particularly suitable for this area.

Whatever the school lighting problem, the Westinghouse construction and lighting sales engineers stand ready to help you solve it.
LC Fluorescent Luminaire, a direct-indirect type, provides the proper illumination levels required in the mechanical drawing department, and other classroom areas.

FPC Fluorescent Luminaire delivers maximum light output in the manual training areas, giving quality lighting with few shadows ... resulting in better workmanship.

Westinghouse building-type switchboard, one of two installed, contains modern circuit breaker protective devices that minimize outages on the entire electrical system. DP-3019-D
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, MATCHED WITH THE FINEST IN HOTEL CONVENIENCE, ASSURES RELIABLE POWER SERVICE

Since many of its guest services are electrically operated, the new 15-million-dollar Fontainebleau Hotel demands completely reliable power distribution.

Called during the planning stages, Westinghouse engineers helped select an electrical system that virtually assures continuous service. The base: two Westinghouse building-type switchboards—providing circuit breaker protection for the entire system.

In case of electrical interruptions, both switchboards permit quick restoration of service. A flip of the breaker handle does it.

BRANCH CIRCUIT PROBLEMS ... VIRTUALLY ELIMINATED

Branch circuit protection is provided by Westinghouse De-ion® circuit breaker panelboards.

Especially designed into the hotel's corridors, these power and lighting boards guarantee protection of the equipment they serve. They will not trip on harmless overloads. When a fault does occur, the tripped breaker can be spotted easily. By flipping it back, service is restored quickly and safely.

Why not call your Westinghouse construction sales engineer to help you solve similar problems?

Westinghouse NLAB circuit breaker panelboard is one of 65 protective lighting circuits—consisting of 140 miles of wire that feeds 9,000 lamps in the hotel. DP-5019-E

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S

Westinghouse
How to plan for more living space and new beauty — with even greater economy

A treasury of 100 architect-designed houses from $5,000 to $20,000

QUALITY BUDGET HOUSES

By KATHERINE MORROW FORD, Architectural Consultant, and THOMAS H. CREIGHTON, Editor, Progressive Architecture

How to obtain the best value from a limited budget, with the most in quality, is the vital message of this amazing book. Each of the practical and beautiful houses featured is described from the viewpoint of what today's home-buyer wants to know.

You can safely hand this book to your clients for the complete and down-to-earth information they need in what may be the biggest single purchase of a lifetime. Every aspect is covered, from economizing on the land bought, to increasing resale value.

224 pages 350 photos and plans $4.95

85 BEST U.S. HOUSES: DESIGNS, PLANS, PICTURES, SPECIAL PROBLEMS

THE AMERICAN HOUSE TODAY

By KATHERINE MORROW FORD and THOMAS H. CREIGHTON

Each house in this exceptional and inspiring volume is unique in some way. Here are special program requirements of houses for small, large, or growing families: for the bachelor; vacation houses, houses built for city or country, for flat land or hill site; etc. Text and more than 500 illustrations cover every reason-why of building a house anywhere. The most beautiful and detailed book on homes ever published.

235 pages Profusely illustrated $7.95

HOUSING DESIGN

By EUGENE HENRY KLABER

The designs of over 125 outstanding architects are shown in photographs and scale drawings. These point out the standards essential to successful room layout, apartment floor planning, building design, and site orientation. The author's eminent career as architect, town planner, and housing consultant in both private practice and government service gives him the broad experience needed to cover such an amazing range of topics.

250 pages Over 200 Illustrations $8.50

EXAMINE any or all of these books for 10 days FREE

Reinhold Books that work for you

Modern planning that cuts costs with space-saving magic!

DESIGNS FOR LIVING

By KATHERINE MORROW FORD and THOMAS H. CREIGHTON

Shows how thrilled homeowners and their architects or interior design specialists solved the problems your clients face. Every page features ideas that save both space and costs: ideas you can apply now — or show to your clients to illustrate your own suggestions. No detail — interior or exterior — from garden gate to rooftop, is overlooked. Includes full pages in gorgeous color.

216 pages Hundreds of page-dominating illustrations, $5.95

THE HOUSE AND THE ART OF ITS DESIGN

By ROBERT WOODS KENNEDY

Brings you a complete review of the architect-designed house — its conception and design scheme as determined by the needs and activities of its inhabitants. Skillfully analyzes the demands of the inhabitants on a house, and shows how these demands are translated into a house plan that reflects the ultimate in beauty as well as in technical advantage. A well-known authority in the socio-psychological aspect of house design, the author presents his material in a strikingly informative and often humorous style.

560 pages Profusely illustrated $9.00

Only by examining these books can you appreciate their value and worth.

Use this coupon for FREE 10-DAY EXAMINATION

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP., Dept. M-839
430 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

Send me the book(s) checked below for 10 days FREE EXAMINATION. In 10 days I will either return the book(s) and owe nothing, or will remit the full price plus postage.

☐ Quality Budget Houses, $4.95 ☐ Designs for Living, $5.95
☐ The American House Today, $7.50 ☐ Housing Design, $8.50
☐ The House and the Art of Its Design, $9.00

Name__________________________
Address_________________________
City_________________Zone____State____

☐ SAVE MONEY! Enclose purchase price now and Reinhold pays all shipping charges. Same return privileges; refund guaranteed. Please include 3% sales tax on New York City orders.
Have you a ceramic tile Design problem?

If you do, the Suntile design staff, headed by Harry J. Macke, will be happy to assist you at no obligation.

Working from your elevations, and with your design requirements in mind, our ceramic specialists will develop suggestions for tile applications in any area. Or, if you prefer, they will faithfully translate your own tile design concepts into accurate layouts.

Just send us your elevations or sketches for tile installations and we'll be glad to submit drawings for your consideration.

Send coupon for Sample Tile Design Solutions by

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
P. O. Box 71, Cincinnati 15, Ohio

Gentlemen:
Please send me free sample drawings prepared by the Suntile Design Staff for specific jobs.

Name:
Firm:
Address:
City__Zone__State__
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The Author: A brilliant writer, Mr. Birren is also a rare combination of capable scientist and creative artist. His clients read like the blue book of American activities, from House and Garden Magazine to General Electric — from the U. S. Navy and Coast Guard to the Department of State (to represent the United States in International conferences on color).
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PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

Reporting on an AIA Convention is difficult—especially when one is still recovering from the social festivities that go with it. It is difficult because the report could be written from so many points of view. From, for instance, the purely social: the large parties and the small gatherings in homes; the flow of visitors through the P/A room; formal banquet; and quick drinks with a seldom-seen friend. Or it could be written from the point of view of the serious seminar student, who had good fare this year. Or even from the position of Institute “politics”—the progress or lack of it in the workings of the organization itself. Then this year another theme ran through the meetings and discussions and behind-the-scenes committee work: preparation, education, apprenticeship for the profession. I knew that my own reactions varied. There were times during the week in Minneapolis when I was excited at progress being made, at the mature approach to many professional problems; when Jim Hunter and Alex Cochran announced to the ACSA group meeting before the Convention that the Board had appropriated $3000 for a study of aptitude testing for architecture; when I saw the Log Book that the Education Committee is preparing to test out as apprenticeship procedure; when the various groups concerned agreed to investigate collegiate education for building industry careers under the aegis of the architectural schools. And in the talks, when Albert Mayer gave the keynote talk on planning for the community, when Bob Alexander spoke on the architect’s role in planning; when Victor Gruen described the community aspects of commercial planning; when Dudok outlined steps that could be taken toward better-planned cities. Even in the “business” sessions, when moves were made to study interests of younger architects; to bring to the membership new studies in office practice; to permit architects’ photographs in advertising (subject to certain restraints); to proceed with an expanded public-relations program, and so on.

There were other times when I felt that some of the same old mistakes were being made: that a large number of delegates (in the final business session, a majority) still insisted on maintaining a structure which others consider not truly democratic. For instance, when a resolution proposed by a committee of younger architects asking the AIA to support competitions for public work “whenever reasonably feasible” was defeated; when the letter-ballot method of election of officers was again rejected; when a move to base representation by Chapter delegates at Conventions on a more accurate ratio to membership was tabled. I have written before of the fact that the all-important meeting on Resolutions comes on Friday, on the morning after the Annual Banquet, with the result that all too many delegates are packing to go home, are out sight-seeing, or are sleeping off effects of the late night before.

It was fun, at times it was exciting, and no one can deny that the Institute is live and kicking. I just made a quick check through the items in the Suggested Program that P/A published last December, and of the 19 activities which seemed important to its sponsors at that time 15 are at least underway now. Some of them are well underway, and several of the national Committees (I think it is fair to say, notably the Education Committee, with great assist from Walter Taylor) have done a tremendous job this past year.

I heard several people discussing the fact that architects, in Convention assembled, seldom seem to produce the important “papers” that other professional groups hear at their meetings: announcements and expositions of new studies, findings, hypotheses. The doctors may listen, for instance, to reports of new research or newly tried therapies in one specialty or another. Architects are more likely to hear that buildings should be better designed and cities should be more beautiful. This is certainly not as exciting news, and probably not as useful knowledge to take home.

I wonder if we aren’t missing the boat by ignoring the architects’ traditional method of expression—graphic and visual exposition. Wouldn’t it be interesting at a Convention sometime to forego speeches entirely and ask the seminar participants to present, explain, and defend projects? If open discussion could be encouraged, the result might be both informative and newsworthy. I know this has been done at some local meetings; wouldn’t it be worth trying on a national level?

I stopped abruptly last month in my reporting of a trip through Tennessee and Texas and I want to go back to comment on something that happened en route. In Memphis, at an unusually well-attended meeting, I had the privilege of handing to Al Aydelott a Resolution which his Chapter had previously adopted, commending him for his work.

Nothing has given me more pleasure in a long time, because I have followed Al’s stormy career through several of its phases (described in April 1955 P/A) and have been in Memphis in the past when the organized architectural fraternity was not so sure of the value of his architectural achievements. It was a deserved tribute and a touching one. P/A and its Editor are very proud of the part we may have played in this unusual recognition of the importance to the entire architectural group of recognized achievement by one member of the group.

The WHEREASes of the Resolution mentioned the fact that architects “often miss the opportune time and occasion to commend a fellow member,” even though they do realize that “the effort involved in producing good architecture should be justly recognized.” They then go on to say that Aydelott’s “sensitive design has produced architectural works of significance, recognized as such by authoritative books on architecture and by professional journals published in this country and in Europe and South America, and most recently by publication in one of the leading architectural journals, Progressive Architecture, of a portfolio of buildings, exemplifying a high standard of professional responsibility.”

After applauding his success in competitions and his work as a teacher, the Resolution then concludes by commending “Alfred Lewis Aydelott for his achievements in Architecture and for his effect upon the culture of the South.”

At that Memphis meeting I spoke on the desirability of competitions for public buildings, supporting a stand that the Chapter had taken, urging a competition for a Fine Arts Center being proposed. The Mayor, who was there that night, seemed to be interested. I believe he hasn’t yet made a decision. The refusal of the AIA Convention to support the competition principle actively was a bitter blow to the Memphis delegates.

Another very handsome parchment I would like to quote from is an Award made to Reinhold Publishing Corporation at the Convention, for having published the Report of the Commission for the Survey of Education and Registration (The Architect at Mid-Century). Bill Atkin, Associate-Editor of our Book Division, received it proudly. It says, in part: “Holding to the well established principle too often forgotten in our day that there are publishing responsibilities above that of profit making, you have demonstrated that the impossible in volume of work and rate of progress can, by skill and devotion to a worthy cause, be transformed into the possible.

“Your achievement has advanced architectural education and practice in America, and has earned the gratitude of student, teacher and practitioner.”
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